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1, INTRODUCTION*
Basically there are two methods available for meoeurlBg the 
losses in large commercial hydraulic mJoMnm* Firstly* the losses 
in a model are found by conventional experiments in a laboratory, and 
the actual lasses for the prototype are then estimated, allowing for 
the majoration effect. Secondly, the actual flow throng the 
machine is measured by various methods and by determining the head 
available together with other factors involved, the losses in the 
turbines or pumpsare estimated. The first method cannot be accepted 
except as an approximation. The second method, however, gives 
accurate and reliable values but it entails complicated end elaborate 
equipment. Moreover, it necessitates closure of machines during 
installing and dismantling of the measuring equipment resulting in a 
considerable waste of time and money.
Routine checks on hydro-elccta^o stations are usually 
impeded due to this rather cumbersome method. Recent advances in the 
design of I*ydraulio machines have made it increasingly important that 
a routine check on the performance of the machines should bo made so 
that they may be operated in the most efficient way.
Power stations consisting of two or more machines usually 
present the problem of running the machines efficiently in combination, 
©specially when there is a limited supply of water. In these 
(XxncULticeis ïaiom&edjge o]f t&w& EwituaûL peKefonmaMwae (warwas (Mould s%w8ui%) t&ws
most efficient m y  of running the machines.
Beariikg ia i Bdbud Who jprtdblemwa eissotxlaiied tlws GoclsiüLogf 
methods ond the importenoe of finding the performance of hydraulic 
machines, which cannot fee overstressed, a new method oalled the 
thermodynamic method has been developed.
The principal oonoeptlon of this method was first Introduced 
by A. Poirson in 1914* Later in 1929 further investigations were 
(soaMcied oitt Igr Be%dbiJClo«i* BYxntsKlne landl RcdkrgKMi düi IbcaBKMB, imblcdh %Mis 
ftkllmmsd ïMLllimsr Eoad IBaftaibGwdh in OknamaKgr azwl IDitsa&an dba Ckuaekfei.
Fundamentally/
M» 2 «•
Fimdaaeataîly the method imrolves the
dBt*M3oiiw&t&ÆM% (Kp tX%8 ohango iai igdxæaÆLl eawBsygr odf t&ua fShiid 
igbixwygh SqydbrBüûLio iBGÆü&twÆWB cws a. icegnalt <)f <t&8s%l%K%ti{m cüP a%w%c@gr 
]U&98(M3. lïKiotdboaOUky Hb oeai be oKHggwüxad Igr (dw&Eonflays t&wa rlee db& 
tengoeiBrbare <)f jKkwdül flxMolKyg through the imswdbizw&s# It) :&8 loaovai t&mt 
If matMSp le d3M)p%MMl t&wowadi 14^ )0 dMb# sawl lowuedit 1%) rest eawawzdbag 
t&K&t iawaee jLs %%) G3BdbaiWB& odT Ibew&t IbxKa tawa EHHCZKMmdlngSf iWbe 
tKagpQz%&&ure igill lelewa thaxMagh 1 da%&»G, T%u%c8i%MBB, jLf a Ibaz&düie 
<%per@dWUogf&t 3V%30 3M&* of I&ead Is ewgy* eiy&tolaa&t, IKhe TW&ter sit t&w) 
Ib&ll amaoG vclll Twa rowygbly <).lck%g.C. imai%K%e t&M@& t&wa watExe emtorlKy;
Idbe tRcebizwa* esawml&ws ttw&t t&wa 8%*K%lfio iheot lof imatea? :1s larity ztt tluat 
temperature* (Bieoretioally this statement is not oorreet* heoause 
the losses do not ooour as ohango in enthslpy of the fluid, hut as a 
ohange in internal energy of the fluid. Althou^ a detailed 
theoretical investigation will he glven later, ha?e for a general 
argument we have assisaed that losses appear as rise in temperature 
of fluid flowing through a maohine.
m  1954 6. #llm and P* Oompmas of Meotrioite de France 
ptddllshed a paper on the fundamental investigation of the Poiræn 
method which has formed the basis of all work carried out on the 
thermodynamic method of measuring the efficiency of hydraulic 
machines. They have given a detailed explanation of the theoretical 
relationship, followed by an analysis of possible sources of error and 
a description of measuring equipment suitable for industrial 
applications*
The present investigation is also based on the W03& of 
%llm and Gempmas* It mainly consists of detailed study of the 
Amdamental principles involved and the calculation of change in 
internal energy using basic laws of thermodynamics leading to the 
development of the thermodynamic ©xpression for efficiency of 
hydraulic machines; also the development of measuring equipment In 
general and an adiabatic expander in particular ivith special reference 
to low head machines and its technique of operation, followed by 
details/
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details of a series of tests at high and lew head machines spread 
over a period of three years.
A ooii^ parleoa teet with current meters was oarried out on a 
machine operating under approximately 180 ft. of head, vhieh is the 
lowest over tested snooessfhlly. An ^ oonraging, result has shown 
that this method can he developed for low heads as effeotlvely as it 
has been done for hi#i heads in France and Germany.
The new adiabatic expander, ' and a new technique of 
measurement have been the two main factors in the development of this 
method, and for low heads they have proved to be a definite 
improvement.
2.
The law of ooneervation of energy mày be stated in several 
different forms, One of the forms oould be written as:
Energy entering ' Increase or decrease Energy leaving
the system of energy stored t the system
within the system
As a hydraulio machine delivers work at a constant rate while 
operating imder steady flow oonditiens, tho rate of flow of each mass 
stream entering and leaving the system is constant| so it may be 
analysed as à steady flow system. Let us apply these oonditions to
the general form of the energy equation. Since by definition there is 
no change in the energy stored within a steady flow system, the 
statement of the law of conservation of ener^ reduoes to,
Energy entering the system = Energy leaving the system.
For an arbitrary system as shown In Flg.l, the energy equation may be 
written asi
where/
4 "*
where Z is potential energy#
E is kinentrlo energy written as where
V is veloeity.
q is heat input
IB is internal energy,
is flow work and written as 3?/w, where P is 
pressure and w is spécifia wei^t#
Suffix 1 shows entry point#
Suffix 2 shows exit point*
(Each term in the above equation represents energy per unit 
weight, i#e* ft*lh»/lh*)*
Solving for q and writing in difference form, we get
q = AB + AWjg. 4* A E f f W ****** 2'1:1
which is a general form of the steady flow energy equation#
fhe well*knom lerroulli equation may he derived using a 
force analysis.* Heat and internal energy are not involved for good 
historic reasons, Bernoulli, a contemporary of Hew ton, derived the 
equation around 1700., whereas the laws of conservation of energy were 
not accepted until about 1850 IgO years later# However, the 
energy law throws additional light on the Bernoulli equation, forming 
the basis of the work published by #llm and Gamptaass in 1954+
Let us consider an open system of fluid flowing in a pipe 
between boundaries 1 and 2 as shown in Fig* 2, and let us apply the 
steady flow energy equation 2+1:1 to this system* In this system 
W = 0 and q can be negligibly small if there is little temperature 
difference between the inside mû outside or if the pipe is well 
Insulated* An incompressible fluid in frlotionlesa flow with q « 0 
will undergo no change of internal energy i.e. A B  » 0. Between the 
boundaries 1 and 2, the energy equation 2*1:1 then becomes
I
■» 5
A ( ^  ) + A K  A g * » 0
OX E. V.® „ _
(ft.lb/lî>)...2*2a
which is a form of Bamculll's cqmaMon for the flow of 
incompressible fluids without friction. But in an actual process 
friction prevents some of the energy at 1 from issuing as useful 
Qmx'g^  at 2, and this is termed energy loss# If * q* is negligible 
during the flow of an incompressible fluid, the energy loss due to 
friction appears in the internal energy of the fluid* Thus using 
all the energy terms shown in Big*2, we have
Eg P Vg® V,® Z z
^  ^ sS' ' w  *  ^  ^ " - ih-
2 1
This is a form of Bernoulli's equation with friction if we 
designate 2g ^  B_ as the friction head, which is the sum of the 
changes of "all heads", a net loss*
If the system of S g*2 should lead to a hydraulic turbine 
at 2, some of the potential energy A Z would be converted into 
kinetic energy and then some of the kinetic energy would be 
converted into work in the turbine*
All the change of potential energy is not converted to 
work because of friction# and the energy loss due to friction 
appears in the internal energy of the fluid*
Willm and Gampmae in 19 54 extended the application of the
energy equation to hydraulio machines and reached an interesting 
result which enabled them to calculate the efficiency*
2*3 Energy equation anulled to hvdraulio turbiness*
ITe shall apply the energf eqimtion to the system formed 
by the turbine and water passing through it as shown in Fig*3*
For this system we will consider a cross-section A at inlet and B 
at/
*• 6 «■
at outlet. The energies at A will fee shorn by suffix *i* and
the energies at B will be shown by suffix 'o'.
We now recall that the energy equation (2+1:1) for 
steady flow is given by,
q = A S  + +AW. + A K f AZ + W
If the flow through the turbine Is relatively large, the
heat added or removed from the system per pound weight will be 
very small, and so it ivill be Justifiable to take q« 0.
The energy relation then becomes
W « AW^ 4- A E * Ag f A 1  2*3(1
which can also be written as
W m p. V y TP V
 ^  ^ f i - o *f i • o ft.lb/lb
or re-arranging
....
(i  ) ( o  ^  )
Putting
(the pressure head) — • (the velocity head) t 
(the potential head) ® ®ti the total hydraulic head at inlet
and
p V ^
£ A Ô Z the total hydraulic head at outlet
%  * W  * ° ^
we get from 2*3:2
W o + Bj -
<“  ^ " (»1$ + \) - ♦ Bj     2-3f3
If in a system there is no exchange of energy with the
outside/
Y .
outside*, then W » 0| and wo can write equation 2+3*3 as,
“tl + %  “ «to + \ ..... . 2.5.4
Therefore if we take some water inlet section A and bring it 
wllAout any change in total energy (for example through a throttle
valve) to a measuring section defined by suffix 1, we can write.
^ti ^tl %  ,.,##### 2"3*3
Similarly if we define a measuring section at outlet by suffix 2$ 
we get
«to + ♦ ®2    2.3.S
faking the walnee from equation 2* 3*5 and 2+3:6 and substituting in 
equation 2*3*5 we can f^ lte.,
W - (Eg - 15^) ft# Ih/lh. 2*3*7
wîiich is a general form of the useful work supplied by the turbine 
per unit weight measured at two experimental sections, one at 
inlet and the other at outlet defined by suffixes 1 and 2 
respectively*
Wo can also write equation 2*3*7 using all the "head"
terms as,
O ' g
W - &  * 5 2  - (5. + 5 .  + z ) - f B ) n.iDAi>.
'w 2g ‘■f 'w_ 2e -I
^ ******** 2+3*8
2+31 O^mlatian of change mgrava
From the definition of entropy and from the first law of 
thermodynamics, for a reversible or irreversible transformation we 
have,
ds ****** 2+ 31 * 1
where/
where T is absolute temperature 
a " entropy 
E " internal energy
F absolute pressure
V " Speqlf volume
Re-writing equation 2# 31*1# we get 
as * T#da - Pdv*
If we choose f and F as our independent variables, B becomes
a function of these variables and we can write
®  " ® (#)p " ag + æ . dP +
- p {H)p . as - E (§-)g . a?
Refez^ing to equation 2*31 «1# if we choose T and F as 
Independent variables we oen imite
On the other hand,
-  # ) ? '  •*■ ®
Since df end #  are independent of each other we can equate the 
co-efficients of dT and #  separately# this gives us
1 # P  •*■ 1 W e
( # T  “ 1 # T  + 1
% /
— 9 '*
By differentiating equation 2*31*5 with reaiieot to P and 
equation 2*31*4 with respect to T we get
â_w.gU
It follows that,
("H'V “ - ® (-#-)p - ^ (%-)T
If we put the value of t above equation in equation
2*31*4 we get
("%%")? 2*31*5
We can write for any heating process 
^  ^  4^ P. ^  ** constant (say) G^,
Gand if the heating is under constant pressure, dP = 0 and Gj,» p 
the specific heat at constant pressure*
Therefore we can write,
® (#-)p - %
From the above equation and equation 2#31(5 we get
(4 #-)^ ” S'............. ................  2‘31.6
Substituting the values of rp and pfrom equations 2*31*5
and 2*31*6 respectively in equation 2*31*2 we cmi imite
#  .. C , T. T * e  - F #dT . P * ap
^
and/
10 #
rniA e M  â'IÎ toother* we oea write
Œ  » - j'f (H;)p+ P (||)j, j .dS * I S  - P (%)pj . d®
We geoBll me# that the eliemge of imtemal energy depends omlgr on 
the location of state pointa 1 end 0; that it is Independent of 
the mature of the proeess oommeoting the points, end that 
therefore the ohamge is the seme between emy two etatee. no matter 
whatever is the path.
îheréfor© if w© oomsider am isothermal expansion from 
F. to Pg constant at T^ , followed %• a heating at constant 
pressure from ^  to fg tre may write
h - h “ %  . %) -^2 [^Pa, ®a) - h)] H-
+ / i %  4" * ''hp'T
'2
3*-»
'
. ai la taken as % g  (®g - slaoe the
\
temperature difference is very email# Brandt has argued that as 
'2Pm varies with temperature by not more than Q*\fo per deg 0
over the range 0 to 20^ 0$ this simplifioatim f e permissible.
2#4 #m™odmmBio eamressien for the usefhl work done by a hvdraulio 
ie<
If we put the value of Bg « B. from equo>tion 2*31*7 in
equation/
equation a gonoral expression for the useful wosük done oen
he obtained as,
P
» -  ^  ^ .  v(Pg.® p} -
+ J.Qgg - ®g) + ^  (?/ * Tg^ ) * h ' \  nih/xb.
2#4*1
!To bring this equation to a almpllfled form, Wlllm
end Oompmae oolleoted together all those qtmntltiee obtainable from
the tables of the propertiee of water* and by introduoidg a refer#
enoe speoiflo weight w (where w is measured at standard temper#
atuTG and pressure; for water w « 62.4 Ib/ft"^  at 4*^ 0 and 14*7 
Ib/in^ abs#) showed that these Imown quantities are oonvenlently
represented by a dimensionless quantity (1 # <K)*
In appendix equation Al$3 it has been shown that,
nP#
%  -  %  + 2^ {vCFa.Sg) .  , (P 2 ,% ) } .
=> i  -  V  ( ! - " ( )
8
where w is the specifio weight at 8#T.P*, and where
(h!k4 U | û a 2].
^ n k  h - ^ 2
bP'f
W
therefore we can write the fundamental thermodynamic 
expressions for the useful work done %  a hydraulio turbine as
- ^ a ) h --<)+ % 2  - '%) + i  » V )  + V  2^
ftî ####**# #2*^ 32
2 .5 /
# 3.2 #
2S fhermoâraamic expression for the work done by am ideal
We recall that even In on Ideal turbine there would be 
a ohange of internal mergy between inlet and outlet* Uïherefore 
if #0 oomider that the water is being admitted at tlie same Initial 
conditions as in the aotual turbine, defined head tenos#
g
I  > i  ’ • *1 ........
we oan eay that the water at the outlet of on ideal turbine will 
have the same oonditions as at the outlet of the aotual turbine 
exoept that the temperatWMi at thè outlet of % e  Ideal turbine 
will be less than the temperature $ at the outlet of the actual 
turbine# Oonsequently, the internal ènergy and speolfio weight 
being functions of temperature* will be different at the outlet of 
tho ideal turbine compared to the aotual turbine# Honoe we can 
define the energy terms for the oonditions at outlet of an ideal 
turbine as , , ,
P V 2
i \  » B* (Pg, , y
where w* is the speoifio woi^t at the outlet of the ideal turbine
» 0 Intemel energy at thd outlet of the ideal turbine
5^1 « « temperature ”
o
and
P^  is the pressure at the outlet of actual and ideal turbine 
T  ^ M W velooity head at " " " " » "
z V " " position * ** " " " "
If we define W* as the work done by an ideal turbine* iTom energy 
balanoe/opd equation 2* 3$2 we can write the ideal work done per
lb* as
w i .  .......... .....
i "o 2g 2g
Since/
#  13 #
8ino@ in an ideal flow wi#iout losaes* the change in entropy 
de w o, we oan write
d@ w # Pdv, for an ideal turbine
10 ro
or /dB » /# F*dv
or B* » ffl / # F#dv
0
'1
or P#dv ##*#* 2*5iS
üh%?efore we can exprese
p. i>„ r/- ? ® f®
It le ohoTm in Appendix 2 that we can write
P. r ' '
^  k (Pi :Pj) (1 )
1 o
wheare ie the speolflo weight of the fluid at 8*!If#p* and
P.
^ “ ”l » ”a .. p. (“ U, .#
 I P T »  J~.' '■**'%
and ie a dimenaiOnleee quantity like *
hence we can define the work done by an ideal turbine ae
9
V> » J- (’“i * *’o) (1 • § ) + 6 "  . js!) + %  - a„ ft. ID/ib.
0 2s 2g
 .......... a.5«3
•  14 -
2.6
We can define the efficiency of a hydraulic turbine as
\  "* Actual work doit© .» w
Ideal work done w*
Épom equations 2*4*2 and 2*5*5» w© can ?n?ite
%  (%-^2) (1-4 + ' %  ( V a )  + i (7i W )  + ^ 1- 2^
\Ns (Pi - Pa)(l-A+2g (^ i® - \
...... 2*6:1
Singh has argued that
(i) «• 0*8^ 5 ft/e©c at the point of measurement in the
calorimeter, assuming a discharge of 0*855 lb/sec 
(h 0.4 litre/sec).
(ii) ?g = T  « 4 ft/sec or less in tail race*
(iii) is taken into account by the use of a pi tot probe in the
measurement of P.
’up2^™2 ot2
(iv) 1 ” 2 in the numerator and «• o in the
2g 2g
denominator are of the same order of smallness compared 
isdth P. and respectively.
Shen the efficiency expression 2*6:1 reduces to
^  (\ -  ^8) 0  -  ) Cp (%  -  »a) + % -  ^2
S! ^
\ -
1
W-
If we choose the measuring test section at outlet of the turbine 
(i.e. at tail race) then,
^  ^  = atmospheric*
Since we can more conveniently represent gauge pressure head 
measured above atmosphere in ft. of water, we can therefore 
write/
-  15
write
w water
%
w' , (^ 1 *“ ^ q) == ^t of water
In most test oases and «•
and the ©fflolency can he expressed aa
^1 (i »p{) + ^ (^ i # ^ . Zg
%  (l ** N  ^ " ^2
i m s m m m r  m* meziiKY.
%e  efficiency equation leads ta:4 general methods of 
measurement:*
In tiîis method the absolute value of üEL and fg is measured
Ghy preeisioa thermometers and the value of P_ is obtained from 
tables, and are measured by pressure gauges and hence the 
efficiency of the machine can be calculated,
This method is impractical as it entails the measurement of 
the absolute value of températures * a very difficult and lengthy 
process especially when the desirable accuracy is « 0.001%, and 
also because it requires the calculation of specific heat with 
reasonable accuracy, not easily obtainable*
(il) Method of complété expansions*
In this method water under pressure from the penstock is 
expressed adiabatioally to the atmospheric pressure, The difference 
between the temperature of the expressed water and the 
temperature of the tail race Tg is measured by Thermometers.
Qp is obtained from tables and H. is measured by pressure gauge,
which enables calculation of the efficiency,
This method has an advantage that the term does not come
into/
“» X6 *
into oaloulatlon aa beoomea aero# Also only one presBwe If %  need 
be measured which eimpliflea the operation*
^wover, this method euffere from other great diaadvant^ee# 
Since the t^pez^iture team J0pg(Ty # Tg) beoomea the prinolpal tezm, 
therefore the temperature différence and the epeoifio heat have to 
be very aoourately measured, A ali^t %cror in the meaaurement of 
either temperature difference or apeolfio heat, will oause an 
appreoiable error in the efflialenc^ ir oaloulatlon# It also involves 
the meaaurament of the absolute value of the dlfferenoe of tG«q)eratBr8 
Tg # Tg# Aoourate oaloulationa of the apeoifio heat neoeaaitates 
another measurement of the absolute t^peratme cf tail raoe# Moreover 
the ohQnib8r(into which the water is osEpreaaed) together with all the 
oonneoting pipes must be completely insulated as a small heat transfer 
will alter the aotual value of the prinoipal term in the efficiency 
equation and thus will introduoo a gross error#
(iii) Method of Fartical Bxoansion*#
In this method water under pressure from the penetook is 
partially expressed ediabatically in a well insulated ohamber, suoh 
that the temperature of the eiq^essed water becomes equal to the 
temperature of the tail raoo* Thus the temperature term is 
eliminated and the oorresponding values of and B. are then 
measured by pressure gauge#
This method has several advantages# The measurement of 
absolute temperature is not required# The measurement of difference 
of temperature is not neoessary as the temperature term T. " Tp 
becomes equal to smw# Also it does not entail the calibration of 
the measuring instrument because the value of tho differenoe of 
t@np@patur@ is not required in the effiolenqy equation# Therefore 
the method becomes simple» aa only two pressures are to be measured, 
and it is most commonly used to measure the efficienoy#
however, it has some practical disadvantages# To obtain 
the condition T_ * Tg* several readlhgs have to be taken by adjusting 
the pressure sêttiiigà^  which is a lengthy process and entails the 
assimption/
17 #
asmmption that tlie graph of praseure versus temperature la a 
stral^t line#. Aleo the exchange of heat between the expander and 
surroundingB beoomee a major problem*
la view of #ie above meatioaed praotloal dieadveatageB 
a new adiabatio expander was developed and a new teohaiguo of 
meaeuremeat wag empl^^d to eliminate the dieadvaatageB#
The differeaoe of temperature betvfoea the peastook and tail 
#raoe ia measured directly by inserting one thermometer in the 
penatook and the other in the tail raoe* Bow zinoe 2^ beoomoB 
equal to 2L, only one pressure readiag will be required*
now8V@r$ this method neoessitates tlie oalibrationr of 
temperature in terms of pressure head for the moGisuring equipmtmt, 
as the value of the differenoe of tengperature is regpired* The 
oalibration oan also be done in the Isboratozy prior to the field 
tests*
In view of the slmplioity of the apparatus and measuring 
teohniguo# this meliiod beoomes very attractive and needs to be 
investigated and widely employed* Some preliminary experiments 
were oarried out at a test at Bennington Bower Station whioh gave 
a very enoouraging results# But %ie method is in an enduyonioal 
stage, and at present a oomparlson with other methods will not be 
justifiable*
^mmoD OF
As diBOusBod in Article 3# the method of partioal 
expansion is most commonly used for effioienoy measurements* A 
small sample of water is withdrawn steadily from the panstook at 
a section vdiere the total energy of the water is fairly constant* 
The sampling water is then led to a (diember where it is expresaed 
adiabsticallyi Expansion and r%te of flow is oozttrollod by two 
valves one at the inlet of the ohamber and the other at the outlet, 
so that the temperature of the expressed water is raised exactly to 
that of tall raoe# This is ascertq,inod by means of thermometers, 
one/
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one placed In the chamber, the other In the tall race#
It ±3 most oommon to use two oarefally matched platinam reslstanoa 
thermometerB requiring no absolute oallbration ae the adjacent arms 
of a Wheatstone bridge* A galvanometer used with the bridge shows 
the egjizality i& ihe temperature of the expansion ohamber and the 
tail**raoe,
Sampling of the tail race water is not neoessary in most 
oases as the tail race is easily aooesslble and the thermometer is 
directly placed in the tall race# However, the temperature gradient 
aoross the tail race presents a gx?eat problem at low heads, %erefore 
during tests at low heads a devioe has to be installed to SEmple v/ater 
at different points c|a the cross section to give a mean temperature 
reading*
The pressure in feet of water inside of the expansion 
<Aamber is then accurately measured, and also B. the total head in 
feet of water at inlet of the turbine is noted ^  stopping the flow 
throu^ the expansion ohamber brou#&t about by the closure of the 
outlet valve* The efflcieat^ r can then be calculated by the 
efficiency equation 2*6*2 which reduces to
4*1
%  (Im^ )
where Z. and Zg ore the datum levels of tlie two test seotionsg <X and 
are thea'modynamlc coefficients %hloh correct for %ie variation of 
specific volume of water and change of its internal energy with 
temperature and pressure,
5* A E P A m m  BOR MmauRmmr,
For measurement of efficiency the apparatus required may 
be divided into five main groups *4.
(i) Extracting probe (for penstocic)*
(li) Tall race water mi:clng device*
(iii)Temperature measuring equipment*
(iv) Expander df throttling calorimeter*
(v) Accurate pressure recording gauge*
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5*1 Bxtmetiag Probe**»
It Is dssirablo that the probe for extraction of water 
should he oonstruoted on the prlnolple of the Bitot tube to provide 
for the measurement of pressure hoad plus veloolty head* The design 
of the probe should be based on the following faotora:»
(a) It should be strong enough to withstand stresses 
due to bending moments and fatigue failures due to 
vortex shedding,
(b) It should be stiff to resist large amplitude of 
vibration; as the vibration might lead to meohanioal 
failure and the flilttsr might eause erroneous 
pressure readings*
(o) The pitot holes should be large enougd^  to ensure a
obnstant flow of 0*4 litres per seocmd tlirou^ the
expander at all pressure levels*
(d) The general layout should be such that #  may be 
easily mreqtod or dismantled#
The probe used during test was a oontilevered pitot tube 
shown in IPig# 4* It wsa made, of thin stainless steel tube of 
1*128 inches outside diameter and 1*046 inches bore, and was olosed 
at the orifice end* The orifloe was 9/16 inches in diameter and the 
centre of the orifise facing upstream was fixed at a distance of two
inches from the rounded top of the olosed end* Care was taken during
insertion to avoid any 'intense, vibration* Singh observed that the 
depth of immersion at whioh the vibration may be expected was 
computed by obtaining the natural frequency of the probe from charts 
prepared by Wintomlts and oalculating the approximate shedding 
frequency of the vortioes from the Raylel^ and Tcylor formula* The 
most favourable depth of Insertion as prescribed by other investigators 
is l/7th of the pipe diameter*
To find any possible temperature gradient across the pipe 
diametor an adjustable probe has been suggested 1y E* Vhuoher, which 
eliminates/
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eliminates the inoonvenienoe of altering the depth of insertion by 
pushing or pulling the probe* This adjustable probe consists of two 
eonoeatrie tubes with holes in both at speoified positions* By 
displaoing the inner tube» appertures at various distaaoes from the 
wall can be opened one by one* This type of probe has sucbessfully 
been used by Isoher %ss in different plants, to measure the energy 
distribution across the test section more rapidly*
5*2 Tail-race water mixing device:*;
Temperature gradient across the tail race becomes critical at 
low heads, where the variation in temperature in some extreme oases 
might result in variation in measured efficiency* A very extensive 
and useful work has been done by Thom to show the effect of temperature 
variation across the width and the depth of the tail race# The readings 
observed by Thom were plotted in the form of temperature contours across 
tW croes-section of the flow* These contours show that the temperature 
variation does not obey a particular law but rather changes in a haphazard 
manner* Moreover the shapes of the contours change with the change of 
load on the Machine* During tests it is not possible to draw the 
temperature contours for every load to calculate the correct efficiency* 
Some tests were carried out at Bennington in June and December 1959 s the 
traverses measured at three different loads, although making It possible 
for a correction to be applied for the temperature gradient across the 
tail race, took about two hours* It is difficult to justify this 
expenditure of time* Therefore, if the preliminary investigation of the 
temperature gradient across the tail race shows that variation in 
temperature will result in variation in effioiency outside the required 
accuracy it is recommended that a device described in the fallowing 
paragraph is to be adopted to find the mean temperature of the tail race, 
without taking a travers© for temperature variation.
Generally in installing the tail race thermometer it has been 
usual to fix a timber beam in a vertical plane over sections of the 
tail race. Twelve U-shaped brackets are attached to the beams to allow 
the/
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the thermometer to he positioned at any of the twelve fixed points* 
fhe new device was designed to sample tmter from these twelve different 
fixed points on the cross-section of the tail race and to mix them in a 
chamber to give a mean temperature reading* The chamber show in fig* 5 
was a spherical shell of 1 ft* in diameter made of 6" thick perspex*
Twelve short length pipes of 1" bore and 2" long were mounted on twelve 
holes of the same bore placed on the surface of the shall for the water 
inlets* The outlet consisted of 3^** dim* pipe with a bend, one .limb 
of which penetrated the spherical shell from the bottom vertically and 
extended to f- of its diameter, the other limb, i*e., the exit end, faced 
downstream* The inlet diameters of the holes end the outlet diameter of 
the pipe were so designed that the total inlet was equal to the total 
outlet area to ensure equality of inlet and outlet veloolty* The upper 
edge of the vertical limb of the outlet pipe was about 2” higher than the 
level of the inlet holes to ensure that the water inside was mixed thoroughly 
before entering the outlet pipe* At the top of the sphere an opening was 
made for insertion of the thermometer probe which was kept in a vertical 
position inside the outlet pipe. The twelve samples of water were token 
from two different depths, six of them at one quarter of the depth and the 
other six at three qiiartera of the depth below the water level* The tubes 
used for sampling the water were inch bore made of polythene end about 
12 ft. long* The whole unit was submerged in water and continuous equal 
flow would occur in each of the Wive pipes*
*^3 Temperature measuring eoulnment#-
Mbdrate temperature measurements are not easy to make, even 
with accurate instruments* In the Thermodynamic method the accurate 
measurement of email temperature differences in the range of 0 deg.C - 20 dog*' 
is required* The measurement becomes a problem of prime inportanoe when 
the accuracy required is higher than the order of +, 0*001 deg.O* 
the following table it can be surmised that with an Instrument of one 
millidegree/
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millidegree aoouraoy, turbines with heads of less than I40 ft* cannot
be tested if the tolerance of efficiency error la restricted to ^  lft>»
Ï
TWael
Temperature Difference ' Sets Head Across
Equivalent to of Bffcy* Turbine in Ft* of Water
G^02 2,800
0*01 1,400
0*001 140
o*a%& 14
Wlllm and Oampmaa have discussed the possibilities of using 
differene types of thermometers for measuring small temperature differences, 
Also heslie and Huïtter have suggested various thermometers for use in the 
thermodynamic method* These studies and observations together with the
work of other investigators lead us to the choice of the following types 
of the thermometers available for measurement of small temperature 
differenoea*
(a) Mercury in alaes thermometers 1*
These are accurate only to l/lOQ deg* 0 and therefore not 
suitable for heads lower than I4OO ft* of water* Other disadvantages 
are that they are fragile and require easy access for observation*
(b) Differential thermometers1-
These are simple and can be very sensitive depending on the 
liquid and differential manometer used* Therefore further investigation 
becomes attractive from the point of view of measurements in the 
Thermodynamic method* Advantages of this type of theremometer are 
ruggedness# distant reading and the fact that a long bulb can be used 
for averaging the temperature across a large area, such as the expansion 
chamber*
( e ) Iïercur.v*^ in#Quar ta; thermometers : -
Moreau has recently describes tests on a mercury filled 
quartz thermometer which he claimed gave an error less than - 0*001 
deg*C# To achieve such accuracy the thermometer must be a totally 
immersed in the fluid end observed through a telescope to avoid
parallax. In the thermodynemlo method use of such a theriiometer will 
not/
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not be possible as the access to the tail race for observation laill 
present a great problem and also simultaneous readings of temperatures 
at two stations several hundred feet apart could not be conveniently 
achieved*
(&) W.id"@mmaW.(;8jai^ ometejre*^
These types of thermometers lack published information and 
therefore are not in general use. However, the principle is very 
simple 5 the differential expansion of two rods of dissimilar materials 
could yield a very reproducible indication of temperature*. The 
sensitive element is usually a bimetallic strip or coll, fixed at one 
Qpd carrying an Indicator or contact at the other* The differential 
expansion could be indicated remotely by a differential inductance 
transducer* Measurement of inductance to give an accuracy of 
temperature of « 0*001 deg*G would not be very difficult and this 
method merits further investigation*
One of the most generally useful temperature-sensing 
devices la the thermocouple* Thermocouples are pairs of wires, of 
dissimilar metal connected at both ends* When the two junctions are
subjected to different temperatures an electrical potential is set up 
between them* When one junction is maintained at a fixed temperature 
(say that of melting ice) the other junction may be used as a 
thermometer and the voltage curve la highly reliable and reprod** 
ucible* Table 2 gives the e.m.f generated at various temperatures 
in the range of 0^0 - 25^0 with ooamonly used thermocouples*
TABLE 2/
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2*
Tqmneiïiture -  m illv o lt relations fo r merrnoaoiwlo
]^g*0 
0 0 Cold
Junction
Copper + 
Constantan -
Iron +
Constanta» -
Chromel 4* Platinum f 
Alumel - 10^ Rhodium -
5 0.17 0.25 0.18 0.024
10 0#59 0.51 0.40 0.055
X5 0*61 0*80 0*62 0*087
20 0.85 1.09 0.84 0*120
25 1*06 1*57 1*06 0*155
This table enables ue toeetimate the voltage whioh oould be generated 
by the most sensitive thermosouple (ie Iron and Gonstaatea) for a 
temperature differeaoe of 0.001 deg.C. and it oomes approximately to 
the order of 0*4 % lO"^ volte. The problem of meaiaiiriag aoourately 
this small voltage beoomee immense beoause it is difficult to 
eliminate and even to discover the paraeitic eleetromotive forces 
which arise in the lines and cozmeotions between couples; generally 
this method is not very suitable for measurement of teaq>erature 
dlfferenoQs between two points distant from eaoh other.
Eleotrioal resistance thermometers are the most oonvenlent 
means of measuring temperature* They are reliable and sensitive and 
the readings ean be observed remotely* The reslstanoe thermometer 
depends upon the inherent ohnraoteristios of metals to change in 
eleotrlcal resistance when they undergo a (Amnge in temperature, 
Although industrial resistance thermometers bulbs are usually made of 
platinum# copper or nickel the temperature resistance phenomenon also 
applies to certain semi conductors called thermistors* Therefore 
electrical resistanoe thermometers oan be divided into two groups
(i) Metal resistance thermometers (il) Thermistor or seml-oonduotor 
Thermometers*
Since/
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Since this type of thermometer seems to be the beet for the 
measurement of temperature difference In the thermodynamic method, 
it will be discussed briefly below,
5*31 Metal resistance theriaemeters*
Willim and Campmas selected this type of thermometer for 
efficiency tests because (i) of the experience aqqdirèd over many 
years in high precision thermometric measurements and (ii) because of 
flexibility and convenience in use. Three principal metals. Nickel, 
Copper and Platimm are most commonly used for the windings of a 
resistance Thermometer bulb. These metals possess the characteristics 
which make them suitable for resistance windings. The required 
characteristics of material employed in the resistance winding should 
include:(a) Relative high temperature coefficient of resistance - the 
greater the resistance change per degree for a given value of 
resistance the greater the possible sensitivity of measurement.
(b) High resistivity -the higher the resistivity of the material, the 
more resistance there is available for a given length of wire and 
consequently for a given space; also the higher the resistance for a 
given temperature the greater is the ehsnge per...degree of temperature, 
and hence this factor contributes to sensitivity*
(c) Stability - the material must be stable over a long period of time 
and over the working range of temperature without changing its 
electrical oharaoteriatioa,
(d) Linearity of Résistance - temperature relationship - thie oharacter- 
istio obviously is desirable, since it results in a linear temperature 
scale and greatly simplifies the calculation of temperature from the 
measured reslatsnoe*
fable 3 gives the resistivity end temperature coefficient 
of three principal metals Nickel, Copper and Platinum,
TABLE 3/
m m ,
Eeaistivity ia 
ÎÆtcro Ohm - cm 
at 0 0*
Temperature Goeffieieat 
ia Ohm/Ohm 0 at 0 0 and
ia Ohm/Ohm 0 at 0 O^aad
Nickel 6.58
Gopper 1*56
Platimm 9*85
0*0005 to 0*0066
0,00425
0*00592
lfiokel.1- Despite some of its inherent limitations Hiekel is most 
Gommonly used in industry heoeusa of its high temperature ooeffioient 
and adequate resistivity. However, from the point of view of the 
present iavestigatiaa Nickel as a thermometer material is not suitable.
The principal disadvantages of Nickel are (l) its non linear resistance- 
temperature relationship (2) its inherent variation in temperature 
coefficient over various lots of wire and (5) its lack of availahilily 
in pure form.
Platinians - With exception of its cost It is one of the most suitable 
of all metals for resistance themometry. It has been used for a long time 
for precision Thermometrio measurements and because Platinum is 
obtainable in a highly purified form, the values of the temperature 
coefficient and resistivity are constant and dependable* The linearity 
of the resistance temperature relationship together with auhi#i degree 
of accuracy and sensitivity, makes platinum a very attractive material 
for use in reslstanoe thermometry* Most investigators interested in 
the Thermodyncmio method have preferred Platinum resistance thermometers 
because of extensive published information available and of well known 
and definite characteristics* During the present investigation the 
same type of element vms used as suggested by Wlllm end Oompmas* Bach 
element consisted of a. thin platinum spiral embedded in Pyrex (manufactured 
by Comptoir Lyon - Alcmand, Paris) had an ice resistance
# 100 - 0.020 ohms and was rated for a continuous maximum power 
dioipation/
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dissipiation of 600 micro-watts. Each sensitive element was fitted 
by soft soldering with short flexible leads approximately 25 cm in 
%ngth. These leads were made of standard copper (200 strands per lead). 
The element was then inserted with small raeohanical play in a copper bulb 
ivith pyrotenax heads and filled lîith oil. The copper bulb was outside 
diameter and about 7” long* The thermometer was completely watertight, 
sufficiently robust and could be easily handled.
Owing to the necessity of having almost identical thermometers 
it is essential that they should have almost no hysteresis and that they 
both should be identical v/ithin a tolerance of the order of 10*'^ deg C. 
Wlllm and Oampmas suggest that this can only be achieved by careful 
annealing ageing and selection from a large number of high grade elements. 
Singh observes that to avoid calibration î^ steresie it was necessary to 
use the same cycle of temperature change. Wlllm and Gempmas have 
described this phenomenon as a '^strain gauge" effect between platinum and 
glass and suggest that one solution would be to replace pyrex glass by a 
glass vdLth tested mechanical characteristics such as that used in making 
thermometers, such glass also having a coefficient of expansion of 
8 X 10*^ much closer to that of platinum 9 % lO"^ . In conclusion Willm 
and Garapmas write that gauges with free platinum can be made; the 
platinum spiraled like the filament of -§ watt lamp is mounted on a 
support made of aluminium alloy, a material which possesses in relation 
to glass, the very great advantage of having a coefficient of thermal 
conductivity about 30 times higher than then of glass. During the 
present efficiency tests several thermometer bulbs were made from 
platinum embedded in fyrex type element* These realtor bulbs were 
tested in pairs over the range of 0 deg 0 to 20 deg 0 to give minimum 
deflection change with change of temperature after the balance was 
obtained at 0 deg 0 when two realtor bulbs were connected to two arms 
of a #ieat stone bridge. Good pairs were chosen and others were 
discarded. Willm and Gampmas have theoretically analysed a way to 
compensate the error produced by the slight difference in matching.
It/
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It has been pointed out by Leslie & Hunter that all platinum 
resietsnoe thermometers of millidegree aoouraoy have been designed for 
careful handling under laboratory coMitionsf if they are eubjeoted to 
vibration and knocks the reBietanoe at a given temperature alters due 
to mechanical strains in the wire and the estimated temperature may be 
in error by several hundredth© of degree Celsius. 4 routine cheek 
therefore should be œde every day to ensure that their oharaoterlotloe 
were not changed during operation. This necessitates finding a thermometer 
more robust in field use but possessing the same degree of accuracy and 
sensitivity as of platinum#
Oopuert-
Electrolytic copper of the highest purity is obtainable and 
since the temperature coefficient of the pure metal is quite consistent, 
it oan very successfully bo used in resistance thermometers. Copper has a 
higher temperature coefficient than platinum end is therefore relatively 
more sensitive# But it has not been so widely used as platinum because 
of its low resistivity resulting in a rather low temperature range. Since 
in thermodynamio measurements the working temperature range is only 
0 dog S - 80 dog 8 which is well within the useful temperature range of 
Copper given as • 800 to 120 dog C# Copper will be very suitable for 
measuring small temperature differences*
Bauphinee has shown that properly designed copper Thermometers 
eaa maintain their ice-point calibration within 0*05 deg K even when 
cycled between 20 deg K and room temperature* This robustness of copper 
I'hermometers together with their relatively higher sensitivity; definitely 
makes their us© a better proposition than platinum in the case of the 
thermodynaodc method. Leslie & Hunter have attributed this success of 
Bauphinee*8 design to a combination of a rigid mounting for the resistance 
thermometer wire and complete freedom from differential expansion of the 
wire and its mounting. At If.E.L. Leslie & Hunter have designed a new 
type of copper Thermometer of millidegree accuracy which is very robust 
in construetioa for field use. They employed the method of mounting the 
resistance/
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resietanoe Tbeamometer element on a former of the same material with 
the minimum of high quality ineulating adhesive g and used 800 turns of 
40 8.W.G* Vlnyl-ooetate insulated copper wire to wind on a similarly 
insulated 11 8.W.## Copper wire# to eonstmot resistor bulbs. The 
results obtained were very enoouraging but laok of publication of 
obeerved data di&t^s fcom drawing any definite oonolusion* Dr# T*R#
Poord W e  also oonetruoted Oopper Thermometers of a new design at Glasgow 
Dhiversity (details of which are mot available at present) and has 
euooessfully imed than In measuring small temperature dlfferenoes aoroes 
inlet and outlet of a hydraulic machine used for laboratory, 
demonstrations# He has obtained accurate and consistent results and 
has contributed a "very useful development" in resistance thermometry 
for small temperature differences* It can therefore, be concluded that 
copper resistenoe thermometers could be one of the most suitable 
temperature measuring devices in testing hydraulic machines by the 
thermodynamic method*
5*32 E^ amicondi^ otor thermometer or ThermAetpra*
A thermistor Is an electrical device made of a solid semi­
conductor with a high temperature coefficient of resistivity which would 
exhibit a linear voltage-current characteristic if its temperature were 
held strictly constant* Ihen a thermistor is used as a temperature 
sensing element the relationship between its electrical resistance and 
the temperature is of primary concern. The approximate relationship 
applying to most thermistors is B Eo 0 f ^
where Bo = resistance value at reference temperature To
E resistance at any other temperature T,^K 
B is approximately a constant over moderate 
temperature range and depends upon composition 
and process of manufacture.
This equation shows that thermistors have an exponential relationship 
between resistance and temperature and resistance decreases with rise of 
temperature/
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temperature* The temperature coefficient at room temperature ie 
approximately ten times that of the metals of which resistance 
^hermometere are cone true ted* The high temperature coefficient of 
thermistors results in their having greater available sensitivity as 
temperature sensing elements than metal resistance thermometers or 
Gommon thermometers. As for all resistance thermometers the measuring 
current should be kept small «mough to avoid slgnifioant heating in order 
that element resistance shall be dependent upon the temperature of the 
sinerounding alone, Thermistors are readily designed for sufficiently 
hi#z resistance valves to moke lead-resistanee errors negligible. Hence 
fherimstor primary elements unlike metallic resistance thermometers end 
thermocouples can he located remotely from their associated measuring 
circuit without introducing any appreciable error - a very desirable 
property from the point of view of the thermodynealc method. The 
availability of thermistors in small sizes and their mechanical simplicity 
gives them advantages over sensing elements such as conventional resistance 
thermometers. Barrington and Bondley also conclude that excepting 
rsproducibilltyt thermistors are generally superior in having other basic 
qualities such as sensitivity, ruggedness, small size and small lag 
coefficient.
However thermistors suffer from the disadvantage of calibration 
stability* To Friedberg also, reproducibility appears to be the principal 
problem with thermistors which seem to undergo a systematic resistance 
change with time. It has been found by other investigators that if 
thermistora are held at a fixed temperature with negligible current flow, 
reelatonce changes of the order of Xf» per year are typical* Green 
mentions that in certain glass-enclosed type smaller aging results are 
observed of the order of a few tenths of a percent in resistance per 
year. This corresponde to a calibration cliange of 0*1 deg.C or less per 
year* In the thermodynamic method we are not concerned with absolute measure" 
ment of temperature* #at we require is an extremely sensitive temperature 
sensing/
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sensing element, available in pairs having identical characteristics 
without hysteresis* Moreover the thermometers could easily he calibrated 
for measuring difference of temperature almost every day before starting 
the actual test* Therefore, a calibration change of 0*1 deg*G per year 
will not introduce any appreciable error* Katsman has successfully 
used the thermistors calibrated with standard platinum thermometers in 
experiments on the thermodynamic method* Singh carried out tests on 
Glenlee Power Station in which a "Stantel" type F*23 Thermistor was used 
end the results obtained were reasonable*
It will not be wrong to conclude that thermistors can be 
suoceasfully used in themaodynemlc tests because of their hi#ï sensitivity, 
ruggedneee and hij^ resistance valv%* %ie ohly disadvantage of having 
poor calibration stability has been overcome to a greater extent by 
modem developments and also by the fact that precision type stability 
is not desired in thermodynamic method.
Several thermistors suitable for the thermometry of the 
thermodynamic method are described in Table 4» and are illustrative of 
various shapes, sises end resistance valves available* Use of these 
thermistors Is strongly recommended for measuring temperature differences*
TABLE 4#
Properties of Tvnloal Thermiatora
Description Temp* 
Ooeff* 
at 25^0*
ai
0.4 in* dia disk, 
radial leads - 4*4
0.11 X if in.rod, 
axial leads
Glass coated bead,
0*015 in.dia# 0,001 
in leads,opposite - 3*4
Glass coated bead,
0,045 in,dia;0,0 4 
in lead8,adjaoent - 5*8
Inheated Dissipi'
Resistance in Ohms ation
. ..  fai^or
At 0 0 At 25 0 mw/'c
3270 lOOOÜOgS
3,8 20500 1000G$10g&
5000 2G00i85g& 0.1
5800 2000^20^ 0.7
Thermal
Time
Constant
in
160
Bead on 0#07 x 2 in.
glass probe - 3.8
0,4 in* dia.-disk,
radial leads - 3*8
5880 2000±20^
283 100il(!g&
23
160
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3.35
since, ■basically, a reslstaaoe thermometer is mi 
instrument for meaemelmg electrical resistance, a bridge has to be 
employed for the meaaurememt of temperature. A d.o bridge has 
commonly been used by most investigators interested in the thermo- 
dynamic mpjhod. Important diaadvaatagea of a d.c bridge are. the 
presence Of thermo electric and stray e,m<,f's and the fragility 
and relatively ©low response of the sensitive galvanometer, together 
with sensitivity to vibration. Am A,c bridge is definitely superior 
to a d.e. bridge and merits a thorough investigation for use in 
thermodynamic method. Leslie and Hunter have described in 
considerable detail transformer ratio arm type A.c bridges, and have 
successfully used these bridges in measurement of temperature by copper 
resistance thermometer. They have also suggested various types of 
circuit© for multiple thermometers « a very desirable arrangement for 
simultaneous measurement of temperature variation across a cross- 
section of tail race. Dr, T. S* Foori and îlr* Langlaads of Glasgow 
University have also investigated the use of A.c bridge methods in 
measurement of temperature. The results obtained have been extremely 
sucoeesful. The advantages of an A.o bridge in thermodynamiG 
measurements cannot be over-emphasized and it is proposed that this type 
of bridge shall be employed in further investigation of the method.
However, a d.o, bridge ie much more simple to use and 
has thë advantage of long tradition and experience behind it. Several 
types of bridge network are commonly employed in high precision 
measurement of temperature with platinum thermometers.
1. Wheatstone bridge*
2. Oallander-Griffithe bridge.
3* Jtoeller bridge.
4. Smith bridge type III.
In the thermodynamic method we are interested (mly in 
detection of small differences of temperature, and are not concerned
with absolute measurement of temperature. Therefore, a simple
Mieat stone/
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bridge designed for M^i degree of precision Is all that lo
required.
High precision of a bridge network depends on its 
aoouraoy and oensltlvity. For the given résistances of a network the 
relationship between accuracy and seneitivlty could be defined ae "the 
greater the smsltivlty the smaller the acouracy*'. Since the thermo- 
dynamio method does not involve direct measurements of temperatures or 
resistances, we oan dispense with the accuracy of the network end can 
oonoentrate on increasing its sensitivity up to practical limits# %- 
choosing the best ratio of the arms of the bridge and a galvanometer of 
hi^ seneitivily with reslstanoe equal to the required galvam>meter 
resistance for maximum sensitivity, a bridge netwoÆ can be designed to 
observe a greater defleotlon in the galvanometer for very small 
differences between resistances of two themometers, caused by the 
difference of temperatures#
We shall first Investigate theoretically the conditions for 
maxlmam sensltlvmess of a Wheatstone bridge# A sensitivity equation 
oan then be developed and by imposing the praotloal and oiroumstantial 
limits on that equation the condition for permissible sensitivity could 
be known#
5*551* , o^ ,, @-
The Wheatstone bridge la a network of six conductors and is 
usually represented aa an aaMzangement of conduotora In trilateral 
symmetry about the point D (Fig#6a & Fig, 6b)# In this system a battery 
is inserted In the branch âB and a galvanometer in the branch OD. Some 
adjustments of one or more of the branches are made until the current 
through the galvanometer is zero.
A# Gray has given a detailed theoretical analysis of 
sensitivity of Wheatstone twidge. Ee concludes that when everything 
except R is a matter of choice and arrenganent, we should make
1*2 ™ Eg » *= Eg »
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This, however, le almost never a praotloal arrangement
and is impossible to achieve these theoretical conditions* Since 
the sensitivity of a higher order is not easily obtainable, the only
solution left to this problem is to find out how sensitivity depends on 
the relative values of the various rooiotanoes of the bridge. And this 
being known the sensitivity of the bridge could be increased to the 
optimum value allowed by various limitations and practical restrictions.
5.332. Practical Sensitivity of
Let us consider now the Wheatstone bridge as a network of 
fl. e conductors (Fig.7)I the resistance of battery being small we will 
consider it equal to zero. It has been shown in Appendix III that i 
the current through the galvanometer oan be expressed as
B (Rg . =1 =4) .......
where E ie the e.m,f. of the battery applied to the oirouit 
& Y = Eg 4' Eg Eg ^2 ^4 ^  ^
In order to disoovw the beet arrangement of the bridge, let us suppose 
for example that balance is obtained by adjustment of Sinoe the
preolslon of adjustment is greater, only wlien for a given Aractional 
change of R, at the point of balance, there is a larger galvanometer 
dofleotion; therefore the bridge sensitivity could be defined as 8, 
where
ÎJ %  -ij
where 8 is galvanometi^ deflection per unit ourrent.
%r referring to egju. 3*332*1 we can write the partial derivations of 
with respect to as
33-.^
3 " p +  Rg (% 1- Ej) (Eg » b /  y
and/
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and at balance R.
n f
y - H  “4E* - IL E. « o
Mtg
■38^  Ï ♦ Sg 1%  + Bj) iBg + E y
Sg Eg Ej E
3*552*2
5'552*5
a@ Eg =1»4tWitiesmefKb
\ \^4 ^
^ ®g (% * Sj) #2 ^
5*552*4
Evidently *8* has exactly the same form If Eg or E. were adjusted and 
therefore for a given set of resistances, the bridge is equally sensitive 
to a variation of any am.
As in prootice it Is not always possible to obtain a 
galvanometer made to specifio requirements namely the s^mltivity and the 
reaistonoe, therefore we will first investigate the condition for a 
moximm value of *8* the sensitivity of the bridge, with a given 
battery and galvanometw# That is E and E_ are constants but 
Eg, EL & E^ may be varied within the limitation of the relation
Hg «3 “ «1 ®4
ÏÏI addition to this matbsamtical restriction there are certain 
pbyeiGal limitations imhich must be observed, because each resistance 
element has a definite current capacity or maximum safe ourrent, the 
magnitude of whioh depmds on the construction of the element*
Therefore with the given e.m*f# there ie a minimum possible value for 
E^ 4- Eg and also Eg + E^ . The minimum values may be different in
the/
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the two eases* Here it could be mentioned that the current capacity of 
a given type of resistor element ie usually greater for low resiatances 
than for high# By oupposlag that E Is small enough so that the 
current tiirough Eg & R. will never be excessive, $e may avoid any 
reetriotlon on Eg & R.* Ne oazmot however avoid any restriction on 
& Ea# because iu thermodynamic method the two resistance thermometers 
cornstitut® a part of the resistances & E%# Ahd as the current 
capacity of the elements of the resistance thermometers commonly used 
are very low* so to avoid any overheating of thermometers, we cannot 
escape the condition
^2 + E, "= 2Rg, + 8 - (8 ^ 0:) .
where ie the minimum safe value of * E*
and is subject to another relation
i max X 2R^ w ÏÏ
where is the maximum permissible current through the resistance
thermometer & E is the e*m*f* of the battery hsed in the network*
The sensitivity of the bridge is given by
V
® " Ï + Eg (Hj + Bj) (Hg + a^ )
Sg. B
or B« . . ,
03? S» Sg. B
EpE- EpIL f Sp a,R, E
Since
or
or 8a Sg. E
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and *8* will be maximum when denominator (say D) will he minimum, 
hut D will he mlnimm eiihjeot to conditions*
%  “ V 4
«1 + Bj “ aHj + S’ ) 1&'
Therefore for minimum *D*
S' *» 0, and 0
where D » (ll^  + + 2Eg) + %  K +  g +
S, >
= 0
(R
or H
a.+ %
E^ "*" Rg 3*332 s 5
I
a Bg
' B g  « ii.ii:..iirir.ri.j,.(,i.n«ii[i.lrllil.,,,,-,“ rn--rT-ri,-iiTM« 5*332 t 6
2 B j . 7
WwirwaWMMi
       5*332 # 7
 ^■**] i\ + Eg
Since *S* the sensitivity of the bridge is directly proportional
to Sg the current sensitivity of galvanometer lizhioh in turn is
directly proportional to the square root of its résistance; the
value of Eg should he of a higher order* But it should not bo
too large as Rg appears in the denominator of the sensitivity
equation and so tends to decrease the value of *8*. However, if
Eg is large compared with IL, the best arrangement of the bridge
by inspeotion of equations 3t 4» 5 s 5*332 will be as follows 
R^ = E^ « R^ (say)
Bg = IL = R (say)
Here it will be useful to find out the best reeistasie© of a 
galvanometer for a gives bridge network* We know that for a 
galvanator
S3 h
V  %
Substituting Bg = h ^  =* in the sensitivity
equation 5*352 : : 4 we get
where ^ is a ©snstsnt 
S - h . f ' W  X SjS  ^B
S' + Eg (Bj + Ej) (Eg + S^ )
DifferentiatiBg B with respect to Sg we get
(Z-/sS >ï*Eg(%+E,)(H+B,) -/li"(H,+H )(B+H
H i -  1 5  2 3 1 3  2 3
For maximum 
ie
* = 0 
"bmg
+ %  («,«3X ^ 84) j = j s r
or ng%i * Eg) (Eg ■!■ B^ ) . Ï 
o r Eg .  W ,  + W a  + W a  +
B„ + H
®2®A (%L ■'■ ^ 3) * h h  
(Bj[ + Hj) (Eg + H^ )
Hg = ■ &  +
®2®4
At balance i
whiohgivee ^
% % 
«étmtxmrirnm
t Hg + Rg 4-
or
or
(R. + R.) (R, + RJ
5*332. * 8
t B/%  R.+I
Thus the résistance of the galvanometer for maximum sensitivity 
should/
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should be equal to the parallel resistance of the bridge.
These dieouasioue and mathematical treatments lead us 
to the general conditions for the most sensible arrangement of the 
wheatetone bridge, as applied to Thermodynamic method to ensure a 
hl0i degree of sensitivity.
Referring to Pg. 7 we should hove for the most 
sensible arrangement
(a) Rg « = R (eay) ae small as possible
u « ^ ( This should be the Arm containing
 ^  ^ 1 ^3 'f(say) ( reelstmee thermometer and should
( also be of lower order
(o) ^ •i“
1
Hg Bj+Hg yii^
(d) 13 «a 1 (IL 4- R,) where imax iB the maximum
allowable current through
resistance thermometers.
5*333 Oaloulation of deflection with ohanae pf résistance #- 
Let aig amps be the small ohange in current through galvanometer 
and mm be the corresponding movement of spotlight. If the 
ourrent sensitivity of the galvanometer is defined as k mm 
per mloro ampere. Then
we oan write û^ ûg. es amperes .^ *333 « 1
Re writing equation 5*332 ® 2 in difference form, we oan 
express a i also aa
A i g =  AR^ X     5*333 « 2
5 t  ^TFXÿiÇRÎîgtiiJ
From 5.333 # 1 and 5.333 » 2
we can writ© f
B Rg X k X lO'^
3  ^  + %  (R^tr
In article 5*332 It has been shown that for the most sensible 
arrangement of the bridge
Rg = R . =* R
%  - S  " &
and/
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and since B » ^^ ■mx Rg)
1
therefore B » x 2 Bg
equation of deflection oan therefore he written aa
'*-max X %  X R X X
W 3  + %  + W i  + V A  + «e A  A  + 114)
(-max X .k' x 10^ x 2 2 
^ ^ R + RRg,^  + R^ Rg, + Rg 8 Rg, . 2^
m^ax X H X 10^ x 2 R Bm
^ 2 RRg, (R  + Rg,) + 2 R^
^  ^ '-max X k: X 10^
(R + Hg,) + 2 R
m m 5*333*3
With the help of this equation we can calculate the deflection A-n 
in mm for a small change of resistance AR-oK-m for a given 
galvanometer whose resistance is R ohms end sensitivity is definedg
as k mm per micro amperes 1 and is the current flowing ttoough
resistance thermometers, R is the resistance of equal ratio arms and 
Rg, ie the resistance of equal thermometer arms#
5*334* Oomuarison of different networks for sensitivity:-
It would he interesting to compare the sensitivity of 
various bridge networks for a given pair of thermometers and a 
galvanometer of fixed resistance*
The following assumptions will be made
(i) The thermometers used have each resistemo© of approximately 
100 ohms.
(ii) The fundamental 1// u-I of thermometers Is given as 
%00 " %  “ 40 ohms per lGO®e«
(lii) /
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(ill) The current capacity of thermometer i.e. =» 2,0 x 10**^  
amperes,
(iv) The galvanometer used has a fixed resistance R « 478*6 ohms 
and a current sensitivity of 525 mm per micro amperes*
(v) The above conditions will remain similar for the arrangements 
of various networks,
^siet- The comparison will be made on the basis of a change of 
temperature of O.OOl^ G#
Since the fundamental interval of the resistance thermometer 
used is given as 48 ohms per 100^ 0, a temperature change of 
0,001^ 0 s  ^ resistance change of 0,0004 ohms
Therefore we will calculate a n the deflection in mm for a 
change in resistance ae^ 0,0004 ohms,
Ee-writing equation 3*333*3
m^aac x % x 10^A n « A X
WÔ get
or
(a + Eg,) + 2 Eg
0,0004 % 2,0 X 10~^ X 525
(r + Eg,) 4. 2 X 478*6
420
mm 5*334*1
(R + Bm) + 957.2
The equation 5*334*1 will enable us to calculate the galvanometer
light spot deflection in mm for a change of temperature of O.OOl^ C.
We shall n #  examine the various networks,
(a) Simplified Smith bridges-
For certain preliminary investigations it was decided
to use the Smith bridge in a simplified form# with its four arms each 
equal to 1000 The arrangement used is shown in Fig. 8
here/
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here Em ® 1000 oK-w
and B « 1000 oKnm
A n
420
(1000 4- 1000) f 997*2
n 0,142 mi
(b) Modified Smith bridge*- (Veed by Dr, A, 8, Thom),
Since the simplified Smith bridge was not sufficiently 
sensitive the arrangement sho?m in Fig, 9 was used to obtain maximum 
sensitivity#
here « 300 oKw and B "» 40
420
A n » 0*322 mm
(40 + 300) + 957.2
(which shows that the arrangement of Fig* 9 is 129^ more sensitive than 
the arrangement of Fig.8)*
(0) Modified Qallander and Griffith brid^*- (bsed by Dr# Singh) 
The arrangement is shown in Fig, 10 
here « 120
E w 111 oKw
A n
420
(ill f 120) + 957.2
0.354 ma
(<^) milrn bridge#- (Fig. 11)
here R« « 100
E 100 oK^ r,
A n 0,363 mm
It ia evident that of all the four arrangements discussed, the bridge
used by Wlllm is by far the most sensitive. However it is not ideal 
and the sensitivity of this arrangement can be much improved*
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5.335* Deaim of Wheatstone bridzm for thermo&mamio method (for 
MiVen.fsalvEmometer and rê a is t^ S o ^ ^ m o m e te S is .
For the most sensible ewrangmiGnt of a bridge netwoiA
for thermodynamlo method as discussed ia 5*332» the eoadltloas relating
to the values of resisteaoe of arms ares-
(a) Rp *» e* B {should be as small as possible)
(b) m Eg Bg, (should be of a lower order)
la practice however we caaaot assign any desired values to the 
resistoaoeo E^ , Siaco the contact resistances add to
the resistance in the arm, and mj variation in the contaot resistance 
contributes to the uaeertaintj in ratio which in turn affecta the 
sensitivity of the bridge, it is therefore desirable that the 
resistances of the arms be large. iowever, hi#% reslstanoes are 
affected by humidity to a greater extent than low resistances and are 
less stable, ao that they are accurately known for a shorter time. It 
is therefore better to use intermediate values of resistance i.e. between 
10 ohma and 100 ohms#
In choosing the values of the resistances and
branches which contain thermometers, we are left with a very narrow 
choice. For the sensible arrangement «= IL * Bg, (say) and with Bg,
appearing in the denominator of the deflection equation 5* 333* 3» it is 
necessary that these resistances should be of lower order* Therefore 
arms and B, should comprise only resistanoe thermometers having 
resistances of intermediate value, tending towards the higher order so 
that the lead resistances should be small compared with that of the 
thermometers thernselves.
Platinum thermometers have already been used by most 
workers for the thermodynamic method and also used for the preset 
investigation. Therefore all design calculations will be made on the 
assumption that platinum resistance thermometers are to be used in the 
bridge. Platinum resistance thermometers having values 100 ohms at
0^0 were used by Willm and Gampaiaa, Thom end Singh and appear to make a
good/
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good comproEilse between and low order of resistaaoes*
Therefore,
= Eg « Eg, = 100 oVrm approximately
ohall be ohoeen for a eeaeitive arrangement.
^  article 5*334 it haa been shown that Willm*a bridge 
network is the most sensitive compared with the arrangements used by 
other investigators. It should be noted that the ealoulation of 
defleotions for comparison was based on a galvanometer different from 
the type used originally by Willm and wm less sensitive» For further 
improvement of sensitivity of a bridge network therefore, the Willm 
type bridge together with the galvanometer originally used by Willm and 
Oampmas will be taken aa the basis of all design oaloulations»
Willm used a SoMLuuaberger S.P.B. type SP SB galvanometer,
whose internal resistane© Bg » 120 ohms and sensitivity ie given as
10“^  asipere per milli radian and the length of ray of lig^t is 758 mm.
Therefore the spotlight deflection per mm will be 
equivalent to igg radian,
or 1 mm defleotion s  milli radian
ourrent sensitivity ^  0,75 mm per 10*^  ^amperes
or Ourrent sensitivity oan be defined as
750 mm per mioro amperee.
Waing equation 5*333#3 we oan oaloulate the deflection of a galvanometer 
in a Willm type bridge for a change of 0,001°G in temperature* And it 
gives
2.0 X 10^^ x 750 X 10^
An «» 0.0004 Z
(100 + 100) f 2 X 120
or Ans» « 1.36 mm
Let us now investigate how to improve the sensitivity of 
a Willm type bridge network.
It should be noted that we are restricted to the
following/
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following values of the various faotora involved,
(i) » Eg ® 100 oWvn approx*
(ii) « 2.0 X 10“  ^amperes.
(iii) a m 120 ohm#
and ourrent sensitivity of galvanometer 
(iv) B_ « 0,0004 ohmo as a change of O.OOl^ G of temperature ^ r .Æ * «WHMlrfl*
and therefore eqn# 5*533# 3 oca he written ao
0.0004 % 2 % 10"^ X 750 X 10^
(B 100) + 2 X 120
or Ziin = &)8   5*335*1
R + 340
From equation 5*335#1 It is evident that the defleotional sensitivity can 
he improved only hy using lower values of 1 @ where 1 « Eg « R^ .
Ia choosing the values of the ratio arm Eg and R. we have 
a oonoiderable choice end so we will calculate the percentage increase in 
deflection by taking different values of Hg and R* with one restriction 
that ^ 2 B which is desired for maximum sensitivity.
(a) let Bg » H ® 50 ohma.
From 5* 533*1 we get
600
« 50T 3 4O which oorz s^pondB to an increano of 1 ^  in
sensitivity compared with Nillm type bridge arrangement.
(b) let Eg m » R » 10 ohma.
5"333#1 we get 
600 
10 + 340
Compared to the Willm bridge this corresponds to an increase in 
sensitivity of 26^ .
(o) let Eg w cs R K> 1 ohm 
From/
«, 4^ »
Erom 5*555*1 we get
y g40 * 1.76 am
9&loh, tbeïMUUa triage* <XMAxæ$oaa8 to læajbKBMQae of
25^ la eeaeitivlty.
flies© oomputatioas show that the moot oeaolhle value to 
be ohoam for ana lo 10 obmo# It may be ea^ Bued that when 
Rg & R. have vain© of 1 ohm, the pereentage increase la esnsltivity ie 
2<%# «Hxapewpea TBit&i 2(#& wtwan BV, & II, ewee 3W) o&KBB. Vhi i*M%remwant <)f («alar 
'ffo 1b not Justifiable at the esipenss of the risk of having a very low 
rasistasice in the ratio arm» ao the change in contact resistance will 
considerably alter the balance of bridge « With a view of making the
ratio arm as small as poeeible to achieve a higher degree of
sensitivity» the beet arrangement would be to insert a small slide wire 
at the junction of the two resistances Ig â and hence the equality 
(Wp t%wa QÜ388 imouOUi be eniaarai » *& iw&CGKWB&rgr ccKidilkion fTcwa t&ws pxxLnt of 
Tfiemy cdT eeKw&ltLlviigr* Stwdb eai EWBBBByBBBWMit 3j& easpe%w&iv%a and QmuBbGWMBOB*) 
(M&d iWheGMafowM) tiwa most EwanGdUble (%rz%wigeQwant is to a :catdh) swaa cdT 
3X) * 3UD (dm*
In conolusion, the beat possible arrangement of a bridge 
network to ensure a high degree of sensitivity can be given ass-
(i) = S_ « Rg (Resiatanoe of thermometers) = 100 ohm approx*
(ii) %%g « «" R (%k)8isd&aDC6 od^ iraidLo euem) c, ]W) o&un
9.356* Ideal arranœment of Bridge networks *
80 far, in deaig^ing the bridge we had aaaumed that the 
beat choice was restricted to a type having Ë » ISO ohm end a current 
aenaltivity of 75O mm per micro ampere, because of Its availability in 
the market. However it will be interesting to compute the résistance 
and sensitivity of the galvanometer which should be used in the 
arrangement summarised in article 5*555 to ensure maximum sensitivity.
It/
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It has been shown in equation 5*55^  # 9 that the 
best reaietanoe of a galvanometer for maximum sensitivity la given by
JL . _ i _  + _ 1 —
Bg H^+Bg Ej+K^
Sine© For best arrangement, ohms and
Eg'sR^ '^ R » 10 ohms
' ^ , JL + JL
' " Ilg 11() + 110
ie Rg » 55 ohms
Mow if we assume that the new galvanometer is made of the same type of 
sensitive element as SP2BI) type, whose current sensitivity is given as 
750 mm per micro ampere E » 120 ohms, and knowing that current 
sensitivity is proportional to square root of we can calculate the 
current sensitivity 8g of the new galvanometer* It is given by
•» 750 X Y20 507 mm per micro ampere
From eqn. 5*553*5 we can calculate deflection for a change of 0*001^ 0 
of temperature equivalent to a change of 0,0004 of resistance, which 
gives
0.0004 X 2.0 X 10*^  X 507 X 10^
Ana «... . ............. ..........
(100 + 10) -«• 2 X 55
or Ana a* «= 1.85 mm
which corresponds to an increase of 56^ in sensitivity 
compared with the Willm bridge arrangement.
fherefore the ideal arrangement is the most sensitive 
arrangement, and gives an increase of jfo in sensitivity compared with 
the circuit when SP2SB type galvanometer was used* Another advantage 
of this arrangement is that this new galvanometer will be more robust 
because of its lower current sensitivity and the response will be 
quicker.
It can be concluded therefore that in a properly 
designed bridge, the galvanometer has also to be made to specific 
requirements to achieve a higher degree of bridge sensitivity without 
using a very sensitive galvanometer.
5.4/
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lîi the partial expansion method the expander pîaye an
Importent part» and ahonld he oarefully designed. Basically an
expander consists of a chamber where the pressure is reduced without
any loss of energy, and is provided with a pair of throttle valves
one at the inlet and the other at the outlet. Reduction in pressure
results in rise of temperature, which enables calculation of the lose
of head in the macMne; therefore the expander must be well insulated
to prevent any transfer of heat to or from the eurroundingc.
Most investiratora have used basically the same
expander as designed by Willm and Bampmas# It consists of a vertical
steel cylinder, in which water is admitted at the bottom through an
interchangeable tiircttlo valve into the measuring space, fhe water
then passes through another valve at the top into Dewar vacuum flash
containing expanded water 1w means of & divergent con© for preseure
recovery, The .measuring space is shielded by a removable cover
consisting of a shock proof Dewar container, Willm himself points out
that heat transfer is the main practical problem with this type of
expander. In spite of the fact that up to a certain degree, the use
of vacuum flasks, foam rubber, vinyl chloride and the immersion of
calorimeter pipes and controls in the fully expanded water does reduce
the error due to heat transfer, this cannot be taken as a satisfactory
measure of eliminating the effect of heat flow*
Voucher has suggested a method for applying a correction
due to errors caused by heat transfer in the expander. He saye that
complete thermal insulation would only be possible theoretically, with
an infinitely large flow of eampling water q' | in tlie other extreme
case if q' = o the measurement would Indicate ambient temperature,
1By plotting pressure as a function of the reciprocal of the flow of 
sampling water and by extrapolating to %  «= @ the value of the pressure 
can be determined which would be obtained with an infinitely large 
quantity of sampling water, that is with perfect heat insulation,
This/
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This method M s  two great disadvantages, Theoretically it needs the 
assumption that the function of &  varies lineally with heat transfer 
effect which is caused by the difference of temperature brought about 
by changing the pressure inside the expander* Practically it 
necessitates observing a series of readings of pressure against 
galvanometer deflection for at least two rates of flow throi h^ the 
expander. It is therefore difficult to Justify this method of 
correction for heat flow during field tests.
Brandt M s  developed a new expander called '^Reducing 
probe type". He has managed to avoid all the elaborations of 
insulated pipes end Dewar type container®. In Brandt *s reducing 
probe type expander the pressure reduction takeo place in a fixed 
throttle at the extraction aperture; the measuring space lies within 
the probe itself, into which the resistance thermometer is introduced 
through a long sheath, end a thin tube io provided for the pressure 
measurement. The second adjustable throttle la outside of the probe 
at a oonveaient point, and ala© an auxiliary outlet by means of which 
flow quantity can be varied so that the heat exchange with the 
surroundings can he measured^  is provided at that point.
The reducing probe type expander is definitely an 
improvement but still suffers from great disadvantages. She fixed 
throttle at the extraction aperture prevents maintenance of a constant 
flow at all pressure levels, îleaaurements of heat exchanged from surround­
ings are not easily obtainable, and corrections for heat transfer effects 
as suggested by faucher and followed by Brandt require certain 
aaaumptions which have no theoretical Justifications and necessitate a 
long expenditure of time.
A new adiabatic ©xparider was developed for present 
investigations and this is described in the following article; it was 
successfully used for testing machines with low heads and has proved to 
be superior to other existing expanders.
5.4PL /
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Studies of various existing expanders deseribad in the 
preceding article and the test© at Bomington (8*2) called for the 
(kavelopaKBnt (%f awi egqoamdac :La vAsioli gaqxaaQlon ooulfl tadse ixlaoe 
adiahatieally without having any elaborate insulntlone, and whose 
operation should not involve tedious experimentation or oorreotlon for 
heat transfer. Consideration was given to many desi^is of expanders 
from theoretical and practical points of view. The following 
conclusion© wore reached.
(a) The expander should he so designed that it could 
he assembled directly on the probe, thus eliminating the c(mneoting 
hose pipe and its insulating tubes end in turn reducing the effect of 
heat transfer to a minimum.
(b) A method has to be developed of maintaining the 
immediate vioinity of the inner part of the ei^ rpander at a constant 
temperature equal to that of the tail**raoe or, failing that, at a 
temperature ao near as possible to that of the tail-race.
(c) As the emount of heat transferred to the water 
flowing tljToiigh the expander from the surrounding atmosphere is 
Inversely proportional to the flow, the flow should remain constant 
at all pressures throu^out the experiment to enoure a fair degree of 
repeatability and accuracy.
Bearing in mind these three basic requirements a new 
adiabatic expander was developed (Fig. 12). It consisted of a main 
expanoion chamber of 2 Inches inside diameter® Flow was controlled by 
two valves, one at each end, which controlled the pressure as required. 
This chamber was enclosed in a Jacket of 4& inches inside diameter 
through which water was led from the penotook, as was done for the main 
expansion chasiber* The Jacket was also provided with an inlet and 
outlet valve for controlling the pressure and hence the temperature of 
the flow.
3m an expander not properly insulated, although the
temperature/
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temperature of the water could be raised to the temperature of the 
tail-race, the correapoadiag pressure iaside the expander could not 
00 token as correct bacause of heat transfer from the atmosphere | 
part of the temperature effeot observed on the galvanometer would not 
be the result of destroyed pressure but would be caused by the heat 
transferred from or into the surrounding air. To eliminate this 
source of error, fitting of an outer concentric expander was 
considered to be the best method. Since the new Jacket enveloped the 
whole inner expander it followed that, on bringing the jacket 
temperature and the inner expander temperature to that of the tail» 
race, the corresponding inner pressure would be correct, and the 
temperature effect observed on the galvanometer would be a function of 
destroyed pressure only.
Im the original design of Willm end Oampma the 
expander was fitted with a divergent ©one after the outlet valve in 
which the final part of the expansion took place. In the new adiabatic 
expander the outlet valve was coupled to a vertical variable»area»typ© 
floïfloôter (Fischer & Porter) by a 3 ft. long high pressure hose. At 
the outlet of the flowmeter, final total expansion took place, and the 
expanded water was then led to waste. This design enabled the rate of 
flow to be kept constant at all pressures. The outside Jacket was 
provided with the same arrangement as the main inner expansion chamber, 
complete with flowmeter.
To minimise the effect of heat transfer, the main 
expansion chamber was made of stainless steel and it was covered with 
glass fibre moulded to the cylindrical surface. The Jacket was made 
of mild steel tube about 1 ft. long. The outside of the Jacket was 
covered with cylindrical cork pads shaped to suit the surface 
irregularities ; plastic tubes of about inch bore, through which 
pressurised water froia the penstock was kept flowing at a constant 
rate, was wrapped over the cork pads# The whole unit was wrapped with 
otrips of 1 inch thick foam Bibber to ensure good thermol insulation. 
Two/
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Two Bourdon gauges wore provided to give mi estimate 
of the pressure im the expander and Jacket, As in the original 
design the piston manometer was eoimeeted to the main expansion 
chamber to record the exact pressure,
That portion of the probe exposed between the outside 
wall of the pen-stock a»d the inlet valve of ' the expander was wrapped 
in If inch thick .plastic foam covered with # inch bore high-preasare 
hose, through which pressurised water from the penstock ims allowed to 
run. %  this means it was hoped to make the temperature of that 
portion of the probe outside of the penstock as nearly as possible 
equal to that of the penstock water,
A procedure of measurement for the adiabatic expander is 
given in the article 5*1* The results obtained by using this expander 
are given in article 8,6# wMch shows that this type of expander io 
almost indiopeaeible for testing low head maohines.
5*42.
In designing an ex^Kmder choice of valves plays an 
important part. Most of the commercial valves available are the 
conventional pinch type which tend to give a hi^ friction loss, thuo 
preventing measurements at high efficiency points; it algo gives a 
rather steep rise of flow with small percentage displacement of stroke 
near the opening, which impedes aoourate settings of different pressure 
levels at a given constant flow. Verioue designs of valves were 
studied end a valve of Swedish design called "Sala Slurry Valve" 
produced by Heldco Proceso Mmited is oonsidered to be the most 
suitable for adiabatic expanders. The Sala valve is a non plugging 
valve and Is used for oontinuous prooess oontrol. I t ^  unique in 
having round holes at all apertures. It is operand %  hydraulio or 
pneumatlo pressure applied to a cmtB&l musole idaich brings the ohsnge 
in aperture end hence the change in flow. %ie round aperture is 
infinitely variable from full bore to full closure and the venturi 
shape of the aperture produces a low pressure loss so that orignal 
flow pressure io maintained - a very desirable feature ©specially for 
the/
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the inlet valve of the expander* Apart from the flexing of mselee 
there are no moving parts, and since the passage of the flow ie always 
oiroular, it eliminates the possibility of recording any false 
measurement of pressure caused by the presence of foreign bodies in 
suspension within the flowing medium. The hydraulic or pneumatic 
operator can be mounted at any convenient point and can be controlled 
manually or by power, and thus gives the advantages of remote control « 
on attractive feature where access to penstock for observation is not 
easily available. ïïnlike conventional valves, the percentage flow in 
the gala valves increases gradually with the percentage of opening 
throu#iout the whole range of apertures - this unusual performance 
ensures accurate settings of different pressures for a given constant 
flow, thus rendering it possible to repeat the readings at exactly the 
same conditions during m  efficiency test, Fig. 13 shows the 
performance curves of conventional pinch valve and Sala valve at a 
constant inlet pressure. These curves Illustrate that in a 
conventional pinch valve the distribution of the flow does not change 
gradually with the opening of the aperture as it does in a Sala valve.
Due to long delivery dates, the Bala valves la spite of
their inherent qualities were not used during present investigations but 
it is recommended for use in all future tests by tbermodynamio method.
It should be noted that use of Bala valves requires a special design
of expander to gat the best results.
However, wMtever type of valve is used, careful choice 
is necessary and the working range for the pair of valves has to be 
found by experiment. During present investigations a §- inch inside 
diameter conventional pinch valve was found to be quite suitable for a 
constant flow rate of 0 ,4 litres/sec « a flow rate accepted by most 
invQstigatojs, If the valves at inlet and outlet are opened to full 
capacity, and then the outlet valve io gradually closed until the flow­
meter reads O..4 i/o, it will give the maximum pressure which can be 
maintained at that flow. Similarly, after fully opening the inlet and 
outlet valves, if the inlet valve io gradually closed until the flow is 
0.4/
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©■*.4 l/s it will give- the minimum pressure which oen he maintained a t 
that flow* Any pressure level hetweem those defined limits eon be 
maintained for a constant flow rate  o f 0,4 litres/sao* Following 
the same parooedure the upper and lower lim its  o f pressure can be 
determined fo r any partioular rata of flow*
This experiment mekee i t  possible to fin d  out whether a 
psdr o f valves w ill be suitable fo r suooessful readings a t high- 
effloien<gr loads* A qoiok computation can be made# Suppose that 
the total head is 180 f t *  and asmme that the h ip e s t efflolenoy point 
attained by the machine will be 95 per cent; the maximm pressure in 
the expander should net bo less than 0*95 % 180 •* 171 ft* of water, 
whoa the ou tlet valve Is gradually oloeed to restrict the flow to 0*4 
l/s*. A sim ilar computation can be made fo r the lower range of working 
pressure assuming any low value o f efficlenoy.
5#5 PreoBure
Ordinary Bourdon pressure gauges are not accurate enough 
for the measurement of pressure in thermodynamic teats. In view of 
th is fact W lllia developed a Miom etrlo piston gauge, which in principle 
is a combination of a deadwei^t gauge and a water manometer. Singh 
following Willm and Oampmas constructed a gauge, shown in Fig.14, 14a, 
which permits measurements of the pressures to be made to t 0.1 f t .  for 
a ll measurements above, 100 ft*  o f water* During present investigations 
Singh*© gauge was used to record all pressures and excellent results 
were obtained* 8in#i has given a theoretical analysis of the 
tolerances to be allowed in the measurements o f heads end levels; he
concludes that manometric piston gouges can conveniently measure 
pressure head© w ithin the given tolerance for the efficiency tests of 
imchinoB opiating under 100 ft. of water and above.
For low pressure heads 8in^ used a dicmeter piston 
made up of leather washers. This was very unsatisfactory and gave 
©rroneou© results. A aiodlficatioa of this piston became necessary*
A/
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A solid piston was not as It would reduce the range;
therefore it wao decided to uee a thin steel tube closed at both ends 
and approximately § inch outside diameter as a piston for low pressure 
ranges. She piston was calibrated and the results obtained were very
accurate#
6.0 T2omiiy.ns o? M3:AsimmEm:-
It has been the general practise to note the galvanometer 
deflection at different pressure settings of the expander to determine 
the pressure corresponding to an expander temperature equal to the 
tail-raoe temperature. A graph of preeeure against deflection has 
usually been plotted and a straight line drawn passing through these 
points, the point of intersection of the straight line and the sero 
deflection line giving the desired pressure. It was observed that 
the graph of pressure against deflection did not always give a strai,^t 
line, although the resistance thermometers had linear resistance/ 
temperature chsraoteristlcs. Moreover there is no theoretical 
Justification to assume that deflection plotted against temperature 
should give a otraig^t line. From equation 2.6:2 we can write 
efficiency ac
K (!-'<) + JG„„ (Î, - S,) + Z, - 3„
(1 -^) 4- - Zg
Since the expander has aero efficiency, it follows that
îî^ (l •* ^ )^ t — JOpg ('ij^ - Tg) 0= 0 «««—-«.-^ sl
where SL is the pressure in the expander
is the temperature in the expander
o( ia a non-dimensional coefficient and is a
fuuctiom of IL and
HQjjg, and Tg (being the temperature of the
tail-race) are constants.
Rewriting/
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Rewriting equation 6*1 we get
3^  (l -o(i f constant 4- constant x T^  » 0 •“ 6*2
' Tbie will represent a straight line only If (l - o{ ) is 
Gonetant; but ae varies temperature ao well as preeeure, 
it is not justifiable to say that equation 6*8 represents a 
straiggit line» However* if for omall change of pressure in the 
expander it io assumed that change of Xis so small that it o@n 
be taken ae a constant, then it will no longer be neoessary to take 
many different readings of pressure in the expander and the 
corresponding deflection to compute the condition when T»»
As the characteristics of bridge, galvanometer and 
resistance thermometers are known# a theoretical relationship 
between the deflection end change of temperature and hence pressure 
can be determined# This can be verified easily in the laboratory* 
It has been shown in equation 5» 333*3 that the deflection
of ^Ivanometer is given by
A n  = AH,
 ^ R + R(pf2Rg
As the fundamental interval of the resistance thermometer 
is usually denoted by
®10O " % ohm per deg G
^100 "
we can write
^^3 ^OQ o
m - T 
A T ^100
where AT is the change of temperature experienood by the resistance 
thermometer#
Therefore we can write the deflection equation as
Ï3 /
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,00 * %  ^ max ^ ^Avic: AT - „   6*3
"100 ** E + 2 %
In aquation 6*1, if the ch&nr^ of c4 is asstimaâ to be 
negligible for small pressura changes» the pressure-head ohaige 
Al inside the expander can be expressed as
AH  « JO g . AT
and if 0 ^  Is assumed to bo unity, tho value for pure water at 
4^0 - which is justifiable because of tho small rate of change of
0 with temperature in the range 0-15^0; we can write
P
AH «3 ê‘àS 
and henoe equation 5*6 transform into
A n  „ a H . | " ^ T ^  • —  6:4
Equation 6*4 thus makes it possible to oaloulate 
theoretically the galvanometer deflection for unit change of head 
in the expander, i.e., the gradient of the defleetlon/preasure- 
head graph. It should be noted# however# that this value of the 
gradient will be true only for small pressure oha gas.
Therefore, if readings are taken close to the condition 
where T. « fg a state point will be obtained on the deflection/ 
pressure graph. Knowing from equation 6*4 the value of the 
gradient, a line can be drawn passing throu#* the state point and 
from the iatereeotion of this straight line with the straight line 
representing the pressure in the main expansion chamber
for the condition when T. « Tg can be determined.
This method reduces the necessity of taking a large 
number of readings at different pressure settings, and time will 
be/
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be saved. Moreover, by taking the mean of four or five readings 
at one pressure setting which closely corresponds to the oonditioh 
of T. - Tg, it can be ensured that conditions in the expander at ■ 
the time of measuring are steady and that the results obtained 
are reliable*
This method also enables approximate values of the 
efficiency to be obtained at loads when the efficiency is very 
hi^i and it is not possible to maintain the required high pressure 
in the expander and to keep the desired rate of flow due to the 
losses oocuring at the inlet valve# Under such oonditlons, 
when it is not possible to make « Tg, a reading as close to 
this required condition as possible can be taken and, using 
equation 6*4, an approximate though not accurate val e of the 
efficiency con be calculated»
6*1 Procedure for Measurementt-
Three resistance thermometers suitably matched were 
used to meaeure the temperature differences between the expmder
and the tail-race* One thermometer (T ) was placed inside
1
the main expansion chamber; the second thermometer (Tg) was 
placed in the tail-race seotlon and the third thermometer (T,) 
was placed, inside the Jacket# It was not found nsoessary to 
match (T^ ) and (T,) heoauoe #ie wly desired oond^ inatlons were 
(fg) with (T^ ) and (fg) with (T^)» Carefully selected thermo­
meters were tested in the range 0^ to 15 8^» The combinations 
(fg) with , and (Tg) with (T_) were placed in a bath at say 
0^0 and bridge settings ware so adjusted that the deflection of 
the galvanometer was gero# Theoretically, if the thermometer 
elements are identical, the deflection should remain aero after 
raising- ##  temperature of the bath to, say but this does
not happen in practise, and a choice was mode, from ten thermo­
meters, of those two pairs wW.ch gave the minimum variation of 
deflection*
Before/
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Before any measuremente are made, the required 2?ate of 
flow through the expander has to he determined, Theoretically 
it is deeirahle to make this flow as large as possible, because 
when the flow tends to infinity the heat transfer effeot tends 
to zero* However, it is iapraotioal to males the flow very large, 
A quantity has to be ohoaen within limits, the upper of which 
must not be so largo that hi^ pressures at the desired fixed 
flow cannot be maintained, whilst tho smaller limit must be largo 
enough to keep tho heat transfer effeot neglibible. For this 
type of apparatus a flow of 0*4 litres/second has normally been 
used by Willm and Qempmaa and by Thom and Singh* It has been 
observed experimentally that it is difficult to obtain pairs 
of valves which can maintain 0*5 l/e at high pressure settings; 
readings at high efficiency loads aiight then be unobtainable*
At 0*3 l/c# however# it is pescibXe to maintain high pressures, 
but the heat transfer effeot becomes appreciable# Even with 
the adiabatic expander# for a difference of only 5 dog G between 
water temperature and the surrounding atmosphere, an adverse 
effeot was observed* It could therefore be concluded that 
0*4 i/o is the most suitable flow throng the expander*
Some preliminary experiments using the adiabatic 
expander were carried out with 0*04 l/s flowing throng the 
Jacket and 0*4 l/s flawing through' the main expansion chamber*
As the heat transfer is a function of the flow# it io desirable 
that the flow through tho outer Jacket ao well as tlie inner 
expansion chamber should be the same# so that if may heat 
transfer did take place caused by inequality of temperature 
between the two chambers# due to experimental error, its effect 
would be a minimum*
Zj^ r a flow of 0*4 l/c & & inoh inside diemeter*Brmeto* 
valve was found to be most suitable* Two pairs of valves were 
chosen, one pair for the expander and the other for the Jacket* 
The/
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The working raaga for the pair of valves was found by experimsiit
following tho method outlined in the last paragraph of article 
5* 42. The valves were found to be suitable for a maximum
efflolenoy of 9 ^  for a maohine operating under 180 ft of water 
approximately*
The three thermometers (T )^, (Tp) and (T_) were oonneoted 
by four-way cable to the bridge through a low resistance 4-polo 
two-way switch# The switch connections were so arranged that 
combination (Tg) with and (Sp) with (f^ )# each had two of
the four wires of the cables for compensation leads# The cable
soldered to (fg) was Joined to the input side of the 4-polc two- 
way switch# and the cables soldered to (T^ ) and (T_) were Joined 
to the two output sides respectively,
The three thermometers were placed in a flask of water 
taken from the penetock* b2d.dge was then adjusted sc that
there was minimum deflection for both pairs# (Tg) with (f^ ) and 
(Tg) with (T%)* The valve of the deflection for both pairs should 
be the same for one particular setting# because of t W  fact that 
the lengiho and types of the cables and the resistanoea of the 
elements were identical. However# due to the diffèrent resistances 
of the soldered Joints the total resistances were not the same - 
thus resulting in inequality of deflection; hence a compromise 
had to be made between the two deflections when the bridge settings 
were adjusted* Deflections for each combination ware noted and it 
was taken that these corresponded to conditions when T. a and
Thgwmometer (Tg) was then placed# by means of a probe#
in the tail-race mixing chaîner into which water from twelve 
different positions was led to give a mean temperature. Thermometer 
(T, ) woo placed in the main expansion chamber through a gland.
Care was taken that the ^ and was sufficiently tight to prevent any 
pressure leakages between the main expansion chamber and the outer 
Jacket, Thermometer (f^ ) was placed in the annulus formed by the 
inside of the Jacket end the outside of the maim expansion chamber. 
The/
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The outer cover flange for the jaoket# through whioh the two oahlee 
poeeed by meane of a gland, was then bolted to the Jaoket and made 
preeeure-tlght* The oomplete adiabatic expander was then well 
wra^ g^ ed in stripe of 1 inch thlok and 3 ihoh brood polythene foam* 
The inlet valve for the malu expaneion chamber was kept 
olooed and the inlet and outlet valves of the jacket were opened 
slowly to maximum opening# After allowing the water to flow 
for about two mihutee# the outlet valve of the jacket wag grad- 
ually closed until the discharge was 0*4 l/e# Flow was them 
allowed for about flftem minuteo to ensure steady oondltlono in 
the jacket expander* The inlet and outlet valves of the jacket 
were then manipulated# maintaining a flow of 0*4 l/s# to bring 
oonditione in the jacket as nearly equal as possible to conditione 
defined by Tg « T_, Deflection of the galvanometer was recorded 
and the variation from the deflection for Tg T_ was noted* Any 
variation In deflection of more than 1 mm was corrected by re- 
manipulating the valves# The expander was then allowed to run 
for some time# and a constant watch was kept on the flowmeter to 
ensure steady conditimis#
After conditiens in both ohaËbera had beoome steady, 
the inlet and outlet valves of the main expansion chambac were 
adjusted, maintaining a flow of 0*4 l/s to bring the conditions 
inside as nearly equal, as possible to the conditions defined by 
Tg m T_# Galvanometer deflection was then noted, and if the 
variation in the deflection fcom the deflection required for 
T. I» Tg was more than 1 mm, another valve setting was made and 
the corresponding deflection noted* This variation may be either 
positive or negative# The ourrent was reversed at every reading 
of the gaiv@hometer, and a mean of the two readings wao recorded 
to eliminate streor current effeotc* Several reading of the 
galvanometer deflection at the seme pressure setting were made 
and/
and an aritbmeMo mean of all the readings was takm: as the 
corresponding defleotiont The preeewre inside the main expansion 
ohamher was then meaenred aoourately by the maanomdtrlQ piston 
gange, %lth the help of egimtion 6:4» the exact value of the 
preeeure oorreeponding to the condition TL Tg wae oalonlated. 
Readings of total head and rneaenremmt of dabm levels at the two 
test eeotione of the maohlnG were ^ eo tskmi# The effloienoy w ^  
finally calculated by the equation given in 4»! aa
. %  (1 -=() f 2. -
(1 2^ - %g
7.0 somoES OF mEOAprigMs
Faæora can i)e introduced either by (a) tW  inaccuracy of 
e%)erlmental c^eryatlone, or hy (h) the occurence of various phyolcal 
and chemloal phenomena,
Expérimental errors con he introduced during the measure­
ments of temperature difference, preecure and of datum levele# or 
In t M  determination of and the ncn-dimenelonol coefficients. 
Therefore a limit pf tolerance for each of these faotora has to he 
defined for a particular machine operating under certain head®.
Serpaud and Goffin have shown under the heading of theoretical 
precieien that these limita can be easily calculated ty making 
come elmple and valid oamm^tlone and have supplied illustrative 
examples*
Tarloue pl^ felcal and chmicol phenomena likely to intro­
duce errors have been outlined by 1#llm and CBmpmoe# which can be 
QUBEerleod as follows**!^
(a) ]&npurities of water
(b) Seat exchanges with outside
(c) Ohanges of state of the water due to 
canitatlon or vaporicaticn
(d}/
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(d) Ohanges In the gas content of water
(e) Variation of temperature of water with time.
It has been observed that exoeas lnQMEitles In water 
ooour only In exceptional oooaelonB and in general oaaee, thlo 
factor ie relatively unimportant,
Errora oansed by the effeot of heat tronefer betwemi the 
system end enrroundinge are dlfflonlt to estimate and ean only be 
appoeoxlimtely determined, Willm pointe out that this aouroe of 
error oan entirely be ne^eoted fhr the maohineo of large oapaoity - 
he bases hie argument on foot that the thermodynamio method 
agrees with other methods of meaeur<ment. However# Brandt observes 
that epeoially hi^i atmospheric humidity can ralee the heat transfer 
ooeffloient between the wolle of the system and air# end oon9ogu.(mtly 
increased the heat flow# by a factor of more than ten. If water 
from the atmosphere condenees on the housing# For moohlnee of 
relatlvely small oapaoi^, the error introdnoed by the heat trans­
ferred from the surroundinge to the flowing medium can be of high 
value, and therefore correotlone mnet be applied to obtain ooourate 
results»
Errors elmllar to the above may oconr due to the heat 
transfer between the amroandinge and the sampling flow pasaing 
throng the meaEmring expander, Vancher followed by Brandt has 
given a method of evaluating the amount of heat tranefsrred l%r 
varying the flow* This evaluation is tedious in experimon-^tion 
and ham got 11 tide theoretioal jnetlflcatlon# The necessity 
of heat trmiefer correctiom; which are diffloult to estimate omi 
be avoided by thermal insulation, using suitable materials such 
a$ stoinèss steel# and by appropriate design of the expander,
It can be claimed that use of the adiabatic expander (S#4l) 
ensures almost perfect insulation and does not necessitate heat 
transfer correction; and hence it is strcaagly recommended to 
eliminate/
elinainate this type of error*
Mllm and Oaa^ pmeg point out that meaeuroment at the exit 
of tho eyatem should he taken at a oonslderahle dlotanoe from the 
nmner of the machine to avoid any error due to change of state 
of water produced by oanltatlon* They ohoerved that at Val Beneyte plonti 
samples of water taken from Immediately under the wheel led to the 
deduction of a turbine efflolenoy near unity# whereas the measure­
ments at the exit of the draft tube were realistic*
Tlte presence df dissolved gooes In the water can Introduce 
a gross error# but only in special oases; an aoeessment of the 
quantity of gas released oonld then beoome essential, Willm and 
Oaiqpmaa have deaoribed a olmple appaqgaths for this pwrpooo; but they 
suggest that if in œcoeptlonol oases the effeot of dissolved gases 
were responsible for too great a correotion term# It would be pre­
ferable to abandon the thermodynemlo method#
A further cause of error in many daeee could be the 
instability of the temperature of the flowing medimw As a matter 
of fact# when the temperature water does vary with time the express­
ion for efficiency (2*6$2) la no longer theoretically valid* iHiere" 
fore the stability of the temperature Is eosentlal to an aoourato 
measurement of effioiency* Willm and Campmas emphasize that the 
temperature of the water be constantly observed and if the variation 
of temperature exceeds 0*3 deg* O/ku# it is preferable to post­
pone the measurement to a more favourable time* however, it is noted 
with considerable interest that Serpand and Coffin have developed 
a simple gradient simulator# and have been able to reproduce 
consistently the effect of temperature gradient ly this device*
They claim to obtain ceramet results even In the difficult coses*
An additional source of ecKPOr in lew head machines could 
be the etrogeneity of the temperature across the oross-eectlon of 
the tail-race. In article 5*2 a device for mixing the tail-race 
water has been described# which ensures compensation of the effeot 
of tenqierature gradient* Umpfenbooh suggests that the tall/^ace 
measuring section eould be taken further dcwnotream to reduce this 
error.
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8,0
8,1 fôsts at
At Bonoingtoa two Rroaols turblneo operate under a head of 
189 ft, aM eaoh develop about 5,2 megawatts* The tail-race i@ 
divided into two eeotions for each machine# and is approximately 23 
ft, wide, Thom and 8.iïïgh noted that at this station the bearing 
oooling water ie dleWiarged into the draft tube which affecte the 
tail-race temperature# and eo the sffieioaoy measured by the 
thermodynamic method was not a true hydraulic efficiency.
All tests were carried out by the Thermodynamic method, and on 
Machine Mo, I
(a) The expander was similar to that developed by Willm and Campaas 
and useHby Thom and Singh#
(b) The bridjge circuit used was os shown in Big. 8. The total
current was 4 sA
(c) The two platinum resistance Thermometers of French make were the 
same as used by Shorn and 8in#i,
(d) A mixing choicer described in ewtiolo 5,2 was used for takli:^  
the average temperature of the tail-race,
Because of shortage of water it was not possible to run the 
machine at or near full power, The range of tests extended fr<m
1,5 to 2,8 Ml* The results obtained are given in Table 5. In 
this low range the efficiencies oalqulated were not the same as those 
measured by Thom and 81n#i in April 1958* To quote a typlool example# 
the efflolency at 1*58 IW found on 8th April# 195® was 7?*4 per cent 
and at the same load in June 1959 it was 69.8 per cent,
A slx-polnt travmrse as a preliminary investigation was 
also carried out# and the observations are given in Table ?. One 
Thermometer was put into mixing chamber defined by position M and 
the other thermometer was placed suooessively at eaoh of six different 
positions equally spaced across a oross-seotion of the tail-race9 
at/
at B depth of 2 ft* below the water level# ($ig. 15)♦ These 
traverse tests were performed at three different loede in the range
1,5 to 1.8 M. In an extreme oae© a variation of temperature 
resulting In a 3#7 D@r cent variation in measured efflolenoy was 
found to exist between the température of the mixing chamber and the 
mean temperature of the water at the six different positions of the 
tail-race oross-seotions# It shows that the effect of temper&tiire 
gradient across the tail-race could be critloal in some oases# end 
further shows that seleotlon of six point is inadequate to measure 
the mean temperature*
Another aeries of traverses by choosing twelve points 
across üie tail-race was taken and it was oarried out by putting one 
Thermometer in the expander and the other thermometer sucoessively at 
each of the thirteen different points in the tail-race cross-seotion, 
(fig . 16)# The first position was in the mixing chamber defined 
by M, while the other twelve were defined by the entranoe of the 
twelve different pipes leading to the mixing chamber# This arrangement 
made it possible for the diffCrenoe to be found between the mean 
temperature of the tail-race across the twelve different positions 
and the mean temperature of the tail-race obtained by Ihe mixing 
ohambm?# assuming that there nyas no heat flow between the mixing 
chomba? and its surrounding water* Table 0 shows the observed 
readings; and the maximum deviation ineffioienoy# between #e 
measured mean obtained from traverse observations and the experimental 
mean obtained by mixing ohamber* appears to be only 0*92 per cent* 
During the traverse it was seen that stray currente were 
affeotlng the galvanometer which ehowcd considerable fluotuations 
in the readings. At some points it was not even possible to reoord 
the reading, as the galvanometor spot moved off the soale* These 
effects remained after switching off the battery current but it 
stopped/
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stopped when the thermometer was taken out of the tall-raoe water#
8#11 Meaueelone of Bonniweton résulté# June 1959
Study of the résulté obtained leads to the following 
Gonolueione#
(a) The effiolenoy at the eame load differed Toy about 7*6 per oent 
fmm the April 19$8 test# It wae noted that the temperature 
difference between eurrounding air at the expander and the wata? 
flowing through it was ooneiderably higher in April 1958 than in 
June 1959*
(b) The mixing ohamber gives a sample at a reasonably accurate 
average température and its use saves Hie work of measuring the 
temperature gradient aoross the tail-race#
(o) At Bennington random defleotions were observed on the galvanometer. 
These may be due to the presence of eleotrioally charged particles 
whose effect can be eliminated by reversing the current in the 
circuit and taking the mean of the two readings* However# when 
the current is so strong that it is not feasible to reoord the 
readings# the position of the Thermometer in the tail-raoe should 
be changed# It has been observed that these currents only eodst 
at certain positions in the tail-raoe# whereas at other positions 
either th<^ are not noticed or their effeot is not noticeable*
8,2 Tests at Bonnington* Beeember *59 to February *60
A further series of tests was carried out at Bonnlngton 
from December 1959 to Febanmry I96O* The apparatus was praotloally 
the same as in the June 1959; and the same machine, namely 
Machine Mo, 1, was tested. At the beginning of the tests it was 
observed that it was no longer possible to obtain a reading at 
hl^-effioienoy loads# The effeot of heat lacansfer was so great 
that the temperature in the expander could not be brought to the 
temperature of tho tail-race by manipulating the valves of the 
expamdor#/
expander.
This problem vms solved altering the design of tho 
expander developed by Willm end Gampame* In thio original ctolgn 
the thermometer wae placed inside a copper pooket, with externally 
flx^d fine,, plaoed inside of tho expander facing upstream (Plg#17a)# 
In the altered deaign the thermometer witli copper ehield suitably 
longthonod# was placed dirootly inside the expander, through a gland 
arrangement (Fig* 17b)* Seat transfer to the thermometer from 
the warmer air in the vacuum flask would now be reduced#
The above arrangement made it possible for the effioiency 
at every load to be measured with a fair degree of repeatability# 
Readings ere shown in Table 9 fo? the two arrangements# In Big#
10 the readings ere plotted showing the difference obtained between 
the old copper pocket with fins and the new gland arrangement* Also 
some efficionoy results obtained by using the new gland arrangement 
at different loads are given in Table 6. It shjuIWL be noted that 
#is vms a preliminary investigation and therefore results are 
not acourate*
A sea^es of traverses was taken at three different loads 
with one thermometer in the expo»der and the other successively at 
twelve different positions aoross the tail»raoe* The positions 
defined were the same as in June 1959 test (Pig* 16)* These 
iapaverses followed the efficiency test cazriQd out with thermometer 
(Tg) at a position in the tail-race wliore the velooiiy was a 
maximum as judged by visual observation# it should be noted that 
in a H  three cases, the chosen position came to bo Mo* 6* Following 
ihe normal procedure of plotting deflection agEdnst pressure (Plg* 
20), effioiencies were computed# Efficiencies were also calculated 
by using the average of the traverse deflections at a measured 
expander pressure kept constant throu^iout the experiment, and extra 
polating it by knowing the thaoretical gradient of deflection/ 
pressure/
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pressure theoretloal gradient was calculated A^em
equation l»5.3M fo3P the bridge olroult wed (Big* 8) It Tjas 
found to be as 1 mm B 10 ft* of water* Table 11 shows the observed 
readings and the oalGulations involved for three different loads* 
Oorreotiona were then estimated by comparing the values of effioien<%r 
obtained from the oonventional test prooedure, with that obtained 
from the average of the twelve different traveree readings* % o  
oorreotiona applied at three different loads were:
(l) at 4*92 - 1*7 per cent effiolenqy
(ii) at 4*0 * 0*5 cent efficiency
(ill) at 3,0 $## - 0,0 per oent effiolency*
An experimont was also carried out to find the effect of 
lagging the exposed parts of the measuring olrouit between the 
expander and the wall of penstook, T%r wrapping it with flexible 
plastic tubings end allowing tho water from penstock to flow througg^  
tho tubings, Table 10 and Fig, 19 shows two sets of readings, one 
taken without lagging i»e, no water of oonditloning throu# the 
tubes and tho other with lagging i*e, water of condltioni.ng flowing 
through the tubes,
,21 Discussion of Bonninston results*. December *# to February *60
From Fig# 3 caloulatioi^ showed that with the old arrange­
ment of expander the effioienoy obtained was greater than 100 pér 
oent, whereas the efficiency obtained using new gland arrangement 
was 81 per oent, which la quite realiatio. It should be noted 
that in the June 1959 test, it was possible to take the readings 
with the old arrangement, a few months later the some
apparatus failed to give realistic readings* The cmly logical 
explanation Is, that heat was being transferred from the atmosphère 
to the expander due to the increased temperature gradient. An 
examination of the temperature of the atmosphere surnmnding the 
expander, and of the téiperature of the water flowiz^ throi^ tho 
expander shows that in the June 1959 test the difference was about 
4.5/
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4*5 G, wherefw in the Deoember *59 to February ^60 teat 
the dlfferenqo was about 15 dog. G# It ia therefore oonoluded 
that during the December *59 to Februory *60 testa, the amoimt 
of heat traaaferred. from the atmosq^ere to the expander waa ao 
muoh that the effiolency value# obtained were unrealletlo# üîhls 
^phaaiaes the importance of ualng an adlabatlo expander.
The traveraea oarried out at three different loads, 
althou^ making it possible for a oorreotion to be applied fbr 
the temperaturq gradirent across the tail-raoe^ took about too 
hours# It is dlffloult to justly this expenditure of time. 
Observations that the oorreotion to be applied was within
j; 1.5 per cent for the majority of the load range of the machine.
Therefore, if the aoouraoy required is within 1 per cent, aome
method has to be adopted to find the mean temperature of the tall# 
race. All later tests were oaiwied out by means of mixing
ohamber deaorlbed in artiole 5*2
An interesting result was obtalnod by taking oonsaoutive 
readings with and without lagging the portions of measuring 
oirouit between the penstock and the expander. Theerror In 
effloienoy resulting from removal of the lading brought about by 
stopping the flow of oonditioning water, is as high as 6*7 P@r 
cent. This shows the importance of using a well-insulated 
expander and also leads towards the design having the expander 
built on the probe, thus completely eliminating the cozreotions 
between the probe and the expander - sucoessfully incorporated 
in the design of adiabatic expander.
8*3 Te^ts
The alteaznator was driven by two overhung Felton wheels, 
each being aipplied by a 3 ft, diameter pipe blfhreated from a 
main pipe of about 5 ft diameter* SSie two turbines had a common 
tail/
-  ‘J 1  -
tall'^ raoe# a M  the izpstream fmâ aoimstream test seotioas wezre 
cbosea in the main pl^e sn6 ooimon tail-aTaoe reepeotlvely* 5et 
TK&8 ]Uyy5 2%y&8& (Hitïait q%W9 30 Ï&# Ew%& nK%Eln&u3 fj/MP %Ra8 8#%3Poadumai%^ %y^
360 on* 8808,
IPazellmlnaigr teste were oarried, out at this station with 
the new adiabatio expander for two reasons*
(a) 9%ie twaad vRwa hd^ gh soûl the eagxmde#' ooulâl be teste&d tBK&er
(1)) P5%yyi(M&B testa igitÆi the ortUknaagr eoqoandkKP haws sluDwn jpelatlvcüLy 
Iiigiw&r TnaliMss o:P ed&flojLendgr, au&d iaie%%%Fo3%> angr Ingaromnemeirb daws tx) 
naing adlabatio expander otmld be observed easily#
]^ o meaanrement of flow through either of the expansion 
ohombers was made* A mixing ohamber waa provided for measurement 
of the mean temperature aoross the tall«<raoe section» The 
arrangement was aimllar to that used at honnington (eeotion 8»l) 
and the bridge circuit used was lAe same as In 51g, 8.
A aerlOB of tests showed eneouraglng results and it was 
observed that the pressure in the outer jaoket had to be maintained 
at a hl^er value than the pressure Inside the main expansion 
chamber, to bring the temperature of these two oompartments equal 
to that of the toll'^ raoe, ïhis was exactly &s expected* 93ie
reason was quite obvious f the outer jacket was receiving heat
from the warm surroundings end had to be kept at a lower temper»» 
ature than the inner chamber, and an egulllbrium temperature 
equal to the inner chamber ten^erature was reached* iSfflolenoy 
valwee determined were lower than those obtained at previ.ouB tests 
in July and September 1^$8 by Ih** (Thom, Mo flew meters were used 
at this stage, so no control could be kept over the amount of 
flow at each setting. Consequently the different rates of heat 
flow resulted in some scatter of the valusse of efficienoleS 
obtained*
Three/
%iree traverses at low, medii# and high load were mad© 
to dotormino the temperature dlstrihutlon aoroee the tail*raoe* 
Two methods were employed*
(a) The conventitmal method, of plaoifig one thermometer inside 
#10 main expansion ohamher, whore a constant pressure was 
maintained, and the other thermometer suocessively at 
thirteen different positions across the tail*»raoe*
(h) The two thermometer methods, where one thermometer was 
placed inside the mixing chamber and the o#ier was plaoed 
successively at twelve different positions across the 
tail«**raoe*
The variations of deflections were ohserved. The 
arithmetic mean of the defleotlons at différait positions was 
taken as reference and each valve of deflection at a particuler 
position was then represented as a variation in percentage of 
efflcienqy - shown in Big* 21 and Mg* 22* As seen in the 
graphs, the vm?lation was within the limit of 0*6 per oent.
In this particular station, therefore, use of the mixing chamber 
osn be dispensed with, if the accuracy required is less than 
j; 0*6 per cent.
The effect of air intake into the turbine casing on 
efficiency measurement was Investigated* A large air duct had 
been fitted to each casing, allowing air from the station builds 
ing to be drawn into the casing and entrained in the spray of 
water from the buckets* Efficiency measurements were made at 
two loads, each time with end v/ithout the air flm?* A simple 
cover was arranged to stop the air flow when required. Results 
are shown in Table 12, The presence of the air from the station 
appears to have the effect of cooling the tall#raoe and of show- 
'Ing a rise in efficiency of about 0,8 per cent* Mo measurements 
of relative humidity were made at the time but a later request 
to the meteorological office for an approximate valve of humidity 
was/
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fruitful and oaloulationB of the effeot, with the help of 
a monogra# oonetructed by Wlllm, gave a value of apiroxlmately 
0*4 poi" oent oliange of effiolem%r In the same sense#
It is poeeible that the effects of humidity on oondencation 
on the outaide of the turbine casing are also important and it is 
evident that in future this phenomenon should be considered more 
carefhlly#
At one time during the period of teetlng part of one of 
the two overhung Pelton turbinea was under repair* With the co­
operation of the station staff the unit was used with hydraulic 
power from only one turbine* ?or outputs of between 3 ahd 12 
2# thermodynamic tests gave the expected shape of efficiency 
curve# It was evident that each runner could easily be tested 
in this way# The experiment was not continued#
Oalculations were commenced to determine the effect of 
heat transfer along the shaft to the wheels from the alternator# 
effect was, however, considered to be small and wo3± on this 
question was discontinued#
8*4 Teats at Bomxiiuÿton, December 1960
A detailed study of the sensitivilgr of the wheatatone 
bridge network revealed #iat the circuit used Tty Dr# Thom (Mg*
$) was more sensitive than the network used on the previous 
tests at honnington (article 3*3^4)# lii further tests therefore 
the circuit shown in Mg* 9 % s  employed, with an increase in 
galvanometer deflection per unit of head*
The adiabatic expander was used, with flow meters to . 
control the flow in its two compartments* Flow in the outer 
ohamWr was kept steady at 0*04 The repeatable results
obtained were encouraging and showed the praotioal validlly of 
this new technique. At certain loads, because of the very loi^  
flow/
8.6/
flow In the outer chamber. It was not possible to moke the 
temperature of the outer jaolcet, equal to that of the tall-raoe. 
However, the deflection obtained due to the inequality of temper­
ature Y/as noted and later a oorreotiom was applied# %ie results 
were satisfaotoiy, but this prooedure was undesirable# It was 
therefore deolded that in future a flow of 0*4 l/dnstead of 0*04 ^/^ 
would be maintained throu^ the outer jacket*
Several effioieuoy tests were performed but later tliey 
were abandoned due to Inaoourate and scattered results oaused 
by the instability of the temperature of flowing water.
Tests at Stonebvres. Januazgr 1961
The layout of Stonebyres Is similar to Bonnington* Two 
vertical irancis turbines were separately supplied by pipes of 
6 ft* 6 inches diameter fpom a surge ohamber at the end of a 
tunnel* The net turbine head was 92*3 ft# for rated output 
of 2*9 m*
Previous tests carried out by Thom and Singh^  at this station 
had been unsuocessA*!. A test was therefore made at this station 
to examine the suitability of the nevf teohniquo and the successful 
working of the new adiabatic pxpander#
The apparatus and the bridge oirouit used vrere the same 
as described in article 6*4# Mo mixing ohamber was employed. 
Thermometor (T^) was placed in the tail*rade \%her@ the velooiiy 
was judged to be maxlmim#
The efficiency results obtained from a test carried out 
on machine Mo# 2 ere given in Table 1) and a graph of the efficiency 
curve is shown in Fig* 23# The gap in the curve is explained 
by the fact that the machine is not operated between 1#3 and 
2*0 W  due to excessive vibration*
Mo accuracy is claimed for the results# However, it 
shows that at a head as low as 93 ft* the new technique is valid 
and the new adiabatic expander is workable* A definite improve- 
ment can therefore be claimed in the development of the thermo- 
dynamic method.
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8,6 Oomnarative tests .at .Bonairiji'ton*, A pril 1961
It was desirable that a eomparison of methods sliould he 
undertaken and in April 196I suoh tests were oarried out at 
Bonnington* The comparison was made between results calculated 
from a series of current meter and power output measurement, and 
measiirements taken simultaneously by the tliermodynamio method, 
8,61 Estimation of hydraulic effioienov
Measurements of flow using current meters, measurements 
of powm? output and the estimation of generattxp efficien<^ are 
described in appendices of Reference 16* Total head measurement 
was by the piston manometer# used also for the thermodynamic 
method, Results are given in Tables 4# 5 s W  6 of Reference 16*
0*62 Measurement by the thermodynamic method
Previous tests at Bonnington (article 8*4) showed that 
a flow of 0.4 i/sthrough the outer jaclcet was most desirable, so 
two similar probes were iwovided, one for the outer jacket and 
one for the inner chamber# to extract v/ater from the penstock* 
Depth of insertion was the same and the complete apparatus was 
lagged as before with high-pressure hose, plastic tubings eto* 
(artible 5441),
The exposder arrangements were the same as described in 
article 5*41 and the technique of measurement is described in 
article 6*1, The electrical oircult used is shown in Fig, 9#
A mixing chamber was used as described in 5*2 for measuring the 
moan temporature across the tail^ crace section.
Five or six tests were made p ^  day and the results on 
two consecutive days are given in Tabiie 13 @nd plotted in ?ig*24*
8*65 Disousslon of CommrativQ tests
Prom Fig* 24 it is evident that the envelope or shape 
of the thermodynsmio curve is similar to that of the overall 
effioienoy/
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efflqienqy ourve* Moreover, the repeatahllity of thormodynamlo 
readings is firmly established, the ourve being smooth and angular, 
in spit© of the foot that observations were spread over tvfo oonseoutlve 
days.
It is therefore evident that the method may also be employed 
suooessfully at stations of relatively low head and will give consistent 
results.
Exact evaluation of the generator effioienoy is, however, not 
praotloally possible, involving as it does such unknown quantities as 
oliange of bearing friction with load, windage of turbine runner in air, 
unknown stray losses in the generator operating on load, eto. It 
follows, therefore, that a oomparison of thermodynemio effioienoy and 
conventional effioienoy ie difficult sinoe there may be Indeterminate 
differences.
It is of Interest to note that during the comparison test, 
experiments were abandoned due to flood in the river, whioh oaused a 
great amount of weeds later verified as Mi tolls to flow through the 
pipe line. It was not possible to find the effioienoy by conventional 
method I but even in such adverse oiroumstanoes, thermodynamic method 
enabled us to calculate several efficiency points without any 
appreciable error,
9^0 TRIM, « T 8  AT DIREOT^
The method of direct measurement is described in paragraph 
(iv) of article 4, Some preliminary investigations using this method 
were carried out at Bennington in April I96I, which immediately
followed the comparative tests (article 6,G), The thermometer (f^ )
was Ineerted in the stainless steel probe used for eampllng water and 
was plaoed in the pen stO(^; the other thermometer (T») was plaoed in 
the mixing chamber of the tail-race, The bridge circuit employed 
is ehown in Fig, 9»
At each load the pressure in the pen stock l,e. g. was 
measured and the temperature difference - Tg between the
penstock and the tail«raoe was oomputed by noting the galvanometer
deflection/
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deflection. At each point of loading several readings were talcen 
to ensure steady conditions, and the arithmetic mean of these readings 
was taken as the tmie observed deflection,
Since the expander is not used, in this method and the 
measurements are made inside the penstock, therefore $L in the 
efficiency equation 2,6 « 2 from theoretical consideration will be 
equal to BL, and tiiis ©quation can be vjrittea as*-
+ Z i - « g  ------ 9 . 1
As ^ are small, therefore without causing any
can
appreciable error; woy/wrlte the net effective head as 
^  4" 2 - and
we can write efficiency equation 9 * 1 as
_  G
can be talcen as unity the value of water at 
4 deg, 0 - Justifiab le because of small rate of change 
of G with temperature in the range 0 - and equation
9 * 2  simplifies to
. .  ' % •  ’■> _______
».
Assuming that temperature varies linearly with pressure, we can 
represent Tg ■- the difference of temperature in terms of galvanometer 
deflection,
From equation 6 * 5  the value of can be calculated
An
and it will remain constant for a given pair of thermometers and a
bridge network,
Therefore i f  we write w o. , we can express
An 1
equation 9 * 2  as, 
^  = 1
J.Ô.. deflection
■I. " riiiihiMii,i »  KifciLnftpwaaBa
%
or "9 m 1 - • C . deflection 9 1 4
Be
where 0 » G_, J (J « 1400 ia O.H.M.)
For/
— 'fB —
For the network arrangement (Fig# 9) and thermometers used
duriDg presont InveetigattonB showi in Fig, 9 wo oan oaloulate 0, i^oh
Is given by m _ m
10 0 a E + 2 %
%oo " 4
100 dO + 300 + 2 X
or 0 » 1400 X X ^ ggg ^  ^ 6^
or 0 « 4*0
And hence the effloient^  mte oalcnlated by egpatlon giv@n as 
4 X deflection
0? «S I M 9 * 6
#mre deflection la in 
and ie In ft ^  water,
Table 14 shows the results at different loads in the rang© 1*0 MW 
to 5,0 M W*
The results obtained are by no means aoourate, and they 
tend to be of a lower order than obtained by oomparative teats 
(Article 8 ), This error can be explained as the effect of
@tig;gnation toB[g)@ratnro rise at the pimstook l&ermometer oansing 
a decrement in the measured efficiency.
It la thoreforo desirable that some method has to bo 
emplcyed applying suitable oorrectlon for st^nation température 
rise, if the method of direct measurement is being developed,
10# s m m m â #
@ie theoretioal investigation of tiie sensitivity 
of the Tdieat stone bridge led to a very 8lng»le design of bridge, 
which oan be sncoessfhlly eBXployed in thermodynamic tests for 
increased aocnraoy,
Development of the adiabatic esponder proved to be 
sncoessful/
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suaoessful, technique of using three thermometers, one each for 
the inner expszider and toil-raoe and one for i^e outer expander, showed 
much better results thaa were previously obtained. Insulation of the 
whole unit by wrapping In high-pressure hose was suooessful. Use of
the mixing chamber, to obtain the average temperature in the tail-race 
saved time and gave consistent end fairly accurate results. It may be 
concluded from the smooth effioienoy curve finally obtained at a low- 
head station that the method can be suocessAilly employed in such power 
statloim for routine (^oks on performance.
The investigation described was performed at the University 
of Glasgow, by the permission of the late Professor W.J* Duncan and with 
the support of the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research, and 
the National Engineering laboratory*
The outlior aoknowledges his great indebtednsse to A.8,
!Dhom for years of association, guidance and inspiration. Mere thanks 
is an inadegu&to recognition of suoh a debt.^  Sincere appreciation is 
extended to those who b^e advised in the development of. this projeot. 
ThaiAcs are due in particular to Dr* T*D. Foord end Mr» R.G» Dan^ands. 
The author extends his thanks to the members of -^e workshop staff of 
Glasgow university and also to the members of the staff of the North of 
Sootlond %dro-electric Board for their co-operatioii and help*-
The ooRQ)arisan tests would have be^ impossible without the 
aid of %p*' J.A.;! Toibell, li&p. W# Taylor and other members of the staff 
of for the measurement of electrioal power output and that of Mr,
J. Whitaker and staff of DEL in the n^asurement of disoharge*
Finally# the author wishes to thank Miss Marie feely for 
co-operation ond help in preparation of this dissertation*
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GALGUMTION OP <<
can vwlte p. Pp in the form
rnnmm me#- e « w »
"a
"x "a *x "i '"i '^2
If we Intpoduoe a referenoe epeolflo welg^ it where w ie the8 8
epeeifio weight of the fluid under stonderd oonditlone of temperature
and preeeure, (for water at ^ 0  and 14*7 Ih/in w^ 62*43 ft^/lb),
we can write
ë - È  (»r%)-'- %  ( f - A  (Pi-^a)^^1 2  1 I d  8
' P m )  ^
or p B 1 1
^ - î T  T  + 1 - 1 )  ( T - T  )
X 2 S A X 2
V,
" e ~ ~ «1 ■■
##»»#:«» mi «3 #»»* «*«»«* «i»Al *la
As w_ and w. are epeoifie wel^te at 1 and 2 reepeotively we can 
represent
» V(Pi.®i) - ’ (Sg^ïg) •
There v ie the apeeifio volume*
Nenoe/
%APPBBDIX I (ôontiBîied)
E^ ïi&e
W "W p n
|^( V  ®i)“ ( V  ®2)]*1 ®a
-Als2
Therefore we can write
“ f  (pr»2)
s
1+
( V  ®a) -  ( V  hhC^,  { ^ 1 # ^
*2
+^2 (%*%) " V p2:’ ^2)} 4-
w ww. 1
w.
^ Pg l’^( Pg» *2) - ^ ( Pg. ^l)j^ [®1^)+ p (^)J-*P
1 w "W
—  (pm)(^-^ "tr")- pg <1 % '  ®i)' ^ (Pi' ®i) !> +
^ * p(#)^ j p^-
w (Pi-pg)
B »VJ
1 + ~  - Pg <jV( Pg, 1'^ ) - V (Pj, 1,^
w
p
1 s r
w 1 -
w_«#
(Pi " Pg)
m i
w
Gonaeguently we omi write
r i r
^ ( V  ®2)" ’■’i)]-/ f x d )  } • ■*ï’
^2
w. (P^~Pg) ' (1 - ) Al:3
where/
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APmmiX I (ooatlmiGâ)
#L0re
iria ' ®ir^(v®i.)i
»i~ Pg
■*■ ''s
(Pl’pg),
dp -Al#4
Under normal îadustriàl. oondltlona p_ is in the region of 
atmoepherlo pressure and temperature at Seotlon 1 lies between 0^ and 
SO^C, henee In equation Al*4
P A V (h* h)" v.( Pifi )I/Pg n  .2z' Pj ” Pg J LV -bP J ma%.
whioh iB of the order of 5 % 10 This t@nn oan therefore be
negleoted, and the ez^ EPesGion for is reduoed to
Pi
Ww
w /
T ^ -  / ( ^ )  1 • ap
^ T -I
The value of c{ can be obtained from the tabulated properties 
of the fluid# einoe
w and are speoif wts at specified temperature and 
preesuroB*
( is oalled the leoplGBtic thermal expansion and
( ^  ) is called the Isothermal Gompreselon of water.
Figure 25 shows the value of agalast upstream temperature 
in deg* G for four different pressure levels obtained by Willm and 
Gampmas.
T^ote# All P*8 ore oapitals representing absolute pressure,
*" 8) *
II
Following the seme prooedure as for the oaloulation of ^
from equation Al«2 appendix I where w Is the speolflo wel^t of fluid atS.TJ 
we m n  write#
p^  p _ •* "Î 'Ï
1 o 8 a. 1 o
and where v Is the speolflo volume it follows that
w.
p no . w j"W. n ^
^  j/.av = -j- (Pj - ( 1 + ™ ^  ) +Pg ( ^ “ VTl
Ô Ml 1 o
+ /: p*dv4;
w )
w -w, p w - S I
.; ^1 Pr^o (^1 ^
o
p.dv
%-»o
i" (Pi-»o)
p W .  .
iiwÆiiwrtwSi. "* /  w#*wy- #w# ##*# \  ^
w.
h-»o Ü
no
r
p#dv
1 J
Therefore we oan write
+
w. w ♦1 o
no
p.dv ' (1"^)
where/
ITote? All P's are oapltals representing absolute pressure*
*3
m a mm a  (oontmuoa)
where
p,#
%tder normal induetrial oondltlona the temperature of water entering 
the turbine Ileo between 0 deg 0 and 20 deg 0 and pressure Is less than
, p  g
than 4940 ft* of water (150 kg/erm or 2139 lb/in )* Mil® and Oempmae
have argued that under these conditions the factor
P w 1 1  -5
l8 1^88 5 X 10
o i
and hence may be megleoted*
They have further ar^ed that, since
w
does not differ from
w
 ^ [f . dpj by a #9mtlty of the order of lo* the
02Epr©ssioil for ^  oèn be written as
The values of ^  can be obtained from tabulated properties of fluid#
since
Wg end w are epeoiflo weights at speoifled
temperature and .pressure# and
 ^^  ) T is the oompoyeeslblllty.:
FlguAe 25 shows tdie values of ^ against upstream temperatures in deg,
0 for four different pressure levels obtained by Wlllm and Gan^mas* 
goto* All P*8 are capitals representing absolute pr@s8ure*j
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Apmmix III
Gal(plation of # 0  (wrrent galvanometer for Fig*?
To find the current Ig we will apply ICirohhoff'B let law
at pointe A, 0 and D and we get
1 = 1 ^ +  Ig (i)
i~ *3 i- + 1 (ii)
1 2 g '
1. & 1 ^ i_ #<""*«""«* (ill)
4 g 3 '
and applying 3Cirdhhoff*s second law to the loop A 0 B A we get
5  *  S  ®3 " ®
or 4 (i^ *» 1^) R, » B (from (il))
03? 1- R_ +• 1„ E„ ’» i E„ «' li *—»#.«,<"*,«( iy)
1 1 1 5 g 5
similarly from loop A 0 B A# we get
^1 ^1 ^ g^» *" ^2 ^2 ™ ^ (-y)
and fb?om loop 0 B D A, we get
S  ^3 " ^ 4 ^ 4 " ^  ^
or R, :^ 2 R* Ig 4 Eg) = 0 --------.(vi)
IWtiplying (vl) by Eg and (v) by E. and eubtraotlng the 
letter from the former# we get
^1 ^ 2 ^ 5 ^  ^ 2 ^  ^ 4 ^g (SgEg+EgR^# E ) ;»= 0
or
^1 ~ %(R2&^4EgE^#2Rg4.R^^) = 0
V 4 * ^ 2%  ^4^ 5)
and substituting the value of 1. in equation (iv), we gat
(«1 /
MQ m
APPmmiX III (continued)
(E^tEy) Ig X (R Rg+EgE^4Eg%+R^%)
<= i_ R_ « J3 
5 7
R_ R_ ^ %L a . 2 3 1 4
+SJI.S8w,E^^ + R.R;E.
or Ig  ^ J i. ^  4
Eg E^ . E,
B(EgR . %a^)
or %g «
(lLE_R_'m_R_R,+E_R_a.4E.a^.) + %  (ILE.+ILE.+RÆ,)
T  2 3 1 2  4 2 3 4 ^ ^ 4 '  " ' %  2 JL 4 ^ y \
)
®<®2^ - h\'>
or Igkm .^    ,..^  ........r- — *“{vii)
Y + %  (E]^ 'KE ) (Eg-ta^ )
where I  E^gR^ + f  R 4- R l^^ Eg
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m a m
0 Constant of meamwaaigapparatua#
0 ■ Speoi.fic heat of working fluid at constant
^ preseuro*
# (article 2) Internal energy of fluid*
li Applied electromotive foroe*
g Aeoôlemtioîi due to gravity,
h Constant for galvanometer sensitivity*
S Head i.e. RpsssuM in Ft. of water.
S. Total head.t
lot effective head, (« + 2^ ** %g).
Available head (« ^ V^%).
1 Current in arms of %eatstone bridge.
Itexlmum perraissiblo current through thermometer,
1 Current tWough galvanometer.
i llaehanioal equivalent of host*
k Current sensitivity of galvanometer.
K Kinetic enorgy of working fluid,
a Beflection of galvanometer spotlight.
p Fressure,
f Absolute pressure.
Q heat input to the turbine*
& R_ Resistances of ratio- arm of bridge.
1» & R. Resistances of bridge arms containing
 ^ themometora.
R = R^ * %
%  = Rg ^
E Resistance of galvanometer.
a Entropy of working fluid.
8 Sensitivity of llheatstone bridge.
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Sensitivity ©f galvanometer.
T
(ï)
V
V
w
"b
w
z
:i
I
A  (Fmetion) 
\
Absolut© température of working fluid* 
thermometer measuring temperature T, 
Spécifie volume o f working fluid#,
Ve-^ ocil^  fSotJ
Specifio weight of working .fluid#
Specifio weight of ■ working .fluid at S.T,P# 
(14#7 Ib/in^ & 4%  for water),
%eful work anpplied by turbine*
Plow work of working- fluid (« p/^ )^
Potential energy l,e# Datum head#
Thermodyaamio ooeffioients whioh eorreot 
for the variation in speoifie volume of tîi© 
working fluid with temperature and pressure#
* Eg 4* Bg f 4» Sg
Shows change in Amotion#
Bffit^enoy of turMne*
Inlet test section of turbine.
Outlet test section of terbiae,
Measuring point at inlet test section#
Measuring point at outlet test section#
Measuring point in the outer jacket of adiabatic 
expander*
When applied to any symbol refers to an ideal 
turbine having no losses.
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Fig. 7
Fig. 8
Fig. 9
Fig. 10
Fig# 11
Fig. 12
Fig. 13
Fig. 14
Fig. 15
Fig. 16
Fig. 17
Fig* 18
Fig. 19
Fig# 20
Fig# 21
Fig# 22
Fig# 23
Fig. 24
Fig# 25
Arbitrary system#
Pipe system.
Turbine system.
Sampling probe#
Mixing chamber •
Theoretical Wheatstone bridge*
Wheatstone bridge.
Simplified Smith bridge#
Modified Smith bridge*
Callander and Griffith bridge.
WiZlia bridge*
Adiabatic expander.
Performance curves of Sala valves and Pinched valves* 
Manometric pressure gauge*
Cross-section of tail-race at Bennington showing positions, 
of six-point traverse*
Cross-section of tail-race at Bennington showing positions 
of twelve-point traverse*
Thermometer with and without pocket.
Galvanometer deflections, thermometer with and without 
pooket.
Galvanometer deflections, with and without lagging#
Pressure vs deflection (for table 11)
Traverse by conventional method* (at Finlarig)
Traverse by two thermometer method* (at Finlarig)
Efficiency - Stonebyres Machine lo. 2
Efficiency and Power curve, Boimington Machine No* 1*
Variation of thermodynamic ooefflelent o( and ^ 
with temperature and pressure*
Observations at Boanlmtonf Jmie 1959
Bate Load in M.W Efficiency
17.6.59 2.80 O.8O4
17.6.59 2.72 0.784
17.6.59 2.70 0.764
16.6.59 2,30 0,751
22.6.59 1.58 0.698
22.6.59 1.50 0.650
TABLE 6
Observations at Bennington. Bec. '59 to Feb. »60s
Bate Load in M.W Efficiency
30.1.60 5.2 0.818
16.12*59 5.1 0.806
9.12.59 5.0 0.824
50.1.60 4.0 0.856
30.1.60 3.0 0.801
30.1.60 2.0 0*723
30.1.60 1 .0 0*586
TABLE 7
Six-noiat travereo at Boimington. June "
Mean.
Time Gate(in)
Deflection 
Position (mm)
( W  Direct R0vasea“
 ^ ciarsmt current
Remarks
10*45 4.13 1.8 1 -7#5 4.5 6,0 Deflection at M 
= 6.0
10.55 « ' ' It 2 -6.5 4.5 5.5 Average deflection
= 5.6
11.10 It It 3 -7.0 4.75 5.07 Difference =* Q.'4n’jia
0 .4 “ 4 .4 ft.head
11.20 It It 4 -5.0 4.0 4.75 Hi 178 ft. 
Deviation in effcy
11.30 IS II 5 -6.0 5.0 5.5 “ « 2.4/^
11.40 ft (I 6 -3.0 9 .0 6.0 178
12.10 4.0 1.7 1 —4 .0 7 ,0 5.5 Deflection at M 
=» 6.0
12.20 IS It 2 "4.5 6.5 5.5 Average deflection
“ 5.4
13.30 II It 3 6.5 6.0 Difference - 0.6 m
0*6 = 6.6 ft. head
13.40 If II 4 «5.0 5.25 5.12 Hi ® 178 ft. 
Deviation in effcy
13.50 IS If 5 -7.0 7.0 7 .0 = 6.6 X 100 
178
14.00 II ft 6 "7.5 7.5 7 .5
aoafuutrn
“ 3.7 %
14.25 4.0 ' 1.7 1 Fluctuations
m
If
it ■
ÏÎ
It
II
II
2 Fluctuations 
„ Eluotmtions
6*5
15.10 It II 5 -5.25 5.75 5.5
15.20 fi . . I! 6 Fluctuatiene
15.35 3.88 1.5 1 —4.0 0.0 6.0
15.45 It II 2 -5.0 7.0 6.0
15*55 Cl II 3 -5.0 7.0 6 . 0
16.05 II II 4 -5.75 5.75 5.75
16.15 It It 5 "5.5 -6.0 5.75
16.25 If ft 6 Fluctuations
Deviation in 
efficiency not 
calculable.
Deflection at M 
“  6.0 
Average deflection
“ 5*9 
Difference ^  0.1 
0,1 ~ 1*1 ft. head 
E. 178 ft.
•Deviation in effcy. 
178
» O.i
ïâBLB 8
IVolve^point traverse at Bomilmaton» * 59»
■~iSQ0 PigTlôT
“  s >  5  s r
Bfôflectioîi
(mm)
Direct Ke^ fârsed 
oirozmt current
Mean.
deflect*
ion
Eemarko
11.40 5*38 2.6 m *•6*1 4.5 5,3
12.15 H It 1 -7*75 2.25 5*0
12.26 It 11 2 -6*5 4*0 5.25
12*35 n it 3 *•0*4 3.1 5.75
12*40 « It 4 -4*75 6.25 5*5
12*47 tt It 5 -8*5 1*5 5*0
12*55 11 It 6 -2.0 8*5 5*25
13*08 It , I 7 Fluctuations
13*15 It It 8 —4*0 5*5 4*75
13*21 ft It 9 -3*5 6*5 5*0
13*27 it It 10 -4*5 5*5 5*0
13*33 It It 11 0 10*5 5*25
13*39 It It 12 -4*0 6.0 5*0
14*40 5*5 2.7 M -5*1 6*ë 5.^5
14*47 It It 1 “6*5 4*25 5*38
14*53 It II 2 -4.75 5*75 5.25
14*59 ft «1 3 Fluctuations
15*05 It ft 4 -3.0 7*5 5.25
15*11 It I 5 Fluctuations
15.17 It It 6 -3*8 7*2 5.5
15*31 II • It 7 -2*5 8*5 5*5
15*37 It I 8 -3*1 7*2 5*5
15.44 ft It 9 -3.0 8*5 5*75
15*50 It 11 10 -3.5 8.0 5.75
15*56 T> « 11 -2*5 9*0 5*75
16.02 It It 12 -3.0 8.0 5*5
Average deflection
for 1 to 12 = 5,2
Difference M«5*2 
-O.lma
Ornlim C3 1,1 ft* head
Hi = 178 ft*
Deviation in 
efficiency
178
« 0*6î^
Average deflection 
== 5*4
Difference = M»^*4
B 0*15ïoni 
0* l^mi^U85^^ .head
178 ft.
Deviation in 
of f iciency^^'"
« 0*92fû
Galvanometer deflection, thermometer with and without nocketi
fime load
Deflectioa
Direct Revised 
current Current
Mean Wt. Eemarke 
deflection Lb.
2*40 5,2 +3,0 -0.5 1,75 28
2;50 , it +3*5 —1.1 &,3 26
>
2.58 « +4*0 -2.0 3.0 24
3,05 n +5*0 "3*0 4*0 22
3,55 n +6.0 "4*0 5,0 28'
4,05 t i +6.8 -5,0 5*9 26
4*13 ri +6.Ô —6*0 6,0 32 >
4*25 ts . +5*5 —4*0 4.75 30
4*32 It +6,0 -4.5 5*25 28 _
Gland, arrange* 
ment used
arrangement
used
■ Galvanometer deflection, with and without lag^n^ of flesdLble tube*
tZime
Deflection
Load
m Direct
current
Revised
current
Measi ¥t. 
deflection Ibi
Remarks
2*42 5*1 +4*0 -0.2 2*1 30
2*48 St +4*1 - 8 . 8 2.45 28
> Without
2*55 St +4.85 -1,05 2.95 26 lagging
3*02 i t +5.0 —1,8 3*4 24
4*37 It +3*0 +0.6 1*2 30'
4*45 ; t +3.2 0 1,6 28
4*51 i t +4*0 -0,5 2*25 26 > With
4*56 It +4*2 -1,0 2,6 24
lagging
5*03 11 +5.0 -2.0 3*5 22
Efficiency test uith traverse correction 
(See Fig. 20 and Fig*. 16)
LOA3- A'32
fime
Position
of
inrdbe
Deflection
(mm)
iMie«,tfB#eswie*Jse>ea#M
Mean the press 
i n m K p a n & r
Remarks
in Direct Reversed 
niflRiir'-Ren.t,..fiurTrfint......
deflect* 
_ Ji t m .
' in Ft. of
-T g .tl.tf ilS-
2.0.37 6 2.2 -2.1 2.15 151.6 For B
20.47 t i 2.8 -2.9 2.85 143*9 Deflection «  
2.9 and EL 
(From Fig. 20)
20.57 It 3 .4 -3*8 3.60 136.0 « 143*75
^averse observations
21.10
21*25
6
5
3*0
1*8
«2*8
—3*0
2*9
2.4
143*9
J»
Average deflect- 
ion B 2.6 mm
21141 4 3*5 -3.0 3*25 ?» For = 5?g
21,53 3 4 .0 —2*0 3*0 tl Deflection ^  2.9
22.00 2 3*0 -3*0 3*0 î t and H., (From Fig,
20)
l y ) A  ^ Pi*
22.24 1 3.5 -2*0 2*75 f t
22.38 6 2.0 «3*0 2*5 M
^  ^  X -W#
22.50 7 1*0 -3*0 2*0 it
23.03 10 3.5 —1.1 2.3 «
23.14 9 3*0 -2.0 2.5 1Î
23.25 12 3.0 -1.6 2.3 t t
23.35 11 3.0 -2*0 2.8 «
165.3 ft) \  “ Z g  B 12.06 ft,
observed efficiency v/ith at position 6 « 143*75 0*877
 ^ 165*3+12*06
calculated efficiency using traverse
Applied correction -1*7?^
165*3+12.06
0.860
s m m  11
(b) Load B 4.0 I
(continued)
Position' 
of Probes Deflection Mean
S. tBe 
press.in
Time in (mm) Remarks
tail-zaoe Direct
current
Reversed
current
ion
of water
00*50 6 4*0 .2.2 3.1 143*9 For T. ~ Tp
1.00 n 3*0 #1*8 2.4 151*6 Defleotlon=2 *9
1.11 B 3*4 .3.0 2.7 147*9
and EL (from Fig, 
20) " 145*9 ft*
ifraverae observations
1*20 6 4*0 .2*2 3*1 143*9 Aveiage deflect-
1*34 5 3*6 —2.6 3.1 « ion B 5.0 mu
1*5Q 4 3*8 —2.2 3*0
If For T_ » Tg
2*00 3 3#4 -2*6 3*0 » DefleQtion=2*9
2*12 2 3*8 .2*0 2.9 Î* and
2*22 1- 3*35 *.2 #35 2à85
It K  (from Fig.20)
2*36 0 3*9 ' —2*2 3*05
II = 145*0 ft.
2.46 7 3*6 .2*6 2^8 II
2*58 10 3*8 .2*2 3aO It
3*09 9 3*6 "2*6 3Ù
tt
5*22 12 4*0 .2*2 3,1 »
3*33 11 3*5 .2.7 3.1
It
«1 = 168*2 ft) = 12.06 ft*
observed effieienoy with at position S = 145,9 =# 0*876
Galeiîlateâ ©ffieiency using traverse
160*2+12*06 
168*2+121#
Applied Goireotion « 0*5^
TABLE 11 (oontiïimeâ) 
(o) Load = 3.0
mamjtfstnu aw^HmMiigètLJiu.
Time
Position Deflection EL the
of ProWe (mm) Mean
5ïi ■ defloot" D2?^S115?0
taix-w50 nBV0vma. in M,
Remarke
4.58 6 3.0 —1.4 2.2 143.9 For T_ « Tg
5.09 » 3.5 -2.3 2*9 136.0 Befl©ction«2*9
5.19 « 4*2 -3.0 3.6 128*1
and EL (from Fig* 
20) » 136 ft*
Traverse observations
5.28 6 3.5 -2.3 2*9 136*0 Average defleet-
5.38 5 3.1 -2.5 2*8 II ion m 2*75 mm
5.50 4 3.4 #2.2 2.8 It For T_ ^ Tg
6.00 3 3.1 -2.7 2*9 » Defleotiona2*9
6.12 2 3.3 -2.5 2.9 ti end
6.35 1 3.1 -2.7 2.9 It B (from Flg#20)
6.47 8 3.1 -2.1 2*6 M 134.3 ft.
7.00 7 3.0 —2.4 2*7 «•
7.12 10 3.4 —2*0 2.7 1*
7.23 9 3.1 —2*1 2*6 tl —
7.34 12 3.0 —2*1 2.55 «
7.43 11 3.0 -2.2 2*6 It
171 ft; Zi = 2g » 12*06 ft.
observed efflolenoy wilth at position 6 « 136 w 0*608
171+12*06
Galeulated ©ffioiesisy using traverse 
Applied Oorreotion = -0.8
171+12.06
0.800
Effect of al3? inlets, Finlaria’
Date Time Loadmm
Deflect,
ion Bemarks
21,27 12*7 7*3 Boom temperature 19 G
§r4
q
21.43 12.7
21.37 12*7
21*33 12*7
21*49 12*7,
22*05 12*7
6*7 Air flowing through 
ducts
7.0 Mean 7*06
8*3 Air ducts covered
7*3
8*3 Mean 8*10
By closing ducts 
an increase in
deflection of 
1*05sbiîîb0*73 per 
cent decrease 
in efficiency
20.39 10.0 7*0 Room temperatux’e 
20.3 0
I
I
20*54 10*0
21*08 10*0
20*47 10*0
21*01 10.0 
21*15 10*0
7*6 Air flovjlag through 
ducts
7*3 Mean 7*36
Air duets covered9*4 
8.2
8*5 Mean 8*70
By closing ducts 
an Increase in 
deflection of 
l*34®mBO*83 per 
cent decrease 
In efficiency
Observations at Stonebyrea
Load
W
Tempera tiire 
of expanded 
water 
OO
ft.
i
ft. V ^ 2
Efficiency
Remarks
2.1 2.5 55.4 82.1 15.4 0.726
1.46 2$5 54*6 82.8 15*4 0.723
1.00 2,5 48.0 83.0 15*4 0.653
2.9 2.3 59.2 81.8 13,4 0.76b
2.7 2.4 60,0 81.9 15.4 6.774
2.4 2,4 51*9 82.0 15.4 0.753
2.0 2.4 55.5 82.2 15*4 0.705
■ . MWIMIM.» r— Iji
TABLE 14
Observations of Direct measiarement 
at Bonning-ton Anril 61*
Load
mr
Mean
deflect­
ion
(mm)
A  \(#.)
Bn
(Ft)
Bffioien- 
oy. 9^ Remarks
1.0 25.90 176.29 185*54 0.420 0-1 1 - 4 X deflection 
L “ H
2.0 12.25 175*04 184*19 0*739 21
3.0 9.30 172.73 181.68 0.795
4.0 7.40 169,9 178.68 0*834
5*0 8.70 167*45 176*4 0.794
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5*1A Extracting probe
The pur|>0®e of an extraction probe ia to 
provide a sample of water from the penstock which 
fairly represents the total energy (i*e. hydraulic and 
internal) of the cr©ss-*seotion at inlet. The expression 
for efficiency has been established on the assumption 
that the total energy was uniforiiily distributed, across 
the section* In practice however^ especially in large 
pipes* the total energy is not uniformly distributed* 
and therefore the probe should be inserted to such a 
position where the total energy is nearly equal to the 
average total energy.
This necessitates determination of the 
distribution of different types of energy across the 
measuring section* In the thermodynamic method as 
required by the efficiency equation ^#6 s 1* we are only 
interested in kinetic energy* pressure energy- and the 
internal energy of the flowing fluid at the inlet section 
of the machine. Fortunately, in most cases* the turbine 
entrance is a large circular pipe, which makes it easier 
to deteriiaine the distribution of the various types of 
energy* During the present investigation, since all the 
tests performed were on hydraulic machines of relatively 
large capacity, it can be safely assumed that the flow 
was turbulent under all tests and at all gate openings, 
and the Reynolds nuniber involved was of the order of 10^ 
in most cases,;;,.;..
To determine the average total hydraulic head 
in a turbulent stream at a particular section, it is 
necessary to know the distribution of static pressure 
and the distribution of velocity, Goldstein has shown
mu ^ mm
theoretically that the measured static pressure at a 
single point, is always greater than the true mean static 
pressure* . Fage has ohserveci experimentally■ that the 
static pressure varies across a.section.and the-meaeured 
static pressure in a turbulent stream does not give a true 
value of-static pressure*. . Ee'explains ^ this, variation as 
an effect due to fluctuating cross velocities*. .Addison 
however coiments that' thes© variations of pressure are of 
aràall ..magnitude and concludes,, that, for a l l ‘engineering 
purposes t h e . diatribution of static pressure acro.as a 
diameter of a uniform circular straight pipe could b e ­
taken as u niform*, Willm and Campmas, Brandt, Thom and 
Singh and all o t h e r . investigators interested; in thermo*» 
dynamic method did not 'find any appreciable variation of 
static pressure across the measuring section*. - Numachi
k
measured the'velocity distribution'for a 6 ft*^.dia* .water 
duct.by a streàm*»iimed pitot tube* . -He used two methods 
O f  rieaaurement, one on the assumption that static pressure 
was constant > throughout the whole cross .section a n d ■the 
other on the basis of actual measurement of static pressure 
at e a c h .velocity point* The resulting error in.the 
velocity head amounted to a range of i  l. p e r . cent* This 
shows that the variation of static pressure was of small 
magnitude*;
In the discussion on Mumachi*s p a p e r H o o p e r  
quoting Cole*® and H u b b a r d p a p e r  r a is e d  a n ■ interesting 
point that the presence of a pitot rod might disturb the 
pressure distribution appreciably and hence might g i v e . 
erroneous readings o f  static pressure* Mumachl explained 
however ^ 'that the experimental work done by Cole and 
HiibbaE’d was related to pipes of small diameter
** 3 #*
(©•g* 4 In. dia. by B.S* Cole) with, email'pitot
tube bar.' He oomeludea on the baaia o f .experimental 
evidence that the, magnitude of variation, in pressure 
due to the presence of the pitot rod is almost, negligible.
It can therefore be concluded that the 
distribution of static. pressure can be taken as. uniform 
across a circular oroas^-séction-. Hence.it follows that 
if the - extraction probe is %)laced at some radius, which 
will give the average velocity, the sample of i^ator . 
extracted at that point- will also give- the ^ average total 
hyclï^aulic head. It should hotvever be, noted that, the 
velocity head determined from the mean velocity (or 
average velocity) does not represent the t r u e : mean, kinetic 
energy-per'pound of fluid unless, .multiplied by, a . 
correction factor ,k. tStreeter ha© calculated these 
correction factors for turbulent flow in pipes for a. large 
range of Reynolds number. The correction, factor 
decreases with.the increase of Reynolds number, and. at 
Reynolds number- 10^,■ the correction factor has a value of 
about 1.033* As we are concerned with flows, where 
Reynolds number is of . the order of 10^, the correction 
faetor can therefore be taken as unity ivithout causing 
any appreciable error*
To evaluate the position of average velocity, 
it i© imperative that the velocity distribution across 
the cross»-s©ction should be known.
Velocity distributions for turbulent flow in 
closed conduits have been studied very thoroughly by 
different investigators. Humorous velocity profiles
** 4 '
have been determined experimentally and atteii^ts have 
been made to establish a universal relationship to 
express the velocity distribution for flow in circular 
pipes. Most of the work on velocity profiles was 
performed on small diameter pipes and under laboratory 
conditions, therefore they may not agree with the conditions 
in large p ipes. However, these works will provide a good 
basis for estimating the position of the average velocity 
point for turbulent flow in pipes,
The most extensive work on the study of turbulent 
velocity profiles was done by Prandtl# He derived a
preliminary relationship for velocity profiles in turbulent 
flow, which is known as the power law for the velocity 
distribution and it is expressed as
— ^ 0  ( ' S.lhtl
where u is the velocity at any radius r,
maximum velocity,
r^ is the outer radius- of the pip©, 
y ^ r^ • r measured from the wall, 
c is a constant, and
n ia an Integer whose value depends on 
the Reynolds number of the floiir#
If we define V  as the average velocity in the pipe we can 
writ© rr
2 O
v/rr a 7\ r u # d r .
"" S'
Substituting t h e ''valu© of.^U from S*XAsl, w© get
•r
o
" m a x  K  - y>*
O '
O n 'integration we get,
V »  3 c u
m a x n t Z
Z c d V ' '
(ntl)(ntg)
From S.IA;! we. can represent in terms of u and y,
a n d ■therefore we can express the above équation as
U L .  «  i î ü i l i s f j l  {.jL. )" ,
To find the position.of average velocity point, we should 
determine the value of y for ^  »  1, and therefore we 
can write
OP
" O
JL.'
**o
t»
A
(ntl)(nfg)
' '3 " ^ / n
» (n*tl)(n*t3) .
In the velocity distribution n varies with Reynolds 
number* At,Reynolds n m b e r ,  Ip^, the value of n »  10*"^ 
(according to Hikuradsc’s data), therefore
r.
^  (0.8 6 0 8 )
10
0.3441
or y «  0.123 D where B 3 r^.
6This calcuiatioii shows that the average velocity can be 
obtained at.a' point'.equal to 0*122.. 0 measured from the 
wall of the pipe.
Another law of velocity distribution kfiowri as. 
the•lagarithmie, velooity^distribution, derived by Frandtl, 
i s
log^y t constant *#•»«.* 5*1A*2
%  k
where ««I'gTo and is known as shearing velocity.
u 'is the velocity at any radius- r, ■
y is the distance from the outei.'* ■ wall ^  r,
r^  ^is the outer radius of the pipe, and
k is a constant determined by experiment.
fhis" equation agrees ■ well ' with experiiacEit and is €|uit© 
satisfactory to apply to twhujent flow in pipes#
" ' ' However, to obtain a -more general equation for
the-, velocity diatrlbutioii’in circular pipes, Von Karman 
analysed the experimental data and suggested that the flow 
field, should be divided into three definite regions; the 
laminar sublayer,-the buffer layer and the turbulent core# 
Thus the velocity diatribtition for the whole cross«“section 
of the circular tube is' expressed by three logarithmic' 
type equations (S#1Aî2) and is known as the universal 
velocity distribution.
In deteriïdnation of the mean velocity point 
however, it can be aasumed that the velocity d i a t r i W t i o n  
for the ^diole pipe is represented by the equation for the 
turbulent core# This simplifIcâtion t^ill not cause any 
appreciable error as the thickness of the laminar sublayer
-.7 - ,
.and buffer layer in large pipe® at high Reynolds number 
is almost negligible *
Therefore from equation S*lA'.s'2 w® can derive
t h a t ,
, , when, y «
and we can write the equation S#1A*2 as
B + è log» J L  S.1AI3
As the discharge is obtained by integrating the 
velocity distribution^ therefore we can writ®
pï-o ' V
vnr^ » 2 / up.dr ^  zn ^  log y) »dy
t'o Js ^ ^
where S is the thickness of boundary layer*-
The integration cannot be carried out to y «  0, 
since the equation holds in the turbulent zone only*
The volume .per ' second, flowing-,'in the la^iinar zone is so 
small that i t ,may.be.neglected*^
Then, rx
^  “ M  ("max + U  > f")- )
j<r/« o ' o
in which variable of integration is 
By perforâiiing'the intégration we get
V' 2
 * V  k *o -
'  1
'  V r o
n*» 3 •*
A b  f /r^ is very small, terms including <î/r^ are negligible, 
so ‘
2
^  ”  ‘ ^ luax ^  ‘ â ' * * * * # # t $, . # 5 n l A  14
Re-writing equation 5$lAr3 we > get ■ , ,
"  ”  " m a x  '!h log.' 3 L  S.flA»5 ,
If we substitute the value of from equation 5',1A*4
1 ' . ■ - . . 
we can write
U e V  H- f 5l + log , ,, ,. , 5,1A$6 ,
k k • :  ^ **Q
It can be shown that %  =» v I £ where ir is the average
velocity and f is the friction factor of the'pipe. ' 
Thus, '
or ^  « 1 + A ( I + log^ Z~ ) j I ,,,.,. S,U?7
And if u, then from S*1A:7
' /%r
f  ^  »  0
o r ......... log; £a . ** 1%3 -
y
or , y “ 0^234 r^
or -y «B ■ 0 #.117 0 (D =» 2 ' r^)
9Thu© the univérs#! velocity profil© enables us to 
determine the average velocity at a point situated at 
a distance of 0.117 0 fPom the wall of the pipe.
The equation 5*1A|7 is universally true, both 
for rough and s w o t h  pipes. Examination of equation 
shows that the velocity profiles will be different for 
different Rcynolcia nutiibers and "for 'different friction 
factors, but the position of the mean velocity point will 
be the same in all cases. This equation was first 
derived by Rouse and has been used by various investigators 
interested in turbulent flow. Streeter has also used this 
equation in calculating the kinetic energy and momentum 
correction factors* ,. , ,
The logarithndc velocity distribution equation 
no doubt is in good agreement with experimental velocity 
data. The relationships, however, are not consistent 
with physical reality. The change from laminar to 
turbulent iijotion is gradual; it is therefore not correct 
to have three different curves representing the complete 
velocity distribution when a single curve should be used. 
This however is not very serioiia from the point of view 
of the present investigation, as we neglect the laminar 
and buffer layers which are very small at high Reynolds 
numbers in large pipes* A second more serious 
inconsistency is the fact that at the axis of the tub© 
it does not give a zero velocity gradient. For tliis 
reason a velocity profile calculated from equation g.lA:7 
gives an average velocity^ somewhat higher thasi the true 
average velocity.
Aware of t h e s e ,inconsistencies mentioned above, 
a number of investigators have developed relationships
to , if passible. , Hast ©f'. these- Relationships
are.of icomplex.nature and beyond the scop© of present 
investigation# Fai however, has developed a 
comparatively aipipler equation, whidh' agrees with _
Nikuradse's-data for-water in a tube a t ,Eeynolda number
6 ' ' * ■ '
of 3f:24 X 10 , and,it is expressed as ,
33
 ^ = 3. - 0.2G4(‘^  - O.asrt ) ...... S.1A-.8
- m a x  ■ , ■■■.*0'. - ' O ’ ■ •
In view of the fact that vHlkuradse^s data in the Vicinity 
of the wall is questionable, the integration of'the • -
.equation - S'*IA-t8 shall not be carried to y — -0#
Following the same-■’procedure as, before, we'can.- 
express the.average velocity v as
2 I ^
v n r „  « 2 " / 1 - O t Z 0 4 ( ^ ) ^  -  O . Z 5 < ^ > ^ ^
b  o
dr
or V “ ’iiÜSMmi ° C 3 . ^  )
* • - 4
V  ■ 9 y  32
1 - 0 * 2 p 4 ( l - r  ) ^  0 , 2 5 ( 1 . , ^ )  '
®  /\o
• dr
By substituting — »  t. we
V 2
max (a . -  W
%
1 -<■ 0.204(1 - t)^ - O.àSd - t)
32
♦ dt
ro
y  S3 2 U
max '.k 0.204(l«»fc)^ +  (-1*©)-^^
2 4- ' ' 34'^- -
o
Neglecting Ç /i^  ■ ançî higher powers -of S / «  , as It is very
0
small, we get '
V  2 0 . 0 5 1  - Û a Ü  ) ^
* 34max
or 0.8833 0
fîàax
Therefor© •equation  ^5»lA#8-cam be -expressed■a s - ■
^ s 0,8833 « 1 - 0.204(1 -h*)^ , 0.25(1 ^ 3L.)32 ^
*•0 **o
For the.determination of mean velocity measuring point, 
therefore,
0 .2 0 4  (1  -  ,‘h 0 *2 5 (1  :  «  0 .1 1 6 7 , . . ■
0  0
ojp (1  ~ 0 .2 0 4  0 .2 5 (1  *•
**0
'«3 0.1167
© ■ ■  '
' Soivihg we get ~  ' ®  0*244
■0 « • ' ■ • ■ , i ' ' . ' . ■ 5
' ' or y ' '0$'122 D* .
Therefore F a i ’s equation give® the diatanee.of the aingle 
reading, measuring p0 aitio.11 aa 0.1^2 B  measured from the 
wall. ‘ ■- , .
Sever a i 'Bther'iiiveatigators also ' have tried to 
'establish a rule for 'Single measuring, position for mean 
velocity. Wi'nternitz and Fiachl have recently developed 
a new technique of velocity integration called the log 
linear rule. 'In this paper they réport that the ’ ‘
determination of mean flow from a single reading was. 
proposed by Aichelen, and sir^iilar rules had previously 
been mentioned by Ott and by Col.ebrook and White. They 
further add that the position specified by Aiclielen as a 
result of empirical analysis’ is 0*ll9 B| 'and they 
mention that/by comparison, the log linear rule with two 
points per diameter yields. 0,112. B, the close agreement 
being noteworthy* Aichelen used Mikuraciae*a data to 
check on the accuracy of his result® .which was within
-  12  '•**
one per c e n t f o r  ■ flow- -in smooth pipes* ' ' 'Wihterhiiz 'and 
Fischl also applied Aicheleh'^a technique on Hikuradsë's 
-data, and obtained' results with a mean error of less than 
■One per - cent,' with a scatter comparable to both .that of 
ÿhe ten.**poiiit tangential and the'four-point‘log linear 
rule*/ ,
Professor Jakob also has reached somewhat the , 
same conclusion ; about the position of mean measuring 
point*. He writes i# the discussion of Bate'*® paper that 
he has found empirically that' measuring velocity at a 
distance y 4  0*12 D from-the-wall .yields very closely the 
mean valbcity i n - t h e w i d e  range of .Eeynoids number*-from 
.3000 to 4.5 ,x.lO^,.
The. résulta for the determination of a aingl© 
reading gauging position for mean velocity obtained by 
different •calculation© in this paper and also by other 
investigators are aummarised in the table below^
ïa b i©  l'ô, Maaâ<LJCÊâ#i4ag_ËâH®i^^
of
Rules Distance_ from wall in 
pipe diameters ■
Frandtl power law 0*122
Universal logaritW&ic law 0*117
,Fai*a polynoiaial 0*122
A i c h e l e n e m p i r i c a l 0*119
Wiiiternitz log*-»linear 0*112
Jakob<s empirical ■ 0*120
— 13
All these rules seem to he in quite good agreement with 
each other* The mean of these six rules can be taken
a© 0.119 D. Hence a point at a distance of 0.119 D
from the wall can be taken as a single reading gauging 
position representing the mean velocity* In his hook 
on flow measurement and meters Linford observes that for 
straight pipes the velocity might be measured at a point 
0.762 times the pipe radius from the centre (*» 0.119 B 
from the wall). lie-adds that here it was found that.the 
velocity was within ^ per cent of the mean velocity over 
a wide range of Reynolds number and pipe-wall roughness*
It is to be remembered that most of the equations 
of velocity distribution were based on the data collected 
under controlled laboratory experiments. Addison points 
out that these simple formulas are limited in application 
in the following w a y s ;-
(i) They only apply to those Sections of uniform 
circular pipes, at some distance from the inlet, 
at which a permanent regime of flow has been 
established - Winternitz suggests that for the
velocity profile to be fully developed a settling
length of the order of fifty times the diameter is
ideally required*
(ii) They do not apply to points Very close to the wall*
(iii) They may not agree with the conditions in large
pipes*
It is therefore necessary to verify the position 
of mean velocity obtained analytically from the observed 
velocity distributions in largo pipes. For comparison 
some calculations were made on the velocity distributions 
obtained from pitot tubes in large pipes published in
— 14 ^
Cole*s paper# The calculations were confined to those 
velocity distributions which were approximately 
symmetrical* Fig* 26 shows three velocity traverses in 
a 78** dia. pip© at three different gate openings (taken 
from C o l e *3 paper). The position of mean velocity 
expressed as fraction of diameter as calculated from 
Fig# 26 is given in the table below.
Table 17#
(calculated from Fig* 26)
Gate opening Position of mean velocity measured 
from wall in pipe diameters.
0.5 0,123
0.6 0.122
0,8 0.124
Fig.# 27 shows'ten tests of velocity traverses in a 7#5 ft* 
dia* penstock# The positions of mean velocity calculated 
from these traverëos are shown in thé following table #
Table 18 *
pénstééH (calculated from Fig# 2?)
Tests . Positions of mean velocity measured 
from wall in pipe diameter.
tv 0.112
I 0.12
, VI , ,,0.12 '
,11 0.12
III 0.12
V 0.118
VIII, 0.102
IX 0.115
X ,0,112
- IS -
Tables 17 and 18 show that the experimental results are 
in good agreement with the formula obtained analytically 
and hence provided experimental verification of the 
formula#
In conclusion it can therefore bê stated that 
at a distance of 0*12 b from t h é 'wall, a single measure­
ment by pitot probe can obtain the mean velocity of the 
flow without causing appreciable, error * ‘ In the thermo- .
dynamic expression of efficiency (2;ô), the velocity 
head appears as' a secondary't e r m , 'hence very accurate 
measurement of velocity is not required* However, it 
was desirable'to determine t h e 'position which gives the 
mean velocity with least error in most general cases*
A rule of the insertion of a prdbe equal to ^/g (“ Oil2 D 
approx*) has been established (as explained above) to, 
represent't h é /mean velocity- of flow* It should be 
rememibered that this rule can only be applied to fully 
developed flows having symmetrical velocity profiles*
S#1A*2 #
It has been'shown in 2*31 that the 
determination of the internal energy primarily concerns 
the measurement of temperature of the flowing medium* 
Unlike velocity distribution, adequate published work is 
not available for turbulent flow temperature distribution 
Some investigators in problems of heat transfer by forced 
convection have presented some empirical formulas for 
temperature distribution in circular pipes* According 
to Professor’Hsu, the motion of fluid particles in 
turbulent- flow is complicated, and because we lack 
theoretical knowledge on the velocity and temperature
2i6 —
distribution- in-turbulent flow, difficulties-are 
encountered in analytical treatment# In solving 
problems of - this sort, principles' of the analogy between 
momentum and heat transfer .have been found useful and 
invariably used by different investigators# Reynolds' , 
original %vork was’ based on the same principle, which was 
later extended by Frandtl and further improved upon by 
Von Karman and Boelter « Among the* later workers 
Martipelli was first to present a -thorough analysis of 
turbulent-flow heat transfer in. circular pipes, in-his 
detailed studies- of temperature distribution* ■ Bebaii ■ 
and Shim$saki made an analysis similar to that of 
Martinelli’for turbulent flow in circular pipes, They 
did not, however, assume a linear radial diatributlon 
of heat flux, as» Martinelli did,- and they ■ oonaMered-^ the ■ 
case of constant wall temperature# They used 
Hartihelli'*a-equation to calculate the first approximation 
of temperature- distribution,'which was subsequently put ■ ■ 
into the equation developed by.them# An"iterative 
process- was continued until the calculated temperature 
distribution did not change, ' Lyon-, adopting'
Martinelli'-’s maisi-concept ' modified the theory by using 
a much easier procedure, but the actual calculation- of 
velocity profile is rather tedious# The most recent 
work on temperature profiles .for turbulent ' flow in pipes ■ 
has been done^by‘Deiaseler, The theoretical analyses 
have covered both high and low-Prandtl-number fluids and 
have a l s o 'taken into consideration the effect of variable 
fluid properties# To discuss the work of all 
investigators and to compare the different temperature 
profiles obtained is beyond the scope of the present
-,17 -
investigation*^ Martinelli*© work can be taken as the 
basis of all other investigations* Deissler*s . work 
however is a further development but it is not important 
from the point of view of the present investigation owing 
to the fact that the temperature across a section of a 
penstock does not change sufficiently to make any 
appreciable change In the fluid properties* Therefore 
it will b© sufficient, to deal only with Martinelli*s 
equation for the determiination of temperature distribution 
for turbulent, flow in circular pipes*
In Martlnelli*s work the general emphasis is 
being given on calculation of Hussett number for liquid 
metals, but the laws of temperature distributions are 
also presented in detail which apply to all fluids at 
all Reynolds numbers* For the purpose, of analysis 
^%rtinelli,followed Von Karman and sub-divided the flow 
field into, three definite regions; the laminar sublayer, 
the buffer layer and the turbulent core* He also used
‘ s. ' ‘ ■ ■ ' '
the velocity distribution equations foR the three 
different regions given by Von Karman. .=Hartinelli obtains 
temperature distribution as a function of ’y* the distance 
measured froÉi the wall and gives three equations for the 
different regions* These equations are very involved 
but for clarity, only the equation for turbulent core is 
given,; below*
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tfhere ■ .is -the temperature of -the pipe w a l l , '
is; ,r ‘ ' ■ 'V " fluid at r«0 in deg*F
is " ’*■ at any radius r.
y " r^  -  r  ■ - ■ ’ ■
Fr is Prancltl number of the fluid.
Ee is Reynolds n ■ . le
oi is the ratio of eddy diffusivity for heat and 
eddy ■ diffusivity of a m e n t u m ,  and 
f is friotion factor•
The temperature distribution for turbulent 
flow in pipes is a function of the Reynolds number and 
the Frandtl number, as indicated by MartinelXifs 
equations# The temperature profiles calculated from 
Hartineilila equations at Reynolds.number of 10^ and 10^ 
for different Frandtl numbers are given i n  Fig# 28 and
Fig# 29 taken from Martinelli^s paper# , Fromi Fig# 28
it can be noted with interest that in turbulent flow for 
the fluids at Fr 1, the velocity and temperature 
profiles 'are q u i t e ,close to each other when plotted on a 
dimensionless basis# Another important point cap be 
observed from Fig# 29,that the thickness of the laminar .
A
sublayer and buffer layer at -Reynolds number 10 is 
almost negligible and therefore not shown in the diagram, 
aa it was shown in Fig# 28# The effect of Frandtl 
number on the temperature distribution is clearly 
indicated in these figures#
Once,the law of temperature distribution has 
been established, the average value-of t h e 'temperature 
and its position can be calculated with the help of the 
temperature and the velocity profiles# the mean-mixed 
temperature of the fluid t^ is defined as the temperature
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t h a t  would- b© ■ measured I f  a l l  liquids f lo w in g  through
a aeotion Wore'thoroughly mixed.. ' Xt'ia' also known as • 
ciip-mixing or jo lx in g  box temperatures, b u t  is ■generally 
referred t o  as bulk temperature*
The moan toaîiperaturo therefore can be expressed
aa
r
V  t,u.ani?vt  «  I/o
nr
- / . UiZAR.dr ; .
To express the mean temperature in the dimensionless 
form we write the above equation As
P  **° !1 , %  - t
t #. t / * \ — "T ) r . dr
. ea; . O  W  ** C  A  1 A * 0
 ^ " » r., dr , .
^raax
Martinelli calculated the ratio of temperature difference 
from equation S’#lAs9' by actually performing the 
integration by numerical method* He used for temperature 
distribution the profiles shown in Fig* 28 and Fig* 29, 
and for. ve3-ocity distribution, u s e d . equation© given by 
Von Karman* The results obtained by Martinelli are 
shown in Fig# 30 for a number of Frandtl moduli-* For ■ ' 
convei.iience Martinelli"-has-associated a number of fluids 
with certain magnittidea of Frandtl modulus* Ee observes 
that this figure brings out clearly the importance of 
having mixing chambers during ■testa- on t'#ater, air and" 
other fluids'i since ■ the ■ measured temperature difference 
may be in appreciable error if a single therimmeter is' 
immersed at the centre of the umiixed ' fluid’ streams; the 
error■is appreciable’ even for Reynolds modulus as large 
as 10 *
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A similar ' error is to b é ''expected'if attempts 
are m d e  ' to meaàùre the mean velocity by placing ' a pitot 
tube ill the axis'of the tube# Ih'àedtiéii 5..1A#1, ‘it 
has been shown’ that for circular pipes, measuring the 
velocity a t  a distancé y ^  (or 4 R) froiirthe
wall yields very closely the mean velocity in the wide 
rang© of Reynolds number, from 3 x  10"^ to 4#5 X 10'^.
Due to the similarity between the distribution of 
velocities and temperatures, it is likely that also a 
fixed distance exists, vdiere is that, distance
from the wall at which the temperature t is equal, to the 
mean temperature t^ ^ of the fluid# This however ia only 
true in ranges where the influential properties of the 
fluid are independent of temperature*
The present investigation is concerned only 
with flow of ivater at ordinary temperatures, representing 
a fluid at Frandtl number 8 to 10j therefore■the value 
of calculated by means of Figs* 28, 29 and 30 for
fluids of Fr *^.10 at two different Reynolds number*
For Re 10^, the distance ratio ^ 0.27S, and for
Ee 10^, the distance ratio ^ 0*28# According
to these results it seems that the mean temperature of 
water (at ordinary temperatures) flowing through a 
circular pip© can be measured by placing a.. thermometer , 
at a distance of. /^7. 0*28 E approx#) from the wall,*.,
Professor Jakob in the discussion on 
Martinelli s^ paper has given a table of .distance ratio 
for two different Reynolds numbers and various Frandtl 
numbers, associated with fluids like air, water and ' 
mercury etc* For the sake of interest the table as
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prepayed by Jakeb fyem .Figt, 28^ 29 and 30 given heloiv, 
fable 1 9 * M s t a n e e  ratio
Ee
0.001 0.01 0.1 1 10 .Average
10^ 0.305 0.33S 0.3 0.3 0.27S <) ,:309
10^ 0.31 0.295 0.3 0.335 ■ 0,28 0.304
Jakob comients that according to this table it seems 
that the mean temperatiire of all fluide flowing in 
circular pipes c a m'be measured by placing a thermmmwter 
at a clietaiice ^ 0.3 R froai the wall at all Reynolds 
numbers#
Experiment© from which could be checked are 
rare# Some experimental work was done on air by l^annell 
and by Beban and 3hima®aki# llecently Isakoff and Brew 
have obtained experimental data for velocity and 
temperature distribution for flow of Hiercury# It ie 
rather uiifortusiate that experimental %^ork for water has 
not yet been published by any investigator #. fhe velocity 
and temperature profiles drawn from Famiel's data for air. 
shown in Fig. 31^ are nearly coincidantal # A luuierical 
integration ©f these distribution curves leads to 
“^nm ™  b*24?'R and ^  ■0.274 R# . The agreement with' thé
foregoing values is satisfactory*^
Recently in Eosemount Engineering Co'*© bulletin 
a paper has been published by leo ^ Werner & Hagen on 
measurement of mean temperature in a duct# They have 
prescribed’for lfl%ids at Pr 1.0 and Reynolds number
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greater than 6000g a distance of ™  0*28 for single 
thermometers^ which is in good agreement with Fannel's 
data# They do not however, give details of their 
calcul*ations nor have they given any experimental 
verification of the results* About liquida they 
comment that since Frandtl number varies considerably 
with temperature, this greatly complicates evaluating 
average temperature, because temperature distribution 
is much more, complex, even for round pipes and they 
suggest that an actual survey of temperature and velocity 
distribution should be made* In the present investig^ 
ation an attempt has been made successfully to evaluate 
the complicated equations of average temperature,
In the absence of experimental verification of 
temperature distribution for flow of water, it is difficult 
to draw any definite conclusions, It has ho%mver been 
established analytically in the present paper, that the 
mean velocity can be measured at D/8 from the wall and 
the mean tenaperature at B/7 from the wall* An important 
point has been demonstrated analytically by Jakob that 
y^^ must indeed be larger than if the excess of the
temperature t over the surface tCBiperature can be 
assumed to be proportional to u for any radius r * He 
has shown from the equations of definition of the mean 
velocity and the excess of mean îîiixing temperature that 
y^^ necessarily will exceed This deduction leads
u© to the fact that the aperture of the extraction tube 
should be inserted to a distance equal to B/7 from the 
wall to draw a sample of water representing average total 
energy, as temperature is a primary tcr^^ in the 
efficiency equation. The kinetic energy at this position
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no doubt' îvill ’ be in error by a few. per cent but it will 
not make any appreciable difference as the velocity head 
ia a' secondary term in the efficiency equation*'
It should be remembered that the rule' of D/7 
insertion was obtained analytically for small diameter 
pipes* The conditions in large pipes (with which the 
present investigation ia concerned) may not agree with 
the analytical temperature and velocity distributions# 
la this case it is necessary to resort to a detailed 
survey of temperature and velocity distribution of the ' 
actual flow and to use numerical integration*
It will be of interest to note the observations 
of different investigators interested in the thermo­
dynamic method about the distribution of temperature in 
the penstock* Katsman had put one of his thermometers 
in the head race water at the emergency gate opening and 
the other into the tail race* The thermistor at the 
head race was moved vertically up and down for a distance 
of 30 ft* to determine whether the temperature of the 
îvater was uniform t^ith depth* lie found no change In 
temperature with depth* Willm and Campmas have assumed 
it to be known that a prob© situated at a distance of 
1/7 of diameter from the wall gave a sample of .water, the 
energy of which is extremiely close to the mean hydraulic 
energy in the cross section* They report that they had 
n© evidence of any variation of temperature in such 
sections* From the argument of the present:inveatigation 
it seems that in the absence of any temperature variation, 
a sample of water drat-^n off at a distance of D/8 from the 
wall will represent more closely the mean value of the 
total energy of the flowing medium*
Singh carried some probe insertion tests up 
to 20 irAchea in 'a penstock, of S ft* 8 in dia# (max* 
static head *= 510 ft*)* . He obtained variation-of 
temperature which resulted in variation of efficiency 
of the order of ^ 0*3^* He carried out some further 
tests in a penstock of 6 ft* dia. (max* static head *»
4X0 ft*) at three dif.fereet loads* He observed In one 
of the wo.rat cases a variation of efficiency of the order 
of ^ 3%, which is rather high* No explanation has been 
furnished by Singh for such large variation in efficiency. 
He suggests, however, that the maximum poasibl© insertion 
of the probe, without undue vibration would give a fairly 
good representative sample at all loads* Singh further 
remarks that suitable values of insertion obtained by 
trials i*e* where the curves tend to flatten out and 
becoB^ e para3,lei, do not differ much from the /^ytli of 
the diaaiieter given by Willm and Campiaas* Brandt also 
does not .report any avidence of temperature gradient 
across the penstock and has simply followed Willm and 
Campmas in adopting the D/7 insertion rate* TâUcher 
has recommended an adjustable probe (5*1) for r a p i d l y _ 
measuring the energy distribution across the tost 
section* He does not furnish any experimental results, 
nor does he discuss the energy distribution*
In conclusion ,it can be deduced that probe 
inaertion in most general cases should be made to a 
depth of D/7, as has been established analytlcal3.y*.
Xf,, however, there is evidence that the probe traverse 
affects the measured value© of efficiency by more than 
I per cent, the most suitable insertion should be 
determined by actually meaauring the velocity and 
temperature at each point*
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In article S*1 it has been stated that the 
diameter of the apos'ture for the pi tot probe was quite 
arbitrarily chosen a© 9/16** * The h o l e  was simply made 
large enough to eiisus'e a volume of 0,4'l/a at all 
pressure levels. Nevertheless, a relationship lietweon 
the diameter of the. eaiitilevered pi tot cylinder and the 
diameter of aperture can be established theoretically on 
the basis of pressure distribution *
For a cylinder placed with its axis normal to 
the flow, theoretical and practical studies show that the 
distribution of the pressure differenoo-(p p ) at each' 
point on the surface is somewhat as indicated by the 
.radial orclinates shown in Fig* 33. At a certain 
critical angle the pressure at the cylinder 'Surface p 
equals the approach static pressure • According to 
Binder, the theory based on incompressible flow indicates 
an angle of 30^, whereas experimental work with real 
incompressible fluids show the critical angle as 39^ for 
turbulent flow.
It evidently follows that if the diameter of the 
aperture ■ subtended an angle more than twice the critical’ 
angle, the sample of water would not represent the true 
hydraulic energy (kinetic and pressure energy) of the 
flowing fluid. Therefore the critical angle can be 
taken as the basis for the determination of,..the optimum 
value of the diameter of aperture.
A relationship between the diameter of the 
aperture and diameter of the probe can be established 
from the geometry of the pressure distribution#
lot B be the diameter of the pitot probe
d *® " aperture, and
^  -eriticai a n g l e .
From the geometry of triangle OAB of, Fig* 32, it can 
be shown that for optimum value, - :
d ^  ^  * ^ P sin G * . ,
' ^ c o s S
Experiments have shoxm that S  ^  39^ for incornpressible 
fluids in turbulent flow, therefore
d D sin 39 0*629 .B
S
or d ^  B (approximately)
The'above calculations show that the diamWter of the 
aperture should not exceed ^ h  of the diameter of probe;
therefore, it can be taken as a good basis for deaighing 
the aperture*' During the present investigations an 
aperture of 9/16** diameter on a 1** diameter probe was 
used, which gave a flow of 0.4 litres/sec and also was 
within the optimum liidt of design*
I t  may be argued that design of aperture should 
also be based on the temperature distribution * 
Unfortunately, enough in formation is not available to 
establish any design formula, but it can be safely 
assumed that the pressure and temperature distribution 
will be similar * It may he further argued that the 
error caused by large apertures will be almost negligible 
as the velocity head is usually very small compared to 
the static head in the machines under test during the 
present investigation* These arguments are quit© valid,
but instead of choosing the; diameter a. arbitrarily, it 
ia more' 'desirable to choose the .diameter within the 
optimum design ■■limit, •■ to reduce the magnitude of error, 
however small it may be*. .
5*2A Mixing; Chamber*
For tests of high head machines, it was assumed 
that both velocity and temperature of the fluid passing 
through the tail-race grayed unchanged across the 
measuring section. However, the situation is quite 
different for machines of low heads where small 
differences in teaiperatuies might result in gross error 
of efficiency. In the inlet measuring section the 
position of the measuring point was calculated on the 
basis of temperature and velocity profiles obtained 
analytically. As the outlet measuring section mostly 
consists of open channel of rectangular cross-section, 
it is not easy to calculate analytically the position 
of mean temperature* A relationship which gives 
universal velocity profiles in channels has been 
established by Vanoni, but no published information is 
available on temperature profiles in channels, therefore 
any analytical calculation is not possible. Moreover, 
extensive work done by Thom on temperature profiles 
conclusively shows that it is not practical to establish 
any empirical relationship for temperature distribution 
in the tail-race. Therefore it is necessary to resort 
to experimental determination of temperature and velocity 
profile in order to obtain average temperature. It 
should be noted however, that the determination of mean 
temperature by means of graphical integration of
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experimental temperature and velocity profiles will 
be many times mmre tedious and time consuming than the 
determination of discharge per unit time in the 
conventional way. It is evident that this will defeat 
the whole object of the present investigation, as the 
thermodynamic method has been developed with a view of 
eliminating the tedious methods of measurement of 
discharge for calculation of efficiency*
To solve this problem a mixing chamber described 
in article 5*2 was developed to measure the average 
temperature of fluid passing through a èross-section of 
the tail-racet It ia désirable to determine analytically 
whether the temperature measured in the mixing chamber 
will represent the true average temperature. An attempt 
has been made to establish a relationship between the 
true mean temperature and the measured mean temperature.
Before any relationship is established it is 
necessary to define the reference mean temperature. 
in thermodynamics the reference temperature has been 
defined in many ways, e.g.
(a) the undisturbed temperature.
(b) the energy mean temperature.
(c) the arithmetic mean temperature over the
cross-sectional area,
(d) the mixing box, or cup-mixing or bulk
température•
(e) the probe mean temperature *
(f) the film temperature*
The choice for the reference temperature- depends upon 
the condition© under which the efficiency equation is 
derived. Me recall that the efficiency equation 2.6*2
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was establiahed from energy balance. The energy mean 
temperature which is used conceptually to describe the 
enthalpy of the laoving fluid, would therefore be employed
as the reference temperature ^ It is defined as the 
temperature representing an average energy per unit 
volume which, multiplied by the total volime of fluid 
passing a section in a period of time, equals the energy 
of. that fluid, as it passed the section *
The overall change in temperature.across the 
section suffered by the fluid is so samll that the 
density and the specific heat of the fluid can be 
assumed constant. H e n c e , ,in accordance with definition, 
the energy mean temperature has been.expressed by 
Trefethen- as.
I I .
(T V.dA) dt
T    . . . . . . . . .  5 . 2 A * 1
energy - -
P  P  (v.cIA) dt
where'.'  ^ T is the instantaneous value of temperature
V ** ** ** velocity
■ A ’** ■’ , area of %cross-section
A t  ** time taken by the volume of fluid
in p a s s i n g t h e  aoction
i and v a r c  instantaneous'"values, it-would be difficult 
to measure'them'directly and irefethen’’remarks that they 
are never measured in turbulent flow. The évaluation 
of this integral therefore is not possible.'- The'mean 
temperature is usually determined experimentally by 
using velocity and temperature probes. It ia‘.‘to .bè 
noted that the probe mean temperature at a section is 
defined"as
- 3 0  -
' j [  T.V,Û A  ' .  „
*pi?obe r .
/ U . d  A  
üA
tdiera- T and 0 are t h e 'mean temperature■a n d ■mean velocity 
of the element a n d 'i s 'measured from traverses obtained 
by velocity and temperature'probes. ' The probe mean ■• 
tOMiperature " however is mot the same as the energy mean 
température♦ Trefèthen has provided a- relationship 
between probe and energy mean temperature obtained 
analytically, but he remark© that-- for turbulent flow, 
present knowledge is too meagre to permit evaluation of • 
the relationship* He suggests hoimver that for practical 
purposes in turbulent noh-eoiiductimg'fluid© such aa air 
and water, the difference in probe m e a n ■temperature and 
energy mean temperature c a n 'be assumed.negligible * We 
can then define the reference temperature as,
L T.H.d A
f   T  ■ .*.*..*#. 5*2A:4
Ja
energy ' probe
' U.d A
A relationship.can be estafoliehed between the 
reference energy moan temperature and the mean temperature 
observed in, a theoretical mixing box. The mixing: W x -  
mean temperature or cup mixing^ temperature has been 
defined as the teuiperature of the fluid mass passing 
through the tail race croaa sectional area_ per unit time 
thoroughly mixed in a box inserted at the section. 
Trcfethen concludes.on the basis of experimental 
evidence that in practice the discrepancy between the 
probe and mixing-foox mean temperature would be important 
only for x values less than 30; therefore for the
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purpose of the present investigation where x is
far greater than 30, the mixing box mean temperature can 
be taken as probe mean temperature which is equal to the
,reference temperature defined in equation S*2A54*
It is apparent that introducing a M x i n g  .box at 
the section - of the ■tail-race where-the mean-tciiiperature 
is to be measured, would involve,a number of physical 
and practical problems. • Aimng these would be velocity 
and temperature changes similar to entry effects# To a 
degree such 'Complications could be avoided by careful 
design, or a correction factor could be introduced#
One major problem would remain -howeveri the insertion of 
a theoretical mixing box at a crosa^seotion of the tail- 
race for large volumes of fluid'would present an immense 
practical problmi, and considering the ai©e of the mixing- 
box'required,. it would be practically impossible to 
introduce such a measuring device^* - Even for relatively 
small flows, the p h y s i c a l 'and practical problems are 
complex, so m u c h .so that Frofessor Hsu points out that 
the miixing box temperature 'is not determined by actual 
measurement as the definition adght Imply, but by 
■calculation from the temperature and velocity profile 
across-the section, and is usually evaluated by the 
graphical integration of equation S*2âi'4*
The above discussions show that the measurement 
of mean temperature either by mixing box or by velocity 
and temperature probes is not feasible during thermo- 
dynataic tests,.* What is required in essence is a device 
for 'providing, through sampling and mixing, an isothermal 
voluaie in which the average temperature of the fluid can 
be readily measured# Such a device ia described in 
detail in article 5 .2. A relationship shall now be
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established betweeii the reference mean temperature and 
that obtained from the mixing chamber used*‘ ■ ; ' ' - . ' I ' ■ / ■ i ■ ■ V . ■ : ,
It will be assumed that the cross-section of the 
tail-race ia divided into a number of imaginary areas* 
Each area shall be defined as a control area, and the 
volume passing through this area per unit time shall be 
referred to ae the control volume*
' ^ " S ’ » . ■ , ' » ; » . '
If a is the control area, v the velooit^^ of the fluid 
passing through the area, q(« va) the control volume,
T the mean temperature of the control volume and c the
"P
mean specific heat of the fluid, we can write that,
the heat flux of control volume ^ q o T»
p
Therefore t h e .total heat flux over t h e .w h o l e ,cross 
section of tail-race
“  ®p + ^2 ®2 + Qg ^3  )
^ ^3dp q T **»«*#*■# #******_S*2A*6*
The total heat flux can also be expressed as
0 Op . *,. * « # * * * #’* * $ * * * ,$*2As7
where Q is total volume flowing per unit time
is reference mean temperature of fluid*
Hence from 5.2A * 6 and 5 * 2 A : 7, we can write
0*. Z q  ^  TSi T
« « * *• S •2A 5 8a *
a
or f \ _ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * S#2A|8b
IÎÎI
Z q
It should be noted that the above equation is simply 
another form of equation S*2Aî4 which defines reference
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mean teiiiperature,
To- çaléùXate the mean temperature given hy the 
mixing chamber,’ it will be assumed that each control , 
area- ia provided with a Sampling tube w h i c h -ieada to 
the mixing chamber and the sampling'tube runs parallel 
'to the direction of ' fluid flot/'aa shown in Fig. 33 where 
A  B'O B'iia the control area* '
If a* ia the area, ^  the length of the sampling 
tube, V* the velocity of fluid inside the tube and q* 
the volume through the tube flowing per unit time, we 
can obtain by applying Bernoulli*a equation to the 
entrance and exit of the sampling tube, that
-"-XL*, -F'-i £  4* i ft lbs/lb ***#5*2Aî9
2g ZU ** 2g
where i^ and are hydraulic gradients of tail race 
channel and aampling tube respectively,' and
where fc is the friction factor for channel
m  is the hydraulic mean depth for channel 
f i,s the frietipn factor for tube 
d  ^i© the diameter of tube*
If we virite
f) v^ f c  O '
'X JÙ ^ c ' tdier© c ^ o 
w 2g m
and i X  F whore F ^
P 2g  a .
w© can write equation S.2A«9, as
f « zî “ z!i.  ^E zlf, -i' ix-f-x'ii
Zg 2g Zg Zg Zg
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L e t  V*, «■ %  V
then'wo oSn write S.^AèlO ah
Is^ (2 +  P) - 2 E  ^  C  »  0
X t J  1 ^ e ( 2  -I- g )  
(2 4- P)
........   5.2A:10
* * * *#.#'** , 5.* 2 A  * H
# * * * * * # # # #  5 # 2 A & 1 2
Equation S*2AsI2 gives u© the ratio of the velocity 
of sampling volume and of the control volume, which 
depends on pipe constant F and channel constant c*
An experiment in the laboratory was carried 
out to verify the value of k obtained from the equation 
S*2Aîl2* A ten ft# length of i|^ * dia# tube xvas laid 
in a channel 4*^  wide, and the velocity ratio was 
calculated by the actual measurement of velocity before 
the entrance .and at the e;Kit of the tube# Readings 
were observed for three different rates of flows and 
they are tabulated in the following table*
Rate of 
flow in 
channel
in ft% ’‘./sec *
V the
velocity in 
channel 
in ft/sec.
V* the 
velocity at 
the exit of 
pipe in
ft/sec.
, V*L* sus. mkmmKf
V
k from
equation
5.2ÂI12
0.198 1*14 0.78 0,685 0.644
0*247 1*26 ■ • 0,85 0.675 0.656
0*305 1.35 0.925 0.685 0.650
/
SIEAN 0,68 0.65
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In cbnclusiofi it can be said that tîieoretiéal and 
experimental results are in good agreement *
' It is' known that for' water flowing'ih tdhes, 
since no extea^nal .work is done, the energy lost ' in 
friction will partly reheat the water causing an increase 
in internal energy at the outlet end of the pipe, which 
is theoretically equal to the loss of energy-due to 
friction* fhe' energy balance for fluid flowing through 
à pipe is given in-equation 2-#2$2, but there it. was 
assumed that the exchange of heat from, the surrou%idings 
was negligible f Xn practice however, heat will he
lost by the sampling volume t o " t h e ’Control volume in the 
course of flow.*  ^ Therefore in calculation of the 
temperature of the sampling volume the heat exchange 
term will be added to the energy equation# It is to be 
remembered that the theory of the thermodynamic method 
aaaiMiiies that the heat exchange between ■ the system 
itself and its surroundings is negligible (g#3)*
An energy balance between a point in the control 
volume immediately before entering the sampling tube and 
a point at the'inlet of sampling tube (Fig# 33), enables- 
us.to write, .
V^ V- '^  ^ ' (V " ^  V * ) ^
. i- -2gJ
where H is the sum of internal energy and .flow work 
and is known as enthalpy of fluid*
By writing v* —  kv from S*.2All, we can re*^write the above 
equation after simplifying and rearranging^
2
H  «  H  +  S M Ï . Z L M .  , ^
1 ë ' 2 g
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Since variations of specific volume and pressure are 
very small, can writ© ©stthalpy II ^  ^where T is
the absolute taaiperature * The above equation then 
transforms to^ »
^  ^ J c * 2g #*-#.#6. 5.2A.13
fhe fluid during the course of flm^ through the sampling 
tube will be re-heated due to friction and will also be 
cooled by the fluid flowing outside the tube surface* 
fhe energy balance for the inlet and outlet of the tube 
can be expressed as,
^  2 g  ^  ^ 2gJ 2gJ %
where is the amount of heat transferred from the 
sampling volume to the control voluiiie per unit time*
If the enthalpy II is written as o f aticl the
' P
value of is substituted in the above equation from 
5#2âîl3, then by rearranging we can ivrite,
’Ft Es 1* r 1 X»» *, S i  5*2Âsl4.
I ë J • 2 g  6 ^  ...............^
fo calculate it shall, be asBumod that the 
aaaipling tube lies parallel to and within the path of 
the control volume and the effect of other sections on 
a control volume i© negligible* In an arbitrary length 
of the tube let fluid be flowing at a rate of
lb per unit time, outside the tube
Inside
' -  3 7  V
If, T. and T * are the bulk temperatures at inlet-arid 
outlet for - the fluid-flowing inside of the tube and 
T'and are the hulk temperatures' at i n l e t ’a n d  outlet 
for the fluid * flowing outside of the tube, by following 
the usual procedure of thermodynamics of heat transfer 
for parallel flow,"the temperature difference at the end 
of the heating surface eom% be written as,
f* - -r '= (Ï.S -.■*)  '5.2Asl5a
O  Jm
where , =? A —  ( 4* )
%  ■ %
A , «5 nd-fc , where d is diameter and ^ the
length of the tube
'¥ ia overall heat transfer coefficient#
let the ratio of the sampling area a* and the control area 
a be expressed as,
. ; , ^  ■ », :
then it follows that the ratio of saiii pling volume and 
control volume can foe written as ' ' ' ' '
■ '4 ' q * a *V  ^ ,, / V- 63 !» c*k ®sj m  (say)
q av
or c * •*“ ■ m q  .»#«•*«#**.#•*#•* 5 * 2 A * 15b
If v; is the specific i^ t of the - fluid flowing through 
the eross-aectioii, ' w  can write
w^ «  wq* - -m q .$*,###*#* S *2AâlSfo2
w^ « wq k,,,*,# »,#,,,,...*, S #2AtlSto3 
and hence ^  ^ ******* S*2A§lSc
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'let n be the nUmber of sampling points, and A be the 
area of eross-section of t h e 'tail race, the control area 
can them be written as
A
0 es ^   ^ a n d  w e  cmt e x p r e s s
M  k  *^***a A
a*k
litor a « —  ........... . S.SAslSd
where h .'=» “^ T ^aPk T\d"^ k
From 5.2AjISc and S.gAslSd we obtain that
j n H"* b
W  nq ■
Without causing any appreciable error in heat transfer 
calculation we can write that
0  t  nt,
therefore _ , '
S3 ** # # * # # * # » #  3 » 2 A  $ 1 5 ©
w  C ^  0
The overall heat transfer coefficient ^ is the 
sum of the quotient of thermal conductivity and film 
caefficient- at the inside and outside,of.the tube•
To calculate the film coefficient at t|to outside of the 
tube we shall assume that the : tube behaves aa a thin 
flat plate - this is Justifiable aa the total surface area 
of the control volume is considerably larger than the 
surface area of the tube# The,inside flip coefficient 
will be determ&inod in. the usual manner for flow in 
circular tubes.
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%‘Ê ia the film heat transfer coefficient 
inside of the t u W ÿ  it earn he calculated by the 
formula
k •
h j  Hu # "g—*
where 'Hu is Husselt number
k< thermal eonduotivity of the fluid
^ the length of the t u b e,
Muaselt number can be calculated by the empirical 
equation given by Gplburn for turbulent flow heat 
transfer in circular tubes for moderate temperature 
differences, and ie expressed as
'É 1 /
Nu' =  3 g
hence We can write.
,,h;^  »  ^  • &  R e # ^  #
Similarly if h^ is the film heat transfer coefficient 
for outside of the tube and we ■ calculate Nueaelt nuiaber 
from Colburn*s equation for turbulent heat transfer 
over a flat plate, we obtain '
h^ ^  X 0*0365 % ^
If the thickness of the tube wall is given by t and its 
thermal conductivity by the overall heat transfer 
coefficient Y can be.expressed as
i  =  1  +  ^  4, à  S.2Aj15£
1  ■ H  *^2'
— 4*0 —
f lier ef ore ■from-, equation and 5^,*-2Aîl5f'we can
w r i t e  t h a t  . .
- m ± h  W A
w
= _.F(m+b) ^ B. (say) S.2A:15eor e 
w h e r e  F =
7\ ûê>
% /  i-j>
And the temperature difference equation 5#2A:15a can be 
expressed in a simpler form as
T# - «  B (f^ - f ) ****#*#.*.*.« S*2A s16
Assuming that there are no heat losses, the heat delivery 
of the sampling water must be equal to the heat absorbed 
by the water flowing in the control tube# The heat 
balance then gives that
” i “  '"o %  *' •
Substituting the value of xa^ and from 5#2AllSb2 and 
S*2A-ilSb3 and re-arranging we obtain
T m T  ^ m (T. - f^ )       SéZàa?
O  ' n.
It can be shown by adding equations 5$BA$16 and S#2Asl7 
and by re-arranging that
T'* ^  é Tj 1 ^ '  ' # * * #,, # # * S*2A$l8
Since the heat transferred from the sampling volume 
per lb of flow is? given by
^  - ' T O  ■
4 1  —
we earn show oh' -eufoatitutlmg = the value of T ^ from 
S,*:2i\ll8 in'the above equations, and from-S#’2A«13 that
&  âpkJzAl . z2 " ' ...... S.2AÎ19
c  1 4" m  3  G p  : 2 g
The abo ve equation S # 2A a19 enables us to rè-write the 
equation 5#BA«14, giving the relationship between the 
temperature T of the oomtrol volume and temperature T* 
of the sampling volume at exit. o.f the sampling tube, as
2 1 2
mith , F k
J  D p  : • R  + — D p ]  • i i  •
Substituting the value of m  and É from S#2A«lSd and
5#2à«lSe respectively,' we "obtain, ......  ’
$ wS W  ' I WWW ■rWi[iWlw'W.ri^ w*tWWWBMlWteilMl)lilWlB «fcsWWaWW* j # MjWM#
, L  ^ * -n t  b • J Op j  2g
[ ■ **F(h“*‘'b) "I
0 4" e I p.. • *  *  *  *  5#2A«20
n "5'* il — J 2g
where o. — and ,
1 J  2 J
Water after flowing.^through-.the sampling tube .enters the 
mixing ehamber, therefore the heat-flux entering the 
mixing chamber through each sampliitg tube per unit time 
cun• be written as ■.^ .
heat flux through, each tube -4* #
Hence total heat flux entering , ^
the mixing chamber ’ ® , >4* q^ - ^ *
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I f  t h e  t o t a l  vo lu m e  le a v in g  t h e  m ix in g  cham ber i s  Q S  
t h e n ,
S' « q,' + q^ ' + * **. * 
or S' “ Z!q'
l e t  foe t h e  te m p e r a tu r e  m easured  i n  t h e  m ix in g  
c h a m b e r, th e n  t h e  t o t a l  h e a t  f l u x  le a v in g  t h e  m ix in g  
cham ber c a n  foe e x p re s s e d  i n  te rm s  o f  and  0 * ,  i . e #
t o t a l  h e a t  f l u x  le a v in g  
t h e  m ix in g  cham ber -  « P  S' Ï.' •
A ssum ing t h a t  t h e  h e a t  e x c h a n g e  i n  t h e  m ix in g  cham ber 
i t s e l f  i s  n e g l i g i b l e  b e c a u s e  o f  s m a l l  s u r f a c e  a r e a ,  
we c a n  s t a t e  t h a t  t h e  h e a t  f l u x  e n t e r in g  t h e  m ix in g  
cham ber m u st b e  e q u a l t o  t h e  h e a t  f l u x  l e a v in g  t h e  m ix in g  
c h a m b e r, h e n c e  i t  f o l lo w s  t h a t
0_ ^ q ' T '
Tm « 3 S  q ’ï
%  S ’
From  e q u a t io n  5 # 2 A « lS b  we g o t  q* *» mq, t h e r e f o r e
T m m
m HaSl.
W r i t in g  t h e  v a lu e  o f  T * fro m  e q u a t io n  S * 2 A « 2 0 ,  we o b t a in .
n 4  b e
-P (n 4 b )
i * M .
)
I t  h a s  b e e n  shown i n  e q u a t io n  S#2As8 t h a t  t h e  e n e rg y
,  t h e r e f o r emean te m p e r a tu r e  «
q
c M. be
-F(n4b)
n 4- b 4  Cl & l É i
S q
’ ■ -  43 -
At high Reynolds nuAiber, dn the basis of Streeter*© 
calculation of kinetic energy correction factor, we can 
write without causing any appreciable error that
Y\( xf.) V  ^
where is the mean velocity 
in the tail race#
Hence the relationship between the measured mean 
temperature and the reference energy mean temperature 
can be expressed as,
‘ i 2
[ v  " •* ”2 ] •-à -------- --
where »  Mean energy temperature in dog# R
T * .*» Temperature measured inside-the mixing 
chamber in deg. R
»* Mean velocity at measuring section of
tail race in ft/sec,
n «  number of sampling points 
n d  k
2
A «* Cross-sectional area of tail-race in ft #
k
1 - J X 4 c(2 t
2 4* F
x £ a .
m*
f^ - frictional factor for tail race channel*
m* « hydraulic mean depth of tail race 
cross-section in,ft#
& «=» length of sampling tube in ft#
4 H  
d
F «
f = frictional factor for sampling tube*
4* '4 4
m m  '■ W .
« 1  “  J  Op
J «* Héchatiical equivalent of .heat in B*fh*0-,
c a Specific heat of fluid in BT0/lb. deg.F
°2 = r t
P
n  d  H
3 6 0 0  W g  C p  B(
w «? Specific weight of fluid at S.T.F. in lb/ft^
m
Û »  V A Volume rate of flow in tail > a c c  in '
ft^/sec*
t Thickness of sampling tub© wall in ft.
k «« Thermal conductivity ' of the tube wall 
in BTU/ftJ$r# deg.F.
“ i “  I M
k* ■=> I'hernial Conductivity of fluid in 
BTU/ft.hr.dog.F.
hg % 0,036s X 3
k V d
Ee «= Reynolds number (for h#)
V  *
.and "  (for h.)
. m ■ <
J7 »  Kinematic viscosity of fluid in ft^/aec.
' o' M  ' ' '
Fr «  Frandtl number **
k
yU =3 Viscosity of fluid in Ib.sec/ft^.
The above equation S.2A$21 enables ué to determine the 
mean energy temperature by making a single observation
i#> 4S ^
of température inside the mixing chamber and by
subsequent application of a oorreotion,term*
To bring' -the ' equation. to a - standard form. we . , 
write as correction factor where
c «  o,, E..T. ^  S.2AJ22.
** 1 n  f  b  A
and hence equation S#2A$21 reduces to
V  -  V  - ° f  ÿ   ...... 5.2A.23
It is of interest to note that the above equation is 
similar to the equation used in aerodynaiaics to 
represent the relationship between the static temperature 
and the recovery temperature for fluids flowing at high 
velocities#
Examination of equation 5#2A;23 shows that the 
ideal conditions of T * can never bo achieved,lu in
therefore the mixing chamber should be designed in such 
a way that the correction factor is as small as possible 
in order to reduce the magnitude of error- The correction 
factor depends on many variables, such as length, diameter, 
roughness number etc# of the sampling tube* ' Nevertheless, 
it can moat conveniently be decreased by increasing the 
nmiber of sampling tubes* However the number cannot be 
increased indefinitely# By differentiating c^-with 
respect to n (equation S# BA 111) and equating it to asero 
we can find the required value of n which will determine 
the.- turning point of after which the correction term 
will start.increasing with increaae in value of number of 
sampling tubes# Such a calculation was carried out for 
test no# 10 (of Table IS) and it was found that the
•*»
optliàum, yaiue of m w a a ’nearly 1$#* %t ia abvioaa, that 
to incorporate such a large nimher of sampling tubes will 
not be a praetâoal prppoaltion#_ It can^therefore be 
conclucied that the number of sampling tubes should be as 
large as practical limitations will allow*
' ’ 'A n o t h e r ■pertinent question' ■can ^ b e •asked -whether 
equal, sampling'is desirable or even possible in the design 
of a mixing'Chamber* '' fo obtain equal sampling, the 
velocity at e a c h 'sampling, station ^ m u s t ■be^knownÿ ^and- then 
the sampling area can be designed i n .that ratio # .
Obvioualy 'it v^ill be practically impossible, as-the 
velocity in the tail race .changes v/ith variation of load 
on the machine# Furthermore this procedure is
uBiieairable, because according; to the definition of energy 
mean tomperature^sf the value of heat flux of a certain 
volume per unit time at a particular 'section, is what we 
require, and t h i s 'is obtainable- in the constant'area 
sampling* . . . . .
It. is, evident from equation Sf:ZhtZ3^  that the
V  2;
correction term c« . _m., will increase, with increase,.in
* 2 g
'"fherefore the correction term will be relatively 
of less importance for low head machines %vhere the 
velocity in thc^ tail>*race ie of a lovjrer .order*. For the 
present investigation, which is- çoiicorned with low head 
machines, the value of was calculated for test no*. 10 
(Table 13), during %#ich "'maximum velocity occurred and it 
was found to be'less thun 10"^^ dog*F per ft*-.-head*" ' It 
follows that the value’'of .the ■cdrrection.,.ter^ will bc'less 
than 0'*.E X  10.*^ '^' deg.&:F^ uiu--/ "V?-.,.,-.;. (since 2 ! ^  0*34) or
roughly 10 deg#,0, which' will cause am error lu efficiency
. - 47 -
d f  les© than It can .therefore be safely 'assumed
that for low and medium liead-■machines, the temperature 
observed in the «îixâng chamber v;ill represent the true 
energy moan temperature ’of t h e  fluid flowing through the 
tail r a c e *
Bieven different tests Were auocessfully 
■performed to deterittine the effect' of-■ measurement' of liean 
temperature by/mixing chamber* ïhe results o f  these 
experiments have-been shown i n  t a b l e s '7,'8, lia, lib, lie 
and figures Z1 'and 2'2> and have 'been dischssèd in article 
5 * 2 'and 8*' ' The difference between t h é  readings of mean 
t e m p e r a t w e  observed by if averse and that obtained by the 
^mixing chamber has been Oaub'ed because 'of 'iiîié' assimption 
that the arithmetic lue'an'temperature is equal to the 
éîiefgy mean temperature* à true comparison can' only be 
made if the energy mean temperature ia 'measiir'ed by 
graphical intégration of velocity and teiiiiperature profiles 
obtained'by measuring probes # ■ All investigators obtained 
temperature traverses and calculated the mean température 
by assuming t h a t ‘the-velocity remained constant throughout 
the section*. . Unfortunately, the ^ true' comparison ^ could not 
be determined during-the present investigation due to 
shortage of time,. and the fact that; such procedure,. of 
measurement requires a full scale investigation, of its 
own* . ■
4 8  "
When the two pXatiiiihii gauges are at the same 
température, theoretically th,e bridge must reiitaln. in 
equilibrium whatever the ■value of temperature may be#
This however, is not obtainable; in practice# In spite 
of manufaotiirers t olaims that the gauges are made of 
identical elements;, 'the. f t w d a m e # # !  interval, remains 
different for each element which-■!à more 'noticeable when 
used for the measurement of n m l l  'temperatui-^c cliffereBioea* 
Therefore it ie necessary to 'têst the platinum = gauges in  ^ 
pairs over ."the-working range of temperature (0 deg#C *
20 dèg#0)| and that pair should be chosen 'which gives 
minim'ùm'deflection-change with change in temperature# _
Tablé 21 and Fig# $4 shoif a teat Carried out on certaim 
pairs of therioomcters# . Since we required three 
thermometers, (%;), (Tg) to -give us two pairs
(fj|l and and .(T^) and.'(f^), thermiometers 2 and 7
ani\2 and 9 %#re therefore chosen# These -appear to be
the beat combination available,-as shov/n by Fig# ■34*
. #111#' and Qompma# have theoretically analysed a- . 
particular. âîethod of compensating the effect of temperature 
variation and have concluded that the procedure outlined 
by them eliminates any error due to variation of temperature# 
The method includes a particular type of bridge which 
incorporates two potentiometers inserted between, the 
Junctions of two different arms of the bridge network#
In essence they have provided a design of a bridge which, 
remains in equilibrium, whatever the value of temperature 
sensed by the gauges may be* , H m m v e r , they have not 
published any experimental data to support this analysis#
An ass'eaament of, or comparison with Willm^e 
method was not possible as the bridge used during the
investigation.was a Êmlth type bridge which does not 
incorporate,two potentiometers at the junctions of the 
two arms of the-bridge* Furthermore, Wii.la*s method is 
restricted to one pair of gauges with their wires,. ' 
therefore it would not be possible at all to use Willm^s 
method'for th© adiabatic expander,which requires t h r e e ’ 
thermometers simultaiieoualy for measurement •
8 , o a * .
It has been stated■i n ■article 8 #4 that because
of the low .flow of 0*04 l/a in the outer chamber, it 
was not possible to make the texuperature of the outer 
Jacket equal to that of tail race * However, the 
deflection due to the inequality of temperature tmm 
noted and later a correction was applied. Such a 
series of teats is given in Table 22 for six different 
loads. The values of efficiencies obtained after 
correction, cannot be taken as accurate, because the 
temperature of the flowing water ivaa changing and the 
average drop in temperature was observed to be 0*4 deg* 
C/hr * The method of correction enables us however to 
calculate values- of efficiencies, but this procedure is 
undesirable and the results obtained are not accurate.
To détermine the affect of different rates of flow 
through the Jaclcet on the values- of efficiency, another 
series of testa was carried out for four different loads 
each at four rates of flow. The observations are shoim 
in Table 23* In Fig* 35, the efficiencies obtained are 
plotted against flow time (=« where q is the rate of 
flow) to elïow the effect of increasing the rate of flow 
ill the Jacket*
It is apparent that the most desirable condition 
for determining the efficiency will be when the ’flow ''time 
is ^ero, or in other words when the flow' is infinitely 
large which eliminates the heat transfer effect ^ but to 
achieve this theoretical condition will not be possible* 
Examination of Fig# 35 however shows that the values of 
Efficiencies do not appreciably change between the flow 
time of 2.5 sec/litre and 2.0 s/l and it can be inferred
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from'the s h a p e ‘of •'tte four oiirfea that there will'he 
almost no change In the value of efficiency when t h e . 
flow time Is f u r t h e r ,decreased# , . It oan therefore he 
concluded that flow time of 2*5 aec/litro or a,flow of
0.4 litre/sec. will he the moat suitable value# The 
flow time of 2.0 a/1 no doubt will give slightly-more 
accurate values of efficiency, but at this flow time it 
will not be possible to determine the values of efficiency 
at high efficiency points because of larger pressure drop 
between the valves# It is therefore not justifiable to 
Use a. flow of 0.5 litres/sec. instead of 0*4 l/a for the 
given pair of values# It could however be possible to 
u s e .h i g h e r ■rates of flow with better designed valves, 
such as described in article 5*43*
It should be noted that these experiments were 
carried out for moderate temperature differences between 
the surrounding air and the flowing water* ■ F o r.large. 
differences of temperature,, either the flow rate m%#t- be 
increased or, if this is not possible, the test #houl$. 
be postponed till some suitable t i m e # . ;
Another series of ©f.fiéiency testa was oarrifd 
out for fifteen.different loads* The qbsery®^ values - 
are given.in fable 24 and plotted im Fig* 3 6 * The
results obtained are scattered and their accuracy is 
unreliable*. This could be explained a© the effect of 
instability of the temperature of the flowing medium 
caused by the formation of ice* The average fa.ll of; 
temperature during the test was recorded as 0*36 dog*
C/hr* -According to Willm, ip mimh cases the teats 
should be abandoned'as the efficiency equation vms 
derived on the. assumption that the ‘temperature of the 
flowing medium was constant# The efficiency teats were
5 2
tIierefOT0^çlie'eantiimad' a n d  w e r e  not' reported, i n  t h e  m a i n  
ibI&eafjLa;*' "' - < ' ' / - ' ' - - ' . - - ' -
In article,.8,v63 it was. claimed that, where the 
oenvcinitienal, .Method failed/'to determine, the efficiency 
readings due to the influx of a great amount of weed in 
the pipe line brought oyor by flood, the thermodynhmlo 
methpd. enabled ua to ealouiate ef fipionoiea , in.- such 
adverse oircumstanoes# , The ^values obtained under such 
circuMstancea are given in fable 25 measured pver two 
oonseeutiye, days* These readings are. plotted,in Fig* 37 
and are represented, by. plain circles# For comparison 
the values of efficiencies- obtained on, t%# previous clays 
(fable 15) are, also plotted on the, same graph, shown by 
dots# , , The two results .are in very good agreement and 
the scatter is, less than $, 1 -^*, . In oonplUsipn it dap . 
be a.aid that t.he thcmp.dypainic. method has definite, 
advantages over conventional, methods*
* S3 •
âl/AXX.A Peteriaination  and.Ê_
The derivation of the formulas for d and p are 
given in Appendix % and Appendix II* Exaïîiination of 
equation Ala 5 shows- that calculation of ol and p basically
requires the 'determination of variation of specific volume 
of water with -temperature and pressuré* . Several 
investigators have published the F,V-., Æ  (-Pressure,- volume 
and temperature) data for pure v/â-ter for different 
pressures and-temperatures# Most of them have taken 
large intervals of pressure or temperature; since the 
c a l c u l a t i o n o f-cc and ^  involves doter$aination of
Bt
and it is ' thereforo necessary to know the Values of
the B^ëêÊii,c volume of water at small intervals of 
temperature and press w e #
-Ifi 1 1 m , used Amagat * s P, V , f data - giveii-at intervals 
of 35 atm pressure ffom 1 atm to 200 atm and S deg#C* 
interval of temperature from 0 dèg#C# to 20 deg.C, The 
values of ol and ^ obtained by Willm and Campmas derived 
from Amagat'^'s data ..are shown in Fig* 25* Siaith and 
Keyes have provided■a n 'empirical equation as a 
satisfactory representation of their observations of 
specific volume of water* The advantages of this type 
of representation are various but the sijost important is 
that small intervals of pressure and temperature increase 
the accuracy of the calculation for isopiestic thermal 
expansion of water and isothermal compression (**^^)
of water* A comparison of Amagat*s data and those 
obtained by Smith and Keyes is given in Table 16, in the 
form of A  «  (1 -* v)10^ , where v is the specific volume*
In the analysis, Amagat*s observations were taken from
' ^ 5 4
the/tables published by Dorsey and the data of Smith 
and Keyes were calculated from the empirical equation
given in the original paper of Smith and' Keyes.*
Table 16 includes the values of speéific volmae for’ the 
temperature 'rangé' of. • to and 'for the pressure
range of 1 atm t o '200 Utm# ' Compariaon shows'that the 
maximum difference in two observed' vaides' occurs'at 
0 d e g « C # and 200 atm,' pressure and is" of the order of 
13 parts in 10,000* This difference di«aitiish©s gradually 
with increase i n  teiiiperatuile, - so much so that at SO^C, and 
a t 'all pressures the difference is never g r e ater"than 
2' parts-in 10,000. Xt can be said that the values are
in good-.agreement. , '< '
oc and p were calculated Using' Saiith and Keyes 
data# The values of (l and (1 ^ ^  ) were-plotted
against pressure for various temperatures and are .shown 
in. Fig* 38 and Fig# 40 respectively. The- summary of 
the method of calculation employed is given below.
(1) Specific volume of ifateir was calculated from the
empirical equation set up by Smith and Keyes,
(2) Isothermal compression of water ) was calculated
o P
by directly differentiating the empirical equation 
relating specific volume and pressure# (Given by 
Smith and Keye s ) #
(3)_ Isopiestic thermal expansion of water (^%^ ) was 
calculated by means of central, difference 
interpolation formula using 1 deg.G. interval of 
temperature for five values of specific volume.
(4) The integrals'of ■ the-fmioti'oita ' t"ir©re calculated by 
using Simpson •'© rule employing eleven ordinates 
for ©very■pressure range#
(5) The value of v^^was taken'at 4 deg;C#'at'l atm# 
and it'was equal'to'1*0002 oc/güi« ■ ■
(6) All computations were performed by Sijriü.s computer 
and the results were printed up to "five significant 
figures*
the results plotted in,-Fig* 38 show that the-rate 
of change of (l *# oi ) with pressuré./remains constant at 
all temperatures and hence - it can' almo s t ,be represented 
by straight lines .-of the same gradient # The - values of 
(1 ^ ol) were calculated at 1 deg.C., interval between: '
S deg*€,# and 20 deg*C# %#ieh- was' the working range-of 
the present investigatioii; ''--however'' it is- possible to 
calculate'the value-of (1 # ol) àt any temperature and 
'pressure by means of the method outlined aboVe* For, 
comparison the values of (1 mck) were ■compiled, from 
Willm*a data (Fig# 25) and plotted on the" sam^-.Sqalc as 
Big, 38 and are shown in Fig#. 39# Within the working 
range at a .temperature of S deg*G* the maximum difference 
in the values, of (l ? (*) was observed; this '
equivalent to 0#5$' of efficiency# Thi.s variation 
however is not insignificant,,in spite of the fact that 
the difference in the values of specific vélum© as slldwn 
by Table 26 is not greater than 12 parts in 10,000#
This difference-in the values of (1 <x) ■ can, be explained
by tIië;cUfference' in the methods of calculation* 
Unfortunately Willm- and Campmas d o . not "-furnish " the method 
of their calculation and therefore n© definite conclusions 
can be drawn# However, since they have used Amagat’s
S6
data they w s t  likely have used mean values of 
isiopiestie thermal expansion and isothermal compression 
instead of aeeurately calculating and ^  at each 
state point# To elucidate this argument two values of 
(1 4# d), one at 10 deg#C, and the other at IS deg.C* 
between 1 ate and 2S atm, were calculated by using mean 
values of isiopiestlc thermal expansion and isothermal 
compression, but still using F,v,T data of Smith and 
Keyes# The values obtained differed from that of 
Fig* 38, equivalent to 0#4% of efficiency  ^this explains 
the difference in the values of the thermodynamic 
coefficients obtained compared to t h a t .of Willm#
These values of (1 «^oc) which have been calculated 
from the F,v,T data given by various investigators are 
known as the values, and in view of the fact that
the results are not in very close agreement, it shall be 
useful to determine the dynaiitlc values of thé thermo-*- 
dyna:aio coefficients d  and p » In conclusion it can be 
©aid that the values of Fig. 38 can be taken as more 
reliable than those obtained by Willm (Pig. Z$ and Fig# 39)>- 
because his values are based on the approximation of
and . The values of Pig# 38 however can not foe
o\* d p
taken as accurate, because the empirical equation set up 
by Smith and Keyes is itself an approximation in strict 
sense of the term# Values of (1 d) obtained 
experimentally can be taken as really the only a c e w a t e  
values, which Unfortunately has not been determined yet. 
Brand has mentioned in his paper that the data of Willm 
and Campmas was checked experimentally and was in good 
agreement; but he has neither published his experimental 
results nor has he given any details about the experiment*
-  57 -
It i s  therefore difficult to deduce any conclusions from 
B r a n d ^ s  f i n d i n g s *  '
The Ÿalues of (1 ^ ) compiled from Fig# 2S were
also plotted on the aaiae scale as Fig. 40 and are shown 
in Fig* 41# Like (l #^cc) these values also differ from 
each other, but the' variation expressed as a percentage 
of efficiency is nearly #05^ which can he taken as 
negligible# ' It can be concluded that variation of 
(1 4# due to different value© of specific volumes 
observed is insignificant,
The values of oc and ^ given in Fig# 38 anti Fig# 40 
are only for pure water# These values will be affected 
by presence of impurities, because impurities change the 
specific volume of water which, in turn will change the 
value of the thermodynamic coefficienta. The most
common cause of any significant change in the specific 
volume of water is the presence of salt. fo determine 
the effect of salt content, the values of and p were 
calculated for water containing 3.1^ salt (by wt#)#
The results obtained are plotted as (1 # ck) and (1 )
against pressure in Fig# 42 and Fig# 43 respectively#
Also the values of d  and p were calculated for. water 
containing 3#9?^  salt (by wt*)# The results are plotted 
in Fig# 43 and Fig. 44# (The values of specific volumes 
were taken from the Dorsey * s book)#
The results show that within the working range 
of temperature of water (S 20 deg.C.), one per cent 
(by wt.) of salt in water will* change the value of (1 o( ) 
sufficiently to give 1#2^ > change in efficiency, and this 
change in efficiency reduces with the rise of temperature
• 5 S” ■
of water#, ,
Thé value : of (I for sea water oan he
interpolated by means of Fig# 42 and Fig^ 44 ^ aea,water 
usually oontaina 3*5^ salt (by ivt#.)# The values of 
(I •“.<? ) also changea with change ip ooncentration of 
salt hut the effect of change on efficiency is almost 
negligible*
im conclusion It can be said that a correction 
factor should be applied if there are reasons to believe 
that the salt concentration is higher t h a n _t h e  average 
for r i v e r ,water # It is to be remembered that the values 
of thermodynamic coefficients given in Fig. 42, Fig. 43 
and Fig. 44 are.purely hypothetical,'and'these conditions 
may never arise- in industrial,applications. -
, - Dissolved air increases the specific volume of - 
water, ' and hence it will affect ' the values of d  asid-^ > • * 
However the,maximum change observed in specific volume 
due .to clissplveci'.aia'^  as réfepyted by Bmeleus is 2 parts 
in 10^, which- is'very small, its effect on thermo 
dynamic- coefficients will be insignificant# It can- ^
therefore be concluded that the value- of oi.aiicl p/does 
not change with saturation of water with air. .
Â  a K  M  0 M  B  D  ê il M  M  M  f  B
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Bfficieaoy 0fes6rvai>ions at Bonningfcon, Oeoè'éO,
DATE
m k D
IN
W
EPF*CY
OBSERVED
GtoVAMOiWBE 
DEVIATION 
m)M ZERO 
• ÏM Mi. • 
(Outer jacket)
OORfiffiSTED
EPP«GÏ EE'ffiBKS
19.12.60 5.2 - 83.6 6 ■ 80.8
... .....— -, !'
1. Tempoyattiré 
of .mter ■ 
dropped from 
4.5 0 to, 1.2°P
in ei^ it hqmra.
I 4«2â 85.7 9 . 82.4
I 3.7 84.2 8 81 i3 2. Therefore ■ 
average W # .  ' '
drop was about
II 3.15 78.1 ô 75.7 0*4 deg.C/hr.
3# 'Flow in outer
n 2.5 72,2 3 ' 71.3 Jacket was 
0.04 litre/sec.
!» 1.5 69.8 2 ' 69.1
------------------1
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' '
variation with #ow time, Bomington, Dec#*éO. 
' ■ ■ ■ (See Fig. 35) '
I0AD
Plow in 
outer jacket 
in l/s.
Plow time 
1
q
EPPIGIBNOY BWARKS
0*2 5 56.7 1. Average difference
# 0,3 3,33 56.2 between the tan^j.
0,4 2,5 . ■ 56.6 of surrounding air
H- 0 .5  . ■ 2.0 58,7 and the flowing
water was about
0 .2 5,0 71.75 10 deg.c.
i 0.3 3,33 73,7
S 0.4, ' 2,5 74.1
2. Average fall of
m
0,5 2,0 74.22 tempsratürs of '
flowing water was; .
0,2 5.0 79.8 about 0.35 deg.c/hr.
m 0.3 3.33 81.7
s. 0.4 2.5 62.2
m 0.5 2.0 82.32
0.2 5,0 64.5
■ a
0.3 3.33 86.4
1
0,4 2.5 66.9
0,5 2.0 Unobtainable
r
TABLE 24
E f f i c i e n c y B e n n i n g t o n ^  D e c . • 60 
' (g e e  P ig #  3 6 )
DATE:
LOAD
I N
m v
EPPICIENCY R E M A R K S
12 *.60 1*0 58,0
« " 1.52 ' ' '71,2
it 2*05 72.0
ts" 2.:$' : 78:,2
tî , 2...71 . 79.,1
it 3 #04 : 84,0
n 3 #25 ' 82,1
Ii.' 85,0
ft 3#75 87,3
0 I . 4*0 / 86,9
n 4 #25 ■' . 87,6
n 4#5 :*■ 4 88,5
11 4,75 ■ 86,1
n 5,02; ; , ■ 87,1
» 3,2 ■ 84*6
1# Average fall of 
temperature of 
flowing water was 
about 0#;36 deg*G* 
per h o u r .
2. Flow in outer
jacket ’ was .0#4 1 / a '
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Efficiency, Bennington, April 1961 
(Sec Pig. 37)
BASE ■
LOAD
IK
im
EPPICIENCY . REMAU.KS .
o«6 59.0 ■(Plowing water"
1.0 : 64.8 full of %meûBp
later' 'identified
13.4.61 1*5' 72/6
as Kitelia)
2.0 74.6
2.5
> f < 79.0 t-
3.0 85.0
3.5
_ '
87.4
4.0 88.0
,14.4.61 , :4.5 90.7
5/0 • 89.4
1.0 64.4
0 32.3
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FI0.28 FULLY DEVELOPED TIiMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION DURING 
TURBULENT HEAT TRANSFER IN A CIRCULAR PIPE FOR 
VARIOUS MAGNITUDES OF PRANDTL MODULUS,(Re-10 )
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PIG 29 FOLLY DEVELOPED lEMPERATDRE DISTRIBUITIOH DURIHO 
TUHBÜLENT HEAT TRANSFER IK A CIRCULAR PIPE TOR 
various MAOKITUDES of PRANDTL MODULUS,(RE»lO^) 
(Aooording to Martlnelli,)
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AS FUNCTION OF REYNOLDS AND PRANDTL MODULUS FOR 
TURBULENT HEAT TRANSFER IN CIRCULAR PIPE, 
(Aocording to Martlnelli.)
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